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Kurzfassung
Bitcoin ist die wohl bekannteste Kryptowährung unserer Zeit. Seit der Gründung im Jahr
2008 ist sie einem ständigen Nutzerwachstum unterlegen und ein oft diskutiertes Thema
in der Politik und Legislative. Neben vielen Vorteilen der neuen Währung wird jedoch
die öffentliche Meinung oft von einigen Nachteilen überschattet. Die fehlende Autorität,
das hohe Risiko und die ausgeprägte kriminelle Nutzung dieser Kryptowährung sind
nur ein paar der Kritikpunkte. Weiters ist eine Strafverfolgung im üblichen Sinn nicht
möglich, da Kryptowährungen mehr oder weniger anonym sind. Auch haben Behörden
keine Verfügungsgewalt über Konten oder Transaktionen, wodurch eine Verfolgung von
illegalen Geldmitteln wesentlich erschwert wird.
Der Fokus dieser Diplomarbeit liegt darin, Bitcoin im rechtlichen Sinn einzuordnen und
auf die Verwendung im organisierten Verbrechen einzugehen. Dafür wird die Kryptowährung Bitcoin näher betrachtet, mit Fiat Währungen verglichen und Risiken aufgezeigt.
Eine Einteilung im rechtlichen Sinn basierend auf der aktuellen Rechtslage Österreichs
und anderer Länder ist, neben der funktionellen Betrachtung von Bitcoin, ein wichtiger
Bestandteil dieser Arbeit. Um die Verwendung von Bitcoin und anderen Kryptowährungen näher betrachten zu können, ist eine Definition und Betrachtung des organisierten
Verbrechens im allgemeinen Sinn notwendig. Dabei wird auf verschiedene Bereiche, unter
anderem der Bereich des Cybercrimes, näher eingegangen und die Zusammenhänge mit
Bitcoin aufgezeigt. Als einer der bedeutendsten Faktoren des organisierten Verbrechens
oder der kriminellen Handlungen im Allgemeinen ist die Geldwäsche eine der Hauptthematiken dieser Arbeit. Die Geldwäsche wird im Allgemeinen und auch im Detail
betrachtet, wobei auf bestimmte Bereiche und Methoden besonders eingegangen wird.
Die Geldwäsche im virtuellen Bereich und das Verwenden von Bitcoin als neue Möglichkeit
der Geldwäsche findet besondere Bedeutung in diesem Teil der Arbeit.
Nach einer kurzen Einführung in die Hintergründe und Ziele dieser Diplomarbeit in
Kapitel 1 wird in Kapitel 2 die virtuelle Währung Bitcoin näher vorgestellt. Kapitel 3
beschäftigt sich mit der rechtlichen und funktionellen Einteilung der Kryptowährung
Bitcoin und gibt Aufschluss über die aktuelle Rechtslage in Österreich. Kapitel 4 fokussiert sich auf das organisierte Verbrechen und die Rolle von Bitcoin und anderen
Kryptowährungen in diesem Zusammenhang. Kapitel 5 geht genauer auf die Geldwäsche
als eines der wichtigsten Instrumente der Kriminalität ein und zeigt die Involvierung und
die Möglichkeiten von Bitcoin als Instrument der Geldwäsche auf.
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Abstract
Bitcoin is the most famous cryptocurrency of our time. Since its foundation in 2008, it
has been subject to a constant user growth and is also a frequently discussed topic in
politics and legislation. Besides many advantages of this new currency, the public opinion
on it is often overshadowed by a number of disadvantages. The missing authority, the
high risk and the pronounced criminal use of this cryptocurrency are just a few points
of criticism. Furthermore, criminal prosecution in the usual sense is not possible, since
cryptocurrencies are more or less anonymous. Also, legal authorities have no power of
control over accounts or transactions, which makes it much more difficult to track illegal
money.
The focus of this diploma thesis is to classify Bitcoin in terms of law and especially
investigate the use of it in organized crime. For this purpose, the cryptocurrency Bitcoin
is investigated, compared with fiat currencies and risks are also described. A classification
in a legal sense based on the current legal situation of Austria and other countries is,
besides a functional classification, an important part of this work. To take a closer
look at the use of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, a definition and consideration of
organized crime in a general way is necessary. In doing so, different areas of organized
crime are discussed, including the area of cybercrime, and the connection to Bitcoin is
shown. As one of the most important factors of organized crime or criminal actions in
general, money laundering is one of the main subjects of this thesis. Money laundering is
observed in general as well as in detail, with a particular focus on the specific areas and
methods. Money laundering in the virtual world and the use of Bitcoin as new option in
money laundering is of great importance in this thesis.
After a brief introduction of the background and the objectives of this diploma thesis in
chapter 1, the virtual currency Bitcoin is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 includes a
legal and functional classification of Bitcoin and provides information about the legal
situation in Austria. Chapter 4 focuses on organized crime and the role of Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies in the context of organized crime. Chapter 5 looks more closely
at money laundering as one of the most important instruments of crime and shows the
involvement and opportunities of Bitcoin as an instrument in money laundering.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
Bitcoin is a virtual currency founded in 2008. Since then, it has grown very fast and is
by far the biggest virtual currency right now.1 With this rapid growth many problems
occurred, resulting in a currency which is broadly discussed and researched all the time.
Supporters call Bitcoin the new currency which solves all problems and should be used
by everyone. Opponents only see the problems and call it a high risk currency mainly
used by criminals. Despite these widespread perspectives, Bitcoin manages to gain users
every day, growing more and more market volume. Nowadays often more than 270,000
transactions with over 300,000 Bitcoins are sent per day.23 Users trust the currency due
to the independence from banks and countries. Bitcoin is based on an algorithm which
was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto.4 The algorithm acts as a trust builder and is based
on cryptographic security and a peer-to-peer system between all users. Transactions are
carried out directly between two users and no third party, for example a bank, is needed.
Although Bitcoin is not the first cryptographic currency, it was the first one which spread
over the world and grows on a daily basis.
However, Bitcoin is not the perfect currency for everyone. Countries do not want it
because it cannot be controlled as regular legal currencies are. Bitcoin is also blamed
to be the currency of crime because the user is more or less anonymous when using it.
As of today Bitcoin is not classified as a currency or any other payment method by law.
However, there are pilot projects which try to integrate Bitcoin in real life environments.
One of the first prominent projects is done by the city Zug in Switzerland. Since July
2016 citizens have the possibility to pay fees in Bitcoin, if the amount of the fee is under
200 CHF.5 The European Banking Authority (EBA) warns about using it and describes
1

Statista: Ranking der größten virtuellen Währungen nach Marktkapitalisierung im Dezember 2016.
Blockchain (2017a): Confirmed Transactions per Day.
3
Blockchain (2017b): Estimated Transaction Value.
4
Brüder (2012): Bitcoin.
5
Stadt (2016): Von Bitcoin zu Blockchain-Anwendungen.
2
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1. Introduction
in detail that it is an unregulated form of money.6 This leads to various problems
concerning tax regularities or penal law regarding criminal activities where Bitcoins
are involved. More and more businesses are using Bitcoin not only as a possibility for
online payments, but also for transactions in the real world. Furthermore, completely
new business models which are based on the virtual currency are gaining popularity. As
a consequence, the need for a clarification about what Bitcoins are in the eyes of law
becomes more important. Also, the possible use of Bitcoins for criminal activities such
as money laundering is a big concern which tarnishes Bitcoins and holds potential users
back. Therefore, this thesis should not only clarify Bitcoins from a law perspective, but,
more importantly, investigate the usage of it in organized crime, as well as inspect the
role of Bitcoins in specific areas of crime where it is accused to be a catalyst for.
The aim of the thesis is to provide a detailed insight into the use of Bitcoins in organized
crime and a clarification of Bitcoins in the eyes of law. This includes a clarification of
the legal position of Bitcoins based on national and international law. The clarification
should provide an in-depth look about how Bitcoins can be treated as a currency and
what is missing for it to be totally integrated as a lawful currency. Another part of the
work is to gain insight into legal aspects of current currencies and derive their trends
from the past to get more information about the development of lawful currencies. Due
to the fact that Bitcoin is blamed to be an important tool for crime the main aspect
of the thesis is to investigate the real usage of Bitcoin in organized crime and provide
detailed information about how and why Bitcoin is used in different kinds of crime today.
As one of the most demanded criminal actions, money laundering is investigated deeply
and the use of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies in this area is described.
To accomplish this work three important sources of information are used. A literature
research is part of the first step of this work. It is used to gain information about legal
currencies, Bitcoin, organized crime and other related areas to this thesis. At the same
time different sources of law will be searched for related laws to criminal organization,
currency, money laundering and other related areas. The third and most important
source are interviews with experts of the topics Bitcoin, money laundering, banks and
insurances from different institutions. The interviews are providing a new perspective
and important information about Bitcoin and its use for organized crime and money
laundering.
The thesis is structured in four main parts. At first the virtual currency Bitcoin is
explained, including its history and the history of legal currencies in comparison. Also,
the network and functionality as well as transactions and anonymity of Bitcoin are parts
of this chapter. Finally, the most important risks of the Bitcoin system are explained.
Afterwards a legal classification and classification by use of the virtual currency Bitcoin
is given. This includes the legal status in Austria as well as Germany, the European
Union, Japan and other interesting countries. After the introduction to Bitcoin and
the classification the first main part about organized crime and the use of Bitcoin in
6

2

EBA (2013): Warning to consumers on virtual currencies.

organized crime is evaluated. The last and most important part of this thesis is the
evaluation of Bitcoin in the area of money laundering. This chapter also involves detailed
explanations about money laundering itself, its history, linked crimes and methods. The
thesis is concluded by summarizing the most important perceptions and information
about Bitcoin and the use of it in organized crime as well as money laundering.
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CHAPTER

Bitcoin
“Money is a social institution: a tool created and marked by society’s evolution,
which has exhibited a great capacity to evolve and adapt to the character of the
times. It is not surprising that money has been affected by recent technological
developments and especially by the widespread use of the internet.“1
Money is one of the most important factors of a modern civilization. The history showed
that money is necessary to build a working economy and evolve human thinking over
time. Money is not bound to any specific form. Before fiat money was the most used
type of money, it evolved over time always according to its needs at that point of time.
Nowadays online shopping and paying without cash money becomes more and more
important. For that reason virtual currencies become also popular. Bitcoin is a virtual
currency which is used all over the world and has the biggest community compared to all
other virtual currencies. In the next sections not only the history of Bitcoin is described,
also the Bitcoin network and its community as well as the basic functioning principles are
shown. Besides that also Bitcoin transactions are described. As it is with all new things,
especially payment methods, there are not only advantages. Often Bitcoin is accused
to be insecure and the currency of criminals. Therefore, in section 2.4 different kinds of
risks and the anonymity of Bitcoin is described more precisely.

2.1

History

Bitcoin is a virtual currency based on cryptography and a peer to peer network structure.
It is a new kind of currency based on the needs of virtual online payments. Before the
history of Bitcoin is described more deeply this section gives an overview of the history of
money and the history of electronic currencies. Additionally, the kinds of currencies and
1

Bank (2012): Virtual currency schemes, p. 10.
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electronic currencies are mentioned in the following sections. Alongside to the history of
Bitcoin also problems and the status of Bitcoin today is described.

2.1.1

History of money

Before Bitcoin or even money existed only trading goods was possible. Around 25000
BC the first trades involved animals and other everyday items is evidenced.2 Since that
time trading has always evolved. The first step to money as we know it today was the
non-monetary exchange. Things that people needed were exchanged with each other to
obtain new things. Beside animals or Food also jewelry and seeds were used as exchange
materials. This kind of exchange is only useful in direct trading situations, when both
sides have something that the other side wants. If this is not the case, it gets complicated.
Out of that problem weighage and later coin money had become the next steps of money
evolution. Weighage or weighing charges are precious metals without any standardized
format. They are used as a high valuable material which gets weighed and traded against
subjects. With Weighage there was no need to exchange goods directly anymore.
Coin money was the next step and consisted also out of gold, silver or other valuable
materials. Both, weighage and coin money, were good substitutes when compared to
animals or other subjects, because usually only a small amount of precious metal is needed
for a trade. Weighage had one big disadvantage. It was not easy to split into needed
values and if the needed value was high, it was also difficult to transport. Out of this
disadvantage coin money solved this problem by pressing these metals into standardized
sizes. Everyone knew what the coins were worth and the weighing was no longer needed.
With the increasing need of money precious metals were too seldom to use as normal
money. Because of that coin money evolved and other materials were used instead of
precious metals. Later on when the amounts of money were getting larger banknotes
were created. Banknotes can be seen as a bond. At first the value of the coins and
banknotes was stored in banks in form of precious metals. Today only a small amount of
the value of the produced coins and banknotes is stored. People trust the money so a
full backup in precious metals is not needed anymore. This is called fiat money.3 Today
the most money exists only electronically as book money and is stored in bank accounts.
Money itself has to fulfill specific requirements to be used as money as we know it. These
requirements are described shortly in the following paragraph.
Money has to fulfill three basic functions. It has to be a medium of exchange, a unit
of account and a store of value.4 Medium of exchange means that money has to be
exchangeable for other things. It also has to be accepted everywhere in a country as
money to fulfill this function. The unit of account function defines money as something
that can be used to describe the value of things. It is also used to compare the value of
different products. The last function, store of value function, is described easily. Money
2

Anders (2014): Die virtuelle Währung Bitcoin - rechtliche Einordnung als Zahlungsmittel sowie
Chancen und Risiken aus Nutzer- und Bankensicht, p. 3.
3
Ibid., pp. 3-5.
4
Brüder (2012): Bitcoin, pp. 3-4.
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should store value over undefined time periods. This means that money should be able to
hold its value over long time periods without any significant change in value. Of course
every currency is underlying small inflation or deflation, but this does not affect the
store of value function. Besides these money functions currencies have to have additional
attributes.5 Money has to be limited and can only be produced by an authority. It also
has to be durable and stable in value. Products are often mischievous and are therefore
not good as an exchange product. Money is durable over a long time and does not change
its value very much. Homogeneity and distinguishability are also attributes required
by money. Money has to have a standardized appearance, so everyone knows what a
specific coin or banknote is worth. A very important attribute is the divisibility. When
dividing money, it is absolutely required that there is no capital loss involved. The use
value is the last attribute money has to have. This attribute is not required anymore
because the coins or banknotes have no intrinsic value. They are only a substitute for
their represented value.

2.1.2

Money today

Today there are different forms of money. Coin money and Banknotes have already
been mentioned. Both are forms of credit money. It is called credit money because
the coins and banknotes itself have no material value. The value they have is greater
than the material value. Additionally, also book money and scriptural money counts as
credit money.6 The difference between book money and electronic money is that, to get
electronic money, another form of money has to be used before the transaction and be
converted into electronic money by loading it onto a chip or cellphone. Virtual currencies
are another type of money which are not categorized in the forms mentioned before.
Basically virtual money exists in three different kinds.78 The first kind is a closed virtual
currency. This virtual currency has no use in the real world and is found in computer
games. With this money usually upgrades can be bought in the game. There is no
possibility to buy this currency or to buy things outside of the game with that currency.
The second kind of virtual currencies are unidirectional virtual currencies. Compared to
the closed virtual currency, with this kind it is possible to exchange other currencies to
get the virtual currency. Usually this is also used in games, online platforms or apps.
After using real money to buy virtual currency with it the virtual currency can be used
the same way as the closed kind. The third and last kind of virtual currency is the
bidirectional one.9 This kind is the closest to real money. The virtual currency can be
bought with other currencies and it is also possible to buy other currencies with it. It is
also not restricted to games or specific platforms. It can be used everyplace where it is
accepted. The most well-known example of this kind of currency is Bitcoin.
5
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Electronic currencies were created long before Bitcoin. They are neither cash money nor
book money. Other currencies have to be exchanged into electronic currencies before they
can be used electronically.10 With the start of networks and later the internet, the wish of
an electronic currency always existed by many people. That the key to an electronic cash
system lies on cryptography was rather clear from the beginning. First tries of electronic
currencies were not very successful. A more successful one was DigiCash in the 1990s.11
But also this cash system went bankrupt after a few years. All early tries to implement
electronic cash systems were done in a centralized way. The first decentralized electronic
currency was Bitcoin.12 As of today more and more people use the internet for almost
everything. Shopping, doing business and many other parts of our life can be done over
the internet with much less effort than a few years ago. Based on this development it is
not surprising that doings like online money transactions through banks or other online
transaction systems like PayPal were invented.13 But all of these systems are centralized
and rely on a specific legal currency which means that globalized use is only possible
with transaction and exchange fees. Bitcoin solves that problem by creating a completely
new kind of currency. How Bitcoin was invented is described in the next paragraph.

2.1.3

The beginning of Bitcoin

The history of Bitcoin begins in 2008. Satoshi Nakamoto is the inventor of Bitcoin.14 His
name is only a pseudonym. No one knows who he really is, but there are presumptions
that it could be a group of Japanese programmers. Nakamoto proposed a paper called
Whitepaper, where Bitcoin was explained and the technical background of the Bitcoin
system was described.15 Until Bitcoin all currencies were controlled by an authority to
keep the currency stable and solve issues if the occurred. Bitcoin is the first currency
which is not controlled by anyone. The whole Bitcoin System is decentralized in a peer
to peer network between the clients. All the more surprising is that Bitcoin managed to
survive and grow over the years. The Whitepaper was published because of the financial
crisis of 2008. The paper includes the basic idea behind Bitcoin which is the following.
“What is needed is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic
proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly
with each other without the need for a trusted third party.“16
Bitcoin is not based on authorities and controlling, but on the community which builds
the Bitcoin network and trusts the cryptography behind it. Although the paper was
10
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published in 2008 the startup of the Bitcoin system was in 2009 when the first Bitcoin
client was introduced and the first Bitcoins where created.17 In the beginning Bitcoin
was a closed system and there was no way to exchange real money with Bitcoin or buy
goods with this new currency. Only trading in between the community was possible.
The first trading platform Mt. Gox was introduced in 2010 and with it Bitcoin grew
rapidly.18 Despite the fact that the Bitcoin community grows every day, there were also
throwbacks. As described in section 2.4 there are always attacks on service providers or
the Bitcoin system itself. Mt. Gox was more than one time the target of such attacks
leading to the loss of a high amount of Bitcoins. Such throwbacks lead to crashes in
the value of Bitcoin. Until today Bitcoin is very volatile, compared to other currencies.
Also, the founding of the platform Silk-Road in 2011, which is known to be a trading
place for illegal products and services, did not help the reputation of Bitcoin because the
only accepted currency on that platform was Bitcoin.19 Bitcoin became the currency for
crimes and illegal activities very quickly and has to fight against it since then.
Nowadays Bitcoin is more and more involved in modern economy. Not only the fact that
Bitcoin is accepted by a raising amount of shops, but also discussions about the legal
situation including the future of the virtual currency are leading to a growth of users. A
prominent example of the inclusion in the legal economy is the town Zug in Swiss. Since
1. July 2016, it is possible to pay fees in Bitcoin. The legal situation in Zug is described
a little more in detail in section 3.2. The most recent dramatic change in the status of
Bitcoin is achieved in Japan. Since April 2017 Japan has officially accepted Bitcoin as a
type of legal tender.20 Hundreds of thousands of companies and shops in Japan want to
accept Bitcoin already this summer. Although Bitcoin is close to a legal tender in Japan,
shops are allowed to decide whether they accept Bitcoin or not. The final announcement
of the law in Japan has caused a dramatic increase of Bitcoin value.21 Also, the legal
situation of Bitcoin in Japan is described more precisely in section 3.2.4.

2.2

Network and functionality

The Bitcoin system is a peer to peer system between all clients. There is no external
public (state) controlling unit or central authority involved. The security of the system
is based on cryptography and all users are part of it. Every user has a wallet which
includes at least one private and public key. The public key is the same as the bank
account number for common currencies. Every user can send transactions to the wallet
of the public key, but only the owner itself can use the Bitcoins in the wallet. Only with
the private key it is possible to use the Bitcoins for new transactions. Therefore, it is
17
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very important that the private key is only known by the owner and nobody else.22 The
specific process of a transaction is described in section 2.3. To prevent any manipulation
of the system the Proof-of-Work principle is implemented in the Bitcoin environment.
The base of it is the Blockchain. The Blockchain includes all blocks since the beginning
of the Bitcoin system. Every block includes the information of transactions, of a specific
time range. Creating a block is called mining and is described in the next paragraph. If
a block is created and verified by other users it gets attached to the Blockchain. This
means that all included transactions are also verified and valid. Checking if a transaction
is valid is easy and does not need much computational effort.23

2.2.1

Mining

Bitcoin Mining is the money creation process of the Bitcoin currency. Users can either
buy Bitcoins at exchange services or join the mining community to become a Bitcoin
Miner. Mining involves computational power which is used to solve a cryptographic
task. As described the Bitcoin currency relies on the Blockchain which includes all past
transactions and their information. Creating a block for the Blockchain is done by the
Miner. New transactions, which are not included in any block before, are bundled and
integrated into a new block. The Miner then tries to solve the cryptographic task by
finding a specific hash value.24 When the value is found the block and all included
transactions are getting verified and the block is communicated to the Bitcoin network
and tested by other clients. If the resulting block is valid, the Miner receives a reward in
form of Bitcoins.25
Every transaction in a block can be verified very easily and without much computational
effort. The testing is called Proof-of-Work.26 For the currency it is important that
transactions are verified as fast as possible. About every ten minutes a new block gets
verified. Due to the changing computational power of the Bitcoin mining community, also
the difficulty of the cryptographic task is adopted accordingly, to maintain the ten-minute
time frame. Since the beginning of the Bitcoin currency, the computational power of
the Miners has raised drastically. In the beginning it was possible for single Miners to
successfully mine on their own. This has changed due to the higher requirements in
computational power. Mining pools are the result of that change.27 Pool Miners are using
their combined computational power to work on the tasks and if they are successful they
split the reward according to their investments in the pool. If a user wants to become a
miner, but does not want to do it himself, it is also possible to buy shares of a mining
service provider. The service provider performs the mining process and if it is successful
22
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the investor gets a part of the reward.28

2.2.2

Security

As with every other currency, Bitcoin has its own security features to ensure a stable
currency. Drainville has summed them up to a total of eight features.29 In the following
the most important ones are shortly described. The primary aspect of a currency is that
there is no possibility to produce it without permission and in doing so prevent double
spending. Bitcoin is preventing double spending with the Blockchain and proof-of-work
process. Bitcoins are also unforgeable per design. Before a transaction includes a Bitcoin,
the client ensures the history of it. If there is something wrong, the transaction cannot
be performed. As mentioned in section 2.1.1 it is also important for a currency to be
is recognizable. Bitcoin ensures that also with the proof of work mechanism. Every
Bitcoin can be identified within the Blockchain as a line of transactions. It is therefore
recognizable. A currency has to be portable for using it in daily life situations. Therefore,
different kinds of clients for different purposes can be used. Anonymity and untraceability
is in fact not an intended feature of Bitcoin but results due to the setup of the Bitcoin
system.30

2.2.3

Client types

As Bitcoin started in 2008, there was only one client available. The client which was
published by Satoshi Nakamoto. Until other clients were created, only the original
client had the possibility to interact with Bitcoin. The original client is a Full-client.31
Full-clients store the whole Blockchain beginning with the genesis block. These clients
build the Bitcoin network by communication between the client nodes. Full-clients also
store the transaction history of the user, providing private keys for the wallet of the
user and are accessed by a graphical user interface. The original client at the beginning
of Bitcoin also included the possibility for mining, but this function was later deleted
because it was very inefficient. Because the Blockchain gets larger with every new block,
other client types were invented which only save parts of the Blockchain locally on the
device. Especially when it comes to smartphones and mobile payments it is not possible
to store the whole Blockchain locally. In that case Headers-only clients are more useful.
They only store the headers of the blocks which takes up much less space. Of course
clients of this type cannot be used to verify transactions with the help of the whole
Blockchain, but they are equally secure if used in a specified manner.32
Much smaller clients are the signing-only clients which do not handle the Blockchain at
all. They only sign new transactions which the user wants to perform. The private keys
28
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are stored on the device of the user. This has the advantage that not much bandwidth
and storage space is required. It can be implemented as an app for a smartphone or
a desktop application. The disadvantage however is that the server which the client is
connecting to, has to be trusted. There is no danger of losing Bitcoins but the server
provider can send false information about transactions and let users think that they have
a different amount of Bitcoins in their wallets.33 A little different are Thin clients. They
also connect to servers for processing transactions, but the difference is that they only
connect to the servers to send commands and all work is done at the server. The major
disadvantage is that all keys are underlying the security of the server provider. Skudnov
said that this form of client is similar to traditional banking where a user connects over
clients or web pages to the servers of the bank.34 The last form of Bitcoin clients are
mining clients. These clients are special because they are not used to perform transactions
as the other ones do. The purpose, for which they are optimized, is the mining process.35

2.3

Transactions

Bitcoin transactions are one part of the Bitcoin system which makes the currency stand
out compared to conventional currencies. As described in section 2.2, Bitcoin has no
central authority which is in control of the transaction flow. When compared to common
bank accounts, Bitcoin is not that different from an operating point of view. A Bitcoin
user needs an account which is called the wallet. Therefore, client software is used. After
downloading the software and installing it on the device, the user has to create a public
and private key pair. Depending on the form of the client the user has downloaded, it
is possible that a part or the whole Blockchain also has to be downloaded before the
client can be used. Public keys are called Bitcoin addresses.36 A Bitcoin address can be
compared to a bank account number. After creating the Bitcoin address, the user has to
get Bitcoins on to the account. This can be achieved by buying from exchange services,
mining or bonus programs.37
The transaction itself is done by the user. The user defines the amount of Bitcoins and
the public address of the recipient of the transaction. Afterwards the transaction is sent
and verified by the mining community. After the transaction is part of a block in the
Blockchain, the recipient receives the Bitcoins. Behind the scenes of the Bitcoin system,
there are a few steps between sending and receiving a transaction. A transaction consists
of inputs and outputs. There are always one or more inputs and two or more outputs.38
Inputs are always outputs from previous transactions. In special cases the input can also
come from newly created Bitcoins as reward for miners. All inputs are summed up and
split according to the outputs. The inputs always have to be larger or equal than the
33
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outputs. Subtracting the outputs from the sum of inputs leaves behind the rest which
is sent back to the sender of the transaction. It is also possible to send transactions to
more than one receiver. Bitcoins cannot be seen as real coins. They are only a chain
of digital signatures saved in the Blockchain.39 The signatures are used to secure the
Bitcoin system. Every transaction is signed with the private key of the sender. This
ensures that only the owner of the wallet can send transactions from this wallet. It also
means that it is very important that the private key of a wallet is kept a secret. If another
person gets access to the private key, the whole wallet can be lost.

2.3.1

Double spending

The digital signatures of the owner is only ensuring that nobody else can perform
transactions from a wallet. Another problem could be double spending, but Bitcoin has
its own security mechanism against it. Normally a central authority, such as a bank, is
controlling money transactions and every transaction has to move through the system of a
bank. This ensures that there is no double spending or other manipulation of transactions.
As explained Bitcoin has no central authority and therefore no third party which sits
between the sender and receiver of a transaction. Satoshi Nakamoto himself has proposed
a solution to double spending and manipulation of Bitcoin transactions.40 He introduced
the peer to peer network as the solution for these problems. Every transaction is directly
performed between a sender and receiver. It is verified and included in the Blockchain, so
that the whole history of transactions is spread over all Bitcoin users and their clients.41
As a Bitcoin is only a history of transactions including time stamps and signatures a
verification of a transaction would fail if there is something wrong. This would lead to
the abortion of the transaction. Every time a transaction is performed, it is verified that
there is no manipulation involved with the transferred Bitcoins. This ensures that there
is also no double spending possible. If someone tries to manipulate the system by sending
two transactions at the same time with the same Bitcoins, the manipulation attempt
would fail very fast. In the worst case both transactions would be included in different
blocks, because only the longest Blockchain is accepted by the Bitcoin clients, only one
block can be included in the Blockchain. The manipulation would be recognized when
the second transaction is verified against the block including the other transaction with
the same Bitcoins sent from the same wallet. This is why a transaction is only secure
once a few blocks are created after the block in which the transaction is included. The
whole process is called the Proof-of-Work.42
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2.3.2

Manipulation of transactions

A real threat through manipulation is only possible if the attackers have more than half
of the computational power of the whole Bitcoin mining community.43 Only then it could
be managed that the longest Blockchain is controlled by attackers. Manipulating old
transactions is only possible if all blocks, beginning with the one including the transaction,
which has to be manipulated, are recreated.44 This means very large computational
power needs. The attackers also have to ensure that they always have more than half of
the computational power in the future. Otherwise, the legitimate Bitcoin miners would
create the longest Blockchain and a manipulation would not be possible.

2.4

Anonymity and risks

Bitcoin is a new fully cryptographically based currency. On the one hand this solves
problems, but on the other hand, it also leads to new risks and problems to think about.
As Bitcoin is completely independent from any government or organization it is known
to be an anonymous currency. As good as this is, it can also be an issue when it comes
to the criminal use of a currency. For that reason this section discusses not only the
anonymity of Bitcoins, but also possible risks of Bitcoin usage.

2.4.1

The anonymity of Bitcoin transactions

Bitcoin is often known as an anonymous currency, which is not really true. Cash money
is the basic form of anonymous payment, but it can only be used in the real world. The
trend of shopping more and more on the web is only a few years old and grows rapidly.
Which is why people also want a way to pay online anonymously without providing lots
of personal data. One might think that the need of anonymous online payment methods
is also new, but other than some might expected the first discussions about it were done
in the 1980s.45 Anonymous payment means that the receiver of a payment cannot get
information about the payer throughout the payment itself. As described in 2.2, it is not
needed to provide personal data to use Bitcoins. Only the private key is needed to get
access to an account. Despite that Bitcoin was never intended to be anonymous. Due
to the fact that every transaction is recorded and can be accessed afterwards it is not
anonymous at all. Accounts which are used in transactions can easily be related to each
other, but the fact that an account does not include any personal information makes it
very difficult to relate it to a person. For that purpose additional information is needed.46
Getting additional information and combining it with the information out of the transaction protocol can be done with various methods. A few of them are described in the paper
of Reid and Harrigan47 . The most important ones are discussed below. The Bitcoin
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network itself provides no further information about the users. To assign transactions
and accounts to people information outside of the network is needed. This information
can be found at various points like shops, exchange services and all other kinds of
institutions where Bitcoin is used and additional information is needed to complete a
business. Normally this customer information is not available for the public, but if it is,
it can be used to identify owners of specific accounts. Another way is public information
which is already available on the internet and can be accesses by everyone. Often user
of forums or organizations put their public keys onto their website or in the signature
of their profile. These keys can easily be found per search engines and then be used
afterwards. A very technical way is to analyze the TCP/IP information. Dan Kaminsky,
a security researcher, has found out that there are relations between IP addresses and
public keys of the Bitcoin network.48

2.4.2

Mixing services

Many People want to have an anonymous way of paying. Therefore, new services have
been developed which anonymize Bitcoin transactions. These services are called Mixing
services.49 As described in section 2.3 Bitcoin transactions are exactly defined and always
lead from one account to another. Due to the fact that all transactions are saved in
the Blockchain and can be accessed, transactions can be tracked including all involved
accounts. If external information is used, users and their transactions can be connected
to each other. Mixing services try to prevent that by mixing up transactions. The
service providers take incoming transactions and use the Bitcoins of these transactions
to form new transactions to the end destinations. If this is done with a high amount
of transactions, it is very hard or impossible to trace a transaction from the original
user to the end user of the transaction. Möser evaluated in his study50 different mixing
service providers. He concluded that two of three service providers he looked at are
very good in mixing and didn’t allow any relation between the sender and receiver of a
transaction. There are also other ways of anonymizing transactions such as automatically
proxy Bitcoins by the client which use new keys for every new transaction.51

2.4.3

Risks of the Bitcoin system

As described in section 2.1, Bitcoin is a very new kind of payment method. It is even
more understandable that often only the risks of Bitcoin are pointed out. There are
different types of risks when paying with Bitcoin. These risks can be roughly divided into
two major types. Security risks and economical risks. The most common and important
ones of both of them are described in the following.
Every software program has flaws in it. Especially dangerous can be such flaws be if there
is money involved. The Bitcoin system itself is very secure and until now there have not
48
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been found any critical mistakes.52 In case of Bitcoin the system itself is not the problem,
but the service providers which work with Bitcoin can be. Insufficient security features
of the service providers lead to attacks and loss of Bitcoins. The problem behind that
is that there are no standards for Bitcoin service providers which means that they can
implement their own systems. Besides that also the fact that Bitcoin is a decentralized
Network is a big problem regarding the security of the users.53 If there is a problem,
there is no central authority to reach out to. If a private key is forgotten or lost, it
means that all saved Bitcoins of this account are also lost and cannot be restored in any
way. This is also a big issue when service providers get attacked. Grinberg54 describes
a Bitcoin wallet as a normal wallet with cash money inside. If this cash money is lost
there is no way to find out where it was used or how to get it back. This also means that
it is very dangerous to have large amounts of Bitcoin in one account.
Besides attacking service providers there are also possible risks in the behavior of the
Bitcoin system itself. At all times it has to be guaranteed that more than half of the
computing power of the network is working without the intention to harm the system.
If this is not the case blocks of the Blockchain can be modified and the network has
no chance to correct itself. The Bitcoin network would not be secure anymore and all
Bitcoins of every user would be in danger.55 Another possible problem with the use
of Bitcoin is double spending. Due to the transaction time, which is described more
precisely in section 2.3 it would be possible to spend the same Bitcoin more than one
time. This is only possible with modifications of the clients. Because the Blockchain
itself prevents from double spending, this is only a risk when using fast payments.56
As described Bitcoin is not a centralized system which makes theft of Bitcoins very
dangerous. But there is also another problem with the decentralized system. If attackers
would be able to perform some kind of denial of service attacks at the mining community,
there would be no possibility to perform transactions anymore. This could result in a
drastically changing exchange rate and make Bitcoin more or less worthless.57
Every currency has an underlying economical risk. In case of Bitcoin this risk is much
higher than with normal legal currencies, because there is no control over the currency and
it is very volatile, compared to other currencies. As explained in section 2.1 currencies,
as far as they are not naturally based, are based on trust. The trust that the money is
able to be changed every time and everywhere into desired things. If this trust is lost
currencies collapse and lose their value drastically. Legal currencies are controlled and
protected by governments which explains the trust in them. But Bitcoin is also trusted
by the community based on the cryptography used in the Bitcoin system. Often it is said
that user trust Bitcoin because there is no government or institution behind it. There
52
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is no controlled inflation as it is with legal currencies. But there is always the risk of
drastic inflation or deflation based on some crisis in between the Bitcoin network.58
Based on the missing standards and regulations for Bitcoin there is also no backup for
users of the Bitcoin system. A deposit insurance, as it is mandatory for normal currencies
and banks, is missing in the Bitcoin system. This is of course not beneficial for the trust
in the Bitcoin currency. Every user has to face the risk of total loss if something happens
to the Bitcoin system or their wallet. Until today Bitcoin is not a currency or even
approved by most governments which is also a potential risk for the future. Governments
can decide to forbid Bitcoins or restrict the usage in certain countries. Another difference
from legal currencies is that there is no regulation that ensures that Bitcoin has to be
accepted as payment method.59 This means that if for any reason Bitcoin is not accepted
anymore the value of Bitcoin is lost completely. Until today the market depth is relatively
small but increases every day. Also, the exchange providers are working without any
regulation which means they can shut down their business and the possibility to exchange
Bitcoins back to other currencies can be lost.
Bitcoin is the first currency of its kind which was very successful. This success has
created other virtual currencies. Some of these currencies follow the Bitcoin system
and try to remove the risks which are described above. Although Bitcoin is by far the
largest virtual currency it is possible that competing currencies can cause a crisis in the
Bitcoin community and decrease the market value.60 Of course Bitcoin also has many
disadvantages compared to known currencies or transactions. Disadvantages are the
transaction time, irreconcilability of transactions or the imminent deflation which occurs
when the limit of 21 million Bitcoins is reached.61 Some of these and other problems are
already in development or have already been solved within new virtual currencies. Since
Bitcoin is always under development, there is a chance that disadvantages are getting
solved.
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CHAPTER

Classification of Bitcoin
After the introduction to Bitcoin in chapter 2, this chapter gives an overview about
possible classifications in the area of use and law. Bitcoin and other currencies can be
used in different ways, which are not always obvious in the first place. A classification by
use can include lots of scenarios. In section 3.1 the most common ones for currencies
are discussed for Bitcoin. The other part of the classification chapter deals with the
classification by law. As law is different in most countries, the section 3.2 is split up in
several regions.

3.1

Classification by use

The following sections are divided into the most common use cases of money. Every
section includes a description of the usage and a discussion about Bitcoin fulfilling this
use case.

3.1.1

Bitcoin as an unit of account

All types of money are not only used as a payment method. Currencies are associated with
different subjects. One of the most common associations is done for calculation purposes.
The value of a product or a service can be measured in money. This means basically
that everything can be valued and compared. As this is the foundation of every working
currency, a currency without the possibility to evaluate the worth of something cannot be
seen as currency. Money can be seen as measure for worth or as other measurements for
length, power or weight.1 As described in section 2.1 money originated out of the need
to trade things with different value. It is only consistent that money needs to be a unit
of account. In the beginning of Bitcoin only internal trading in the Bitcoin community
was possible, not involving real goods or services. Trading with real goods started as
1

Jahnel (2014): Bitcoin: Currency oder Coupon?, pp. 8-9.
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Table 3.1: Bitcoin units
Bitcoin amount
1 Bitcoin
0.01 Bitcoin
0.001 Bitcoin
0.000001 Bitcoin
0.00000001 Bitcoin

Expression
1
1
1
1
1

BTC
cBTC (1 Centbitcoin or bitcent)
mBTC (1 Millibitcoin
µBTC (1 Mikrobitcoin oder µbit
Satoshi

Bitcoin grew. Out of that development it was more and more common to quote prices
in Bitcoin. Although most of the time the price at online shops, which accept Bitcoin,
are quoted in Euro or US-Dollar.2 Sorge and Krohn explicitly described that if prices
are quoted in other currencies, it does not change the applicability of Bitcoin as a unit
of account. The Federal Financial Supervisory Authority from Germany (BaFin) has
classified Bitcoin as a unit of account.3
As one of the three functions of money is the unit of account function, not only the
evaluation and calculation of worth is important to fulfill the function. Jahnel explains
in his work4 the reference of Bitcoin to the function a bit more in detail. Money has
to have the attribute to be divided into small units. Only then it is possible to use for
all kinds of transactions. With usual currencies this is no problem, as they are fixed in
their scale. There are for example Euro bank notes and coins in different sizes of value.
Bitcoin is also dividable.5 A possible scale is the one in table 3.1, described by Kerscher.6
This scale can be used for describing Bitcoin as a unit of account. As it can be seen in
table 3.1 Satoshi Nakamoto has defined Bitcoin in such a way, that it can be split up in
eight decimal places. The smallest unit in which a Bitcoin can be divided is one Satoshi.
The name is given in honor of Satoshi Nakamoto for inventing the Bitcoin currency.7 As
Bitcoin is perfectly divisible and it can also be used to compare products for their prices,
Bitcoin is able to fulfill the unit of account money function.8

3.1.2

Bitcoin as a store of value

Every currency has to have the ability to store value over long times. It is also important
that money is not bound to a specific location.9 Otherwise the store of value function
would not be fulfilled. Besides the other two money functions, this function is also very
2

Sorge/Krohn-Grimberghe (2012): Datenschutz und Datensicherheit, Nr. 7, Bd. 36,, p. 484.
Authority (2011): Merkblatt Finanzinstrumente (Aktien, Vermögensanlagen, Schuldtitel, sonstige
Rechte, Anteile an Investmentvermögen, Geldmarktinstrumente, Devisen und Rechnungseinheiten).
4
Jahnel (2014): Bitcoin: Currency oder Coupon?, pp. 37-38.
5
Ibid., p. 37.
6
Kerscher (2013): Bitcoin : Funktionsweise, Risiken und Chancen der digitalen Währung, p. 11.
7
Anders (2014): Die virtuelle Währung Bitcoin - rechtliche Einordnung als Zahlungsmittel sowie
Chancen und Risiken aus Nutzer- und Bankensicht, p. 12.
8
Jahnel (2014): Bitcoin: Currency oder Coupon?, pp. 38-39.
9
Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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important for a successful currency. Anders describes in her work10 that money does not
only exist for spending purposes. Also, saving money for the future is a critical task for
currencies. To be successful at this task currencies have to be stable in their value as best
as it is possible. Every currency underlies inflation and deflation cycles. But this does
not deprive a currencies store of value function, if these cycles are not too unpredictable
and are on a more or less continuous level. Lots of Bitcoins are saved in wallets and not
used on a regular basis. This can be very dangerous, because Bitcoins are very volatile.11
Although the Bitcoin currency has stabilized compared to the past, as of today it is a
volatile currency with high risks.
The store of value function is not only existent in money. Other types of investment
have the goal to save value for the future too. Often used investment properties are
land and buildings.12 Every investment has different advantages and disadvantages. The
advantage of money is that it is highly liquid compared to properties and buildings.
Buildings however often create additional income in form of rents. It is possible to store
value in Bitcoin. As Bitcoin is not covered by banks and there are no accounts with
interests, the question is why users want to invest in Bitcoin. The only reason is because
the users hope to make money out of that investment.13 In section 3.1.3 Bitcoin as a
speculation unit is discussed more precisely.
Concluding this section, it can be said that the possibility to store value in Bitcoin is
given. Parallel to a bank account the user can store as much value as wanted. But as
Bitcoin is a risky currency the thought of loosing money should always play a big role in
the decision process.

3.1.3

Bitcoin as a speculation unit

Bitcoin can be used in different ways to become a speculation unit. As said many times
Bitcoin as currency is highly volatile when compared to legal controlled currencies. This
gives users the possibility to buy Bitcoins when they are cheap to buy and to sell them
when they are expensive. Bitcoin as a high volatile currency underlies permanent ups and
downs in price. The second possibility to use Bitcoin as a speculation unit is arbitration.
Bitcoin becomes more and more popular as an investment since exchange services started
to exchange Bitcoin for other currencies.14 The higher the price fluctuations are, the
more Bitcoin gets attractive for that kind of investments.
According to15 most of the users which buy Bitcoins are not using them to buy something.
Correspondent to this paper of one million traded Bitcoins, less than half of a million is
10

Anders (2014): Die virtuelle Währung Bitcoin - rechtliche Einordnung als Zahlungsmittel sowie
Chancen und Risiken aus Nutzer- und Bankensicht, p. 57.
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Ibid.
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Jahnel (2014): Bitcoin: Currency oder Coupon?, pp. 7-8.
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Anders (2014): Die virtuelle Währung Bitcoin - rechtliche Einordnung als Zahlungsmittel sowie
Chancen und Risiken aus Nutzer- und Bankensicht, p. 57.
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Tu/Meredith (2015): Washington Law Review, Bd. Vol. 90,, pp. 292-293.
15
Ibid., p. 292.
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really used in transactions. The data is taken from bitcoinwatch.com. Based on that,
Bitcoin is used more as an investment than a real currency. Like every other currency,
also Bitcoin is not only used for transactions. Rapid price changes and high risks of
fluctuations make it interesting for specific users. In the history of Bitcoin there are more
than a few price changes which are over 100 percent. The highest changes happened in
2014. It began with a price of $130 per Bitcoin and reached $1242. Afterwards the price
crashed and sunk down to 455$. After some time, the price stabilized around 900$.16
With these high price fluctuations in mind it is totally understandable that Bitcoin has
grown to an investment possibility.
A different kind of investment strategy is arbitrage on the Bitcoin market. If arbitrage is
possible with a currency, then it is almost sure that it is used. Arbitrage uses the law
of uniform prices on a complete market.17 In theory on a complete market the same
product has the same price everywhere in the market. No matter where is paying for it.
In reality there is never a fully completed market, but the nature of markets leads prices
always in the direction of an equilibrium. If prices are different for the same product,
there is a chance that this can be used to gain money from it. Using different prices to
buy and sell with profit is called arbitrage.18
In traditional markets arbitrage is often only usable in short terms, as the market is
regulating itself for equal prices. Petrov and Schuffla19 explain that the Bitcoin market
shows price differences all the time and these differences are rather high with sometimes
variations over ten percent. To use these price differences users can buy cheap Bitcoins at
exchange service providers and sell them instantly at a higher price to another exchange
service provider. There are two major types of arbitrage. Two-Point and Three-Point
arbitrage.20 Two-Point arbitrage uses different prices at different exchange providers and
Three-Point arbitrage uses inconsistencies between exchange rates of currencies. Both of
them can be used in combination with the Bitcoin currency.
The Bitcoin system is not perfect for arbitrage. Although it provides high price differences
almost all the time, the Bitcoin protocol makes it hard to use them. The transaction time
is making arbitrage a risky attempt to gain money.21 As arbitrage is basically known as
a risk free attempt to create profit, both the transaction time and the exchange providers
are in combination more or less unpredictable. Prices can change very fast and exchange
providers are always a risk in the Bitcoin currency. As they are not controlled by anyone
and there is no legal security behind them. Petrov and Schuffla are concluding that
there is no evidence of arbitrage in the Blockchain, but it is possible that users are using
arbitrage in the Bitcoin currency environment.22
16
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3.1.4

Bitcoin as electronic money

Bitcoin is a virtual currency used in online transactions. Calling Bitcoin an electronic
currency or electronic money (e-money, E-Geld in german) would be false. There is a
clear distinction between virtual currencies and e-money.23 The following quote directly
describes what electronic currencies are.
“Electronic money (e-money) is electronically (including magnetically) stored
monetary value, represented by a claim on the issuer, which is issued on
receipt of funds for the purpose of making payment transactions, and which
is accepted by a person other than the electronic money issuer. Types of
e-money include pre-paid cards and electronic pre-paid accounts for use
online.“24 found in25
As it can be seen when looking a bit closer at Bitcoin some requirements of electronic
currencies are met, but there are major differences remaining between electronic currencies
and virtual currencies.26 One major difference is that electronic currencies are bound
to traditional money, like US-Dollars or Euro. Virtual currencies are not bound or
based on any traditional legal currency and completely independent from other legal
currencies. From that follows that electronic currencies are regulated, the same way their
traditional counterpart is. Virtual currencies are completely unregulated. Also, the risk
when working with both currencies is different. While the risk of electronic currencies is
mainly an operational risk due to the system of the e-currency, virtual currencies have
additional risks like a missing legal framework and liquidity issues.27 Also typical for
electronic currencies are their unit of account. E-money is stored in the same unit of
account as the traditional currency. Virtual currencies have their own invented unit of
account.28
Although the specification of virtual currencies and electronic currencies are often used as
the same concept of currencies, the differentiation above should give an overview about
their differences. In the literature there are many studies of Bitcoin and the status as
electronic money. Sorge and Krohn-Grimberghe also discussed Bitcoin as an e-money
in29 . They concluded that based on the definition of e-money (given in the beginning
of this section) Bitcoin cannot be an e-money currency. Whilst the property of storing
monetary value can be argued to be fulfilled, the claim on the issuer ensures that Bitcoin
fails the classification as electronic money. Bitcoin stores monetary value although it is
not based on a traditional currency. This is achieved by the community, giving it a value
23
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by believing in it. Sorge and Krohn Grimberghe30 described the storage of transaction
as equal to storage of coins, which means that Bitcoin fulfills the monetary value storage
attribute of electronic money. As described above the claim on the issuer detains Bitcoin
from being an electronic money currency, as the ownership of Bitcoin does not prove any
claim.31
If the ownership of Bitcoin would be ignored, there would be the problem to find the
issuer in the Bitcoin system. Anders argues in32 that exchange service providers cannot be
seen as issuer, as they do not produce any Bitcoins. As Bitcoin has no central authority,
which traditional currencies have, there cannot be found any issuer there. Seeing Bitcoin
miners as issuer would be possible in some circumstances, but as there is no real person
involved and only pseudonyms used in the Bitcoin system, it is only theoretically possible
to say that the miners are the issuers. Bitcoin mining pools also prevent that the real
issuer can be found. But as Bitcoin cannot be an electronic money currency besides the
issuer problem, it is not important to fully clarify who the issuer is.

3.2

Legal status of Bitcoin

Bitcoin as a currency grows bigger and bigger. It is only a matter of time before countries
are giving Bitcoin attention. Bitcoin as a new currency is often found in the news and is
discussed by governments around the world. Not only Bitcoin gets that much attention,
but the whole new generation of virtual currencies is bringing hope and at the same time
mistrust in its future existence. As lots of countries try to avoid Bitcoin and other virtual
currencies, some are willing to try new things and integrate Bitcoin in their environment.
The city Zug in Swiss is leading a pilot project which tries to integrate Bitcoin in real
city life transactions. Citizens are able to pay fees in Bitcoin, if the amount of the fee
is under 200 CHF.33 This is a good example of how Bitcoins can be used for everyday
life situations. The Swiss Bitcoin community is a good example of leading innovation in
virtual currencies. A more recent and prominent example of change in the legal situation
of Bitcoin is found in Japan. In April 2017 Japan has brought up a legislation in which
Bitcoin is kind of a legal tender in Japan.34 This circumstance is described in more detail
in section 3.2.4. To make innovation possible it is important to clarify the legal status of
virtual currencies in a country. This section should give an overview of the legal status
of Bitcoin in the European Union, especially Austria and other interesting countries.
The fact that Bitcoin is decentralized organized not only concerns Bitcoin users, but also
governments. The common knowledge is that Bitcoin may exist in a legal gray area.35
The exact current legal status of Bitcoin is not known in most countries and this sets up
30
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mistrust. Governments see different kinds of problems in virtual currencies. Bitcoin for
example has a few properties seen very critical from governments. The most important
ones are discussed in the following paragraphs.36 First of all Bitcoin transactions are
not reversible. Every common bank transaction can be traced and reversed if needed. If
someone has made a mistake in a transaction, the money can be reclaimed. In Bitcoin
transactions this is not possible. Bitcoin accounts or wallets cannot be blocked by the
government. Governments have no control over the Bitcoin network, as they have over
bank accounts. Also, the Bitcoin system itself is not able to be deactivated. Because of
the decentralized system no government or organization has the power to manipulate
the system in that way. The last risky property of Bitcoin which is listed by37 is the
anonymity of Bitcoin wallets. As there is no name or real information needed to create a
wallet, the system is known for its pseudo anonymity. This is by far the most criticized
attribute of the Bitcoin system. Governments accuse Bitcoin for being a criminal friendly
currency. Money laundering as well as financing criminal activities moves Bitcoin into a
bad light.
Bitcoin attributes as described in the last paragraph force governments to make a decision,
deciding in which direction to go with Bitcoin. There would be the possibility to ban
Bitcoin completely or try to regulate it with a specific law enforcement.38 National banks
and of course banking supervision authorities try to inform the public about Bitcoin.
An example is the European Banking Authority (EBA) which published a warning on
virtual currencies in 2013.39 The EBA informs about possible risks and offers safety
precautions for dealing with virtual currencies including Bitcoin. This skeptical view on
virtual currencies is based on risks for governments emanating from the growing Bitcoin
community.
The European Central Bank (ECB) has summed up the most important risks for central
banks and in a wider aspect also for governments.40 The EBA describes that as long
as virtual currencies are only used for specific online communities, it is not a relevant
problem for central banks. The problem occurs if currencies are more or less linked to
legal currencies and the real economy. If there is a bilateral exchange possible between
the virtual currency and the legal currency it can be the case that both currencies are
competing with each other. The risks for economies can be price instability, financial
instability and payment system instability. The EBA has looked at current virtual
currencies including Bitcoin in respect of these possible risks.41
In the research of the EBA, they concluded that there is no risk for the price instability
of the real economy at this point. It cannot be expected that virtual currencies have
a significant impact on the velocity of money in the short or medium term. But the
36
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EBA also described that it is worth it to monitor the interaction of virtual currencies
and traditional currencies in the future.42 Financial stability describes the capability
of the financial system to withstand shocks. As virtual currencies, with Bitcoin as
good example, are very unstable, it is theoretically possible that these virtual currencies
have an impact on traditional currencies. The EBA describes that for now virtual
currencies are too limited in their connection to traditional currencies for them to affect
the financial stability of traditional currencies is not affected. This could change in the
future. Therefore, the EBA recommends monitoring future developments. As the systems
of virtual currencies are not bound to traditional currency systems, risks within virtual
currency systems do not affect others outside. Most of these system risks are caused by
the non-regulation and the lack of a public authority.43

3.2.1

Austria

The legal situation of currencies used in Austria is defined by national law. As Austria
is a part of the European Union and also a part of the European Monetary Union,
the national law is based on European standards. The Euro currency is sanctioned by
the European Central Bank. The local management of the economy and population in
Austria is part of the National Bank of Austria (OeNB).44 The Austrian monetary policy
is therefore also a part of the European policy. Meaning that the European monetary
policy is carried out by the European Central Bank and the local central banks in the
member countries.45 Decisions about the monetary policy are made by the council of the
European Central Bank.46
As a result of the European Monetary Union, Austria is not independent in legal
requirements regarding legal currencies. The following laws of the Austrian legislation are
directly related to legal currencies and regulate the standards of currencies in Austria:
• Austrian Banking Act (Bankwesengesetz - BWG)47
The Austrian Banking Act includes regulations for credit and financial institutes. Regulating licensing and rules for all bank activities in Austrian state
territory.
• Nationalbank Act (Nationalbankgesetz 1984 - NBG)48
This legislation describes the organization of the national bank with their
administration and management. Also validators, staff and the range of duty
is described.
42
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• Eurogesetz49
The Eurogesetz followed the directive of the European Union for the introduction of the Euro currency. It specifies regulations for the currency and the
stop of the old currency Schilling.
• E-Money Act (E-Geldgesetz 2010)50
This legislation includes instructions for electronic currencies. Including specifications for E-Money, E-Money institutes, licensing, standards for operation
and transfers.
As none of these legislations pertain to virtual currencies, Bitcoins are not regulated as a
currency in Austria. The European legislation does not include virtual currencies in the
legal framework.51 Member countries of the European Union are allowed to introduce
regulations on their own.52 The most interesting law for virtual currencies is the E-Money
Act, but Bitcoin does not meet the specifications for E-Money. A precise explanation for
these specifications is given in section 3.1.4. As of now there are no legal regulations for
Bitcoins in Austria. As Bitcoin is no legal tender in Austria there is no acceptance duty
for Bitcoins, as there is for Euro.
Several interviews and papers have shown that although Bitcoin is not directly regulated
and defined in Austria, in terms of tax law this is not the case.53 The exchange between
Euro and Bitcoin is turnover tax-exempt but in the case of income tax it behaves the
same way as other legal currencies.54 If Bitcoin is used in businesses creating income it
has to be taxed as every other business using legal currencies. Another part of business
with Bitcoin is speculation. If somebody makes a profit out of speculation with Bitcoins
it has to be taxed after §30 EStG.55
Besides a classification in terms of currency, income taxes or other taxes there are more
possibilities to classify Bitcoin in the legal framework of Austria. Dr. Oliver Völkel
explained Bitcoin under private law.56 He explains that banks are generally averse to
Bitcoin because the legal situation is too insecure. The same takes effect for private
49
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businessmen who want to create a business involving Bitcoin. The legal situation is
always a point of concern. Nevertheless, business who deal or use Bitcoin are very popular
today. All the more important is it to explain the legal situation in private law. Dr.
Völkel classifies Bitcoin as article according to §285 ABGB.57 He also explains a more
detailed definition of Bitcoin. According to his classification after the ABGB Bitcoin is a
immaterial personal article. Furthermore, he describes it as consumable article because
it gets lost for the owner if it is used. The same goes for normal legal currencies to.
Moreover, the ABGB distinguishes between estimable and non-estimable articles. Bitcoin
is estimable because the value of Bitcoin comes from supply and demand and Bitcoin is
traded to specific values.58
Völkel sums up that Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are able to be a cause in
contractual agreements according to Austrian law. Furthermore, Bitcoin and other
virtual currencies are also able to be part pledges and securities.

3.2.2

Germany

The legal classification of Bitcoin in the jurisdiction of Germany is very similar to Austria.
This can be expected because Germany is also a part of the European Union and therefore
follows the same legal requirements as Austria. As a result of the growing interest in
virtual currencies and especially in Bitcoin studies about the legal situation are done all
the time. These studies investigate the legal classification of Bitcoin as money, unit of
account and electronic money.59
Anders60 has described different classification possibilities of Bitcoin in reference to the
German jurisdiction. The results are summarized shortly in the following. In the German
Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch - BGB61 ) it is obvious that money is a term which
does not need a specific description. Anders describes, in reference to the BGB, that
money is a subject of money debt which can be seen as a bit of buying power.62 In
connection to this definition Bitcoin can be seen as money, but as there are no legal
points of acceptance there are also no legal claims for virtual currencies. Because of this
lack of legal claims and the missing acceptance duty Bitcoin and other virtual currencies
cannot be seen as classic money.63
Unlike the definition of money, which cannot be met by Bitcoin, the definition of “unit
of account“ is partly met by the virtual currency Bitcoin. Bitcoin only meets the
57
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requirements because shops often price their products in Bitcoin, which means that
the value of a product can be described in Bitcoin.64 Therefore Bitcoin is called a
unit of account, by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht - BaFin). That is why, Bitcoin financial businesses would
underlay specific regulations. As the decentralized organization makes it very difficult
to control the regulations and service providers do not request licenses or report their
businesses to the BaFin there are no consequences right now. As long as there is no
possibility to control the Bitcoin network, Bitcoins can be seen as unit of account but do
not have the regulations of it.65
Anders also included the classification of Bitcoins as E-Money in respect to the German
jurisdiction.66 The German specification of E-Money is based on the specification of
the European Union and therefore also in Germany Bitcoins are no E-Money. A more
specific description of the classification as E-Money is given in 3.1.4.
When summing up the legal situation of Bitcoin in Germany it can be concluded that
virtual currencies, including Bitcoin, are no legal tender in the eyes of law. In Germany
the BaFin has classified Bitcoin as unit of account.67 But it is not possible to control the
regulations for units of account, because of the decentralized organization no person in
charge can be found. Similar to Austria is the consequence that there is no acceptance
duty for shops, banks or other institutions.68 Users of Bitcoin in Germany have to be
aware of this risk and should consider the consequences when investing in Bitcoin.

3.2.3

European union

Describing the regulatory status of Bitcoin in the European Union is quite important,
as the law regulation of members of the European Union is based on the European law
directive. As described in the introduction of 3.2 governments and banks are interested in
virtual currencies, as they can be possible threats in the future. Growing currencies are
always bound to potential risk factors for currency systems, especially for central banks,
as they are the main unit in regulating the financial stability and monetary policy.69 The
European Monetary Union (EMU) represents the second biggest economic area in the
world.70 Therefore it is important that the currencies involved in this area is controlled
and maintained at all time. The goal of controlling the currency is ensuring price stability
over long times.71
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Bitcoin as currency is not controlled and as a consequence of the decentralized organization,
there is no possible way of controlling the currency. All the more it is important to
outline the legal regulations for Bitcoin on the level of the European Monetary Union.
The newest decision about Bitcoin as currency in the European Union is the decision
of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).72 The court decided that the
exchange of conventional currencies into Bitcoin and vice versa is freed of sales tax. The
European law includes exceptions of sales tax only for legal currencies.73 Therefore this
decision can be seen as a direction for the future of the European union law. The fact
that Bitcoin is often looked at as a threat by banks and governments leads to another
future. An example for this perspective is the warning to consumers on virtual currencies
by the European Banking Authority (EBA).74 In a discussion the EBA on the other
side admitted that there are also potential benefits besides these risks.75 This shows the
two sides which are competing against each other. As Bitcoin grows, it becomes more
and more present in today’s life and as a result regulations are needed to use it in a
legal framework. The European Banking Authority concludes that there is no immediate
risk for the real economy, but virtual currencies have to be monitored when they get
more important. The ECB also stated that Bitcoin as virtual currency falls into the
responsibility of central banks, which means that central banks have taken the risks into
account and monitor further developments.76
Until now the European Union and the European Central Bank have not published any
intentions to include virtual currencies into the existing legal framework.77 Therefore
there is no unified regulation on the level of the EU. However single countries of the
European Union are free to develop their own regulation strategy for virtual currencies.78
According to the laws of the European Union Bitcoin is not regulated as a currency. The
Electronic Money Directive79 of the EU legislation would have been related to Bitcoin
if Bitcoin would fulfill all criteria for electronic money. As described in 3.1.4, Bitcoin
does not fulfill the second criteria.80 The second directive with possible relatedness to
Bitcoin is the Payment Service Directive81 of the European Union. According to the
ECB this directive also has no regulative influence on Bitcoin.82 Other than that there is
no regulation with possible relation to virtual currencies.
Bollen has summed up the regulatory status of Bitcoin in three issues applying to most
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countries including the European Union:83

• General financial services regulation
• Specific banking regulation
• Currency regulation and legal tender

An example for general financial service regulations is the EU Payment Service Directive
discussed above. As Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are not concerned in this
directive there is no regulation in this point. Which results in the fact that there is
no license or disclosure required in the European Union when dealing with Bitcoin.84
The banking regulation in the EU involves many banking directives. Credit institutions
are regulated by these directives. As virtual currencies do not meet the definition of
credit institutions given in these directives, they are not affected by them.85 Currency
regulation only affects legal tender. As Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are no legal
tender regarding the definition, these laws also do not have any impact on the current
situation of the Bitcoin currency.86
The first attempt to define Bitcoin legally is done in the proposal of the fifth money
laundering prevention directive in 2016. The definition of virtual currencies should be
included in Article one of the EU Directive 2015/849.87 The definition is as follows.

“’virtual currencies’ means a digital representation of value that is neither
issued by a central bank or a public authority, nor necessarily attached to
a fiat currency, but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means of
payment and can be transferred, stored or traded electronically.“88

Besides a first definition of virtual currencies the new directive should also include a few
other alterations. The new directive determines a registration and a duty to report for
service providers which operate currency exchange platforms for Bitcoin and other virtual
currencies. Also, operators and providers of electronic wallets for virtual currencies
should be included.89
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3.2.4

Japan

Since April 2017 Bitcoin has kind of the status of a legal tender in Japan.90 Other than in
Germany where Bitcoin is only categorized as calculation unit, Japan has classified Bitcoin
as real money. Japan is the first country to fully accept Bitcoin as legal tender and takes
a leading role in the legal discussions about Bitcoin.91 The classification as legal tender
should not be mistaken with a classification as official currency.92 Shops and Companies
can decide whether they accept Bitcoin as payment method or not. The reactions on
the new legislation seem positive. More than 260.000 shops will accept Bitcoin as soon
as this summer. The Accounting Standards Board of Japan has announced that in the
next six months they will create a framework for billing with Bitcoins which will be the
standard.93
Of course the legislation not only approves Bitcoin as legal tender but has also introduced
restrictions for using the virtual currency. Especially regulations against money laundering
are part of the new law. Bitcoin exchange service providers have to follow the strict
rules about identification of their customers. Besides that Bitcoin exchange service
providers also have to fulfill fund restrictions, cyber security restrictions as well as other
restrictions.94 Employees of exchange providers have to absolve specific trainings to be
able to work in this area. It is expected that other legislations in Japan will also be
updated to the new currency, for example the banking law and the stock exchange law.95
The new legislation and updates to existing laws should increase the safety for Bitcoin
users.96 This should lead to a higher acceptance of the virtual currency which is important
for Japan as they are the second most important market of Bitcoin usage. It is said that
the new legislation started to become a topic after the crash of the Bitcoin exchange
service Mt Gox. The new laws should prevent risks and show transparency. Of course
Bitcoin loses some of its anonymity with the new regulations, which is a point of criticism
for some users. The new regulations are of course also connected with more effort for the
shops and companies which potentially could scare some of them.97
The new legislation also led to a drastic increase of the Bitcoin value worldwide. Especially
in Japan the acceptance of Bitcoin transactions has increased drastically.98 But not only
the Japanese are able to have an advantage from the new situation. Also tourists can
use Bitcoin and therefore do not have to exchange their money into Yen which usually
involves exchange fees of approximately three percent. Important newspapers in Japan
are writing that the government opens the gates for Bitcoin to introduce it to the masses.
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The exchange fee of eight percent, which has to be payed when buying Bitcoins, will also
be removed, which should be the next step to make Bitcoin a currency for all.99

3.2.5

Others

Bitcoin is a global currency, not bound to any country. The interest in Bitcoin grows on
a daily basis and so other countries besides Austria, Germany or the European Union
and its members are interested in regulating virtual currencies too. As the jurisdiction of
countries often needs time to adapt to new things, for example the internet, it also needs
time to adapt to virtual currencies. An exception could be the jurisdiction of Brazil
which includes regulations for electronic currencies. Quite contrary to the E-Money law
in Europe, which is already explained in 3.1.4 and mentioned in 3.2.3, 3.2.1 as well as
3.2.2, the specific law can be applied to Bitcoin in a specific manner. Filippi explains the
situation as the following.100 The specification of an electronic currency in the Brazilian
law is “resources stored on a device or electronic system that allow the end user to
perform a payment transaction“. This specification is defined in Lei no 12.865, de 9
de outubro de 2013; Article 6-VI.101 The goal of this broadly defined specification of
electronic currencies is to regulate all virtual currencies. The interesting thing is that
the regulation does not affect the normal use of Bitcoin. The Brazilian tax authority
specified that Bitcoin transactions are falling under the 15 percent taxation if and only if
it is used as a financial asset and the capital gain exceeds 35,000 real.102 This means
that there is a regulation in Brazil affecting virtual currencies, but this regulation does
not affect the normal use of Bitcoin at all.
As in other laws, also in the jurisdiction of the United States of America virtual currencies
are becoming more relevant. The problem in the U.S. is that the legal framework is
complex and fragmented.103 One relevant law is the Article 4A of the Uniform Commercial
Code. Bollen describes that the Article deals with non-cash payments and payment
orders. The problem with this is that a payment order is including banks and the Bitcoin
system does not meet the specification of banks in the Article. This results in the fact
that the Article does not apply to Bitcoin.104 Similar as in other countries companies
which provide financial services are regulated in the U.S.. If a person or institution is
buying and selling Bitcoins or exchange them for legal currency, the institution falls under
the specification of a money service business. This means that the business model is
regulated, but not the currency behind it.105 The same applies for the banking regulations
in the United States. If someone is taking deposits and making loans in Bitcoin it is
possibly regulated under the banking law. But here the business is also regulated and not
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Bitcoin itself.106 In the U.S. legal tenders and currencies are stated in the U.S. Coinage
Act of 1965.107 Under this Act virtual currencies are no legal tender or currency in the
United States.
An example of actions taken against Bitcoin as a currency can be found in China.108 The
national bank of China has categorized Bitcoin as virtual commodity and no financial
institutions is allowed to exchange Bitcoin. As dramatic as it sounds in the first place,
this regulation does not affect any individuals, which means that persons are allowed to
use Bitcoin as usual. As described in 2.4 and in the introduction to 2.4 there are many
risks involved in Bitcoin which also can be alarming to governments. Therefore, it is not
surprising that other countries are also thinking about and taking actions against Bitcoin.
Russia, India, Indonesia and Thailand introduced limitations too.109 In Russia the central
bank prescribed that an institution which exchanges virtual currencies is potentially
suspicious. Both the Reserve Bank of India and the Bank of Indonesia talked about
concerns, but did not take any actions against virtual currencies. Another interesting
example is the Bank of Thailand.110 The Bank banned Bitcoin at first completely in the
country, but then allowed Bitcoin to be traded if the exchange is only between the local
currency and Bitcoin.
In Australia the Corporations Act 2001 regulates financial services that relate to financial
products.111 As Bollen describes Bitcoin with the definitions in the Australian law,
Bitcoin is a facility which is used by people to make non cash payments and therefore is
a financial product under Australian law. But he also describes the fact that there is
no issuer in the legal sense in the Bitcoin system.112 Therefore also no extra licenses or
product disclosure statements for providing financial services with Bitcoin are needed.
In Australia banks are regulated and are required to be licensed. Only institutes which
take deposits and also make loans have to be licensed.113 If a person or institution would
take deposits and also make loans in Bitcoin it would probably fall under the banking
regulations. Bitcoin users are not required to take any actions in regard to the banking
regulations.114 The legal tender in Australia and its creation is part of the duties of the
Federal Government. Bitcoin and other currencies are not covered in the legal definition
of currency in Australia.115
Still, countries are waiting and trying to analyze the situation about virtual currencies.
The future situation is not clear, but as Filippi describes in some countries, for example
Germany, there are discussions of specifying Bitcoin as commodity.116 One of the most
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interesting topics around virtual currencies is the taxation. In Canada for example it is
considered that if Bitcoins are used for buying purposes, the value has to be included
in the income of the receiver and has to be tax relevant.117 Following the current
development it is only a matter of time before countries adapt their law to include specific
regulations for virtual currencies.
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CHAPTER

Organized crime
Organized crime has many faces and is often not easy to define or isolate from normal
crime activities happening all the time. It is a term that has grown over the years and
involves lots of different areas and activities around the world. The goal of this section
is to give an overview of organized crime and explain the role of money laundering in
it. This is done by giving a definition of what organized crime is and what differences
there are today. Also, the history of organized crime is a part of this section which gives
an overview of the historical development of the oldest crime organizations known and
today’s biggest organized crime groups. Later on the different kinds and types of crimes
involved in organized crime will be explained in detail. As this work is explaining the
role of Bitcoin and other criminal currencies in organized crime, cybercrime as a part
of organized crime involving virtual currencies is one of the most important ones and
will also be a part of this section. The explanation of Bitcoin use in organized crime
and also different areas of crime in which Bitcoin are the last parts of this section. As a
major part of this thesis is to investigate the use of Bitcoin and other crypto currencies
in organized crime, money laundering is one of the largest topics involved. This section
gives an overview of why money laundering is a major part of organized crime and how
it is connected to specific kinds of crime.

4.1

Definition

Organized crime is a global problem not bound to any country or society. It can be
found in poor and rich countries and most of the problems occur in urban areas.1 The
area of criminology studies organized crime, gangs and gang violence and engaged in
the problem of definition of organized crime. The problem is that the term organized
crime is often used in today’s society. Often it is not clear what organized crime really
1
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means and what it is. Organized crime can mean sophisticated crime or complex markets.
Crimes involving arms or drugs are often called or linked to organized crime.2 Even
though experts and authors do not all share the same opinion about organized crime, it
can be said that organized crime involves serious crimes. Other definitions are not based
on the crimes itself, but rather on the organization behind them. The term organized
crime is also used for criminal organizations, for example the Mafia or Mexican drug
cartels.3 Organized crime varies in its form and has diverse characteristics. The network
involved can be small, only containing a few persons, or large with hundreds or thousands
of members. Organized crime groups do not necessarily have to be organized, also
disorganized groups and organizations can be involved in organized crime. All these
varieties make it difficult to define organized crime.4
The definition of organized crime can be done by the members or their activities, but
the important differences between normal individual crime and organized crime is the
term organized or organization. An organization is normally known as a group of people
which are trying to achieve a goal together.5 Crime organizations are usually involving
punishment for failure and monetary reward for success. Power plays also a big role
in organized crime organizations.6 Definitions for organized crime vary in different
states and often follow different approaches. This makes it difficult for international
cooperation between countries. In the following description a few important definitions
will be discussed.
The European Union defines organized crime in their Council Framework Decision of
2008 as the following.
“‘criminal organisation’ means a structured association, established over a
period of time, of more than two persons acting in concert with a view
to committing offences which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a
detention order of a maximum of at least four years or a more serious penalty,
to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit; “7
Another definition is given in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
This is the only statute in the law of the U.S. that contains a definition of organized
crime.8
“Organized crime means the unlawful activities of the members of a highly
organized, disciplined association engaged in supplying illegal goods and
2
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services, including but not limited to gambling, prostitution , loan sharking,
narcotics, labor racketeering, and other unlawful activities of members of
organizations. “9
Both definitions have in common that they define organized crime as organized association
which are involved in criminal activities. The definitions of activities are a bit different.
Different authors have discussed the definition of organized crime on an international
level and came up with four common features of organized crime. The list is based on
the book of Stephen L. Mallory10 .
• Planned criminal activity for profit
• A conspiracy of a continuing enterprise formed around social, ethnic, or business
relationships, or around a certain product or opportunity
• Use of violence, threats, and intimidation to achieve goals
• The use of corruption to protect its interest and avoid arrest and prosecution.
These four commonalities of international definitions of organized crime help to find a
starting point in cooperation between countries.11 The term organized often is misleading
in today’s organized crime scene. Unlike in the past today’s organized crime groups
are often not really organized and are more a loosely connected network of criminals.
In the past such networks were more strictly regulated including a clear hierarchy.12
Most organized crime organizations are not ideologically oriented. Organized crime
organizations are not considered to be terrorist organizations. The involvement of
terrorist organizations in organized crime can be seen because these organizations use
crimes to finance their ideological terrorist attacks and other activities.13 Organized
crime is including violence and the threat of violence is not limited to victims only, but
other criminals can be the target too. Restricted membership and continuity of the
organization is also typical for organized crime. Continuity means that the organization is
not bound to a specific person, its existence also continuous without this person. As it is
with non-criminal organizations, organized crime organizations also have the purpose to
gain money. Interesting is that the revenue of crime organizations have not to be earned
only with criminal activities. The keyword for that fact is money laundering. Money
laundering is used in organized crime to hide illegal income and create the appearance
of legality. Often legal businesses are part of the money laundering methods and these
businesses also create legal revenue.14 Most crime organizations are active in the sector
9
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of illegal goods, involving drug trafficking or other regulated illegal products. Often
corruption of public officials is also part of crime organizations. The purpose can be to
gain access or hide something from authorities.15
As it will be explained in section 4.2, some organized crime groups have evolved out of
secret societies which try to change something of their political situation. But these are
only exceptions. Normal crime is disorganized and organizations where it is not the case,
are also involved in other activities.16 To assume there is a link between politics and
organized crime is not false. Gambeta has made a study in which he describes that if
the state fails organized crime groups can substitute the failure. A service which is not
provided by the state can be provided by alternative mechanisms, for example organized
crime.17 He described it for a case of failure to enforce contracts. In case of a collapse of
an authoritarian state organized crime can be the only national, rational organization
which can enforce instructions, which is why organized crime organizations are usually
stronger in countries with less control. Some argue that organized crime in Western
Europe is more and more market driven and consists not of a pyramidical structure, but
out of a set of functional networks.18
A good example for an organized crime group is the Italian Mafia. Such a powerful
group has a strong concept behind it which helps to grow that strong.19 In case of the
Italian Mafia there are four fundamental things which have to be respected and lead
the way. These four concepts are family, power, respect and territory.20 The fact that
the Italian organized crime is known all around the world and also the fact that the
term Mafia is characterized by the Italian Mafia makes it clear that they are playing
amongst the biggest of the organized crime organizations.21 These four concepts are
especially important in the Italian organized crime but are also part of other organized
crime organizations, which is why they are explained briefly. Family is one of the most
important parts of society. The understanding of family varies around the world but
always includes a powerful bond between its members. The sense and feeling of belonging
to a family is often stronger than the rules of law. This leads to actions towards benefit
for the family and against the law. This concept is what Mafias are using and building
their power on. Members have to be totally committed to the family and its traditions.22
The concept of power can be found in every organized crime group and is the essence of
them. Economic power is very relevant, but in case of Mafia type organizations other
forms can be even more important. The power over their family and territory outweighs
all other things they can enjoy. This goes even so far that Mafias coexist to the legitimate
state and infiltrate local structures and misappropriate public funds. An example for that
15
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is the so called pizzo. The pizzo is a known concept where legitimate businesses have to
pay for protection in the territory of the Mafia.23 Respect takes also an important place
in the characteristics of Mafias and other organized crime organizations. In the Mafia
respect is linked to power which means if someone has power he also commands respect.
This kind of respect is based on fear and not by admiration as it is normally the case.24
Territory is the last of the four concepts. Territory is important for all kinds of organized
crime groups, for example street gangs and also the Mafia of course. But there is a
difference between different crime organizations. Some of them see their territory as turf
where citizens are seen as potential victims and the public authorities have to be dodged.
Other crime organizations as the Mafia are substituting the state in their territory. They
are not only involved in crime but all other things like politics or the social community.25
As explained these four concepts are only examples. Other crime organizations than the
Mafia have different ones depending on their structure and environment.
Organized crime in most cases is not limited to a certain country. Transnational organized
crime is not new and becomes more and more a problem in today’s globalized world. A
good example of transnational organized crime is the time of prohibition in the United
States. Besides producing liqueur illegally in the United States, it was also imported
from Canada and Europe. The same goes for the drug industry since its beginning. The
countries which are producing the largest amounts do not consume that much which
leads to the result that it is brought to consumers in other countries. In newer times the
amount of transnational organized crime is growing. This is due to important influencing
facts. New developments in today’s world only make it easier for trafficking illegal
goods and make the process faster.26 The technological development, including new
ways of transport and communication and also free trade systems have increased illegal
goods trafficking. The amount of shipments today makes it easier to hide something in
between them. Another catalyst for increased transnational crime is significant population
movement. Also the financial system, which today is based on digital networks, makes it
much easier for transactions around the world. It makes transactions secure, fast and
allows money which is in the system to be moved without many problems from regulation
authorities.27 Also the growth of markets due to the globalization makes transnational
crime larger than ever before. For example the drug market had a massive growth in
the 80s and 90s because it became also a problem in Western Europe, Russia and China,
before it was more of a problem in the U.S..28 The chances of reaching a market promising
higher profits makes it of course interesting for criminal organizations to expand into
other areas of the world. But there is always the problem of different legal regulations
which do not necessarily have to be a problem when a country is used that has simpler
forms of regulation. Organizations from stricter countries tend to move to less restricted
23
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ones.29
In organized crime there are different types of criminal groups or organizations. Besides
differences in their structures and sizes there are also differences in their development and
origin. Besides traditional organized criminal groups, for example the Yakuza or Triads,
there are also newer forms of organizations. These are for example organized cybercriminal
groups. The difference between these two is that the members of cybercriminal groups
often only know each other online and have no direct contact with each other. But they
are also working towards a common goal.30 Often the goal is to make money but there
are other possible goals like production and distribution of illegal materials, for example
child exploitation material. On an investigation level there are several possible definitions
for criminal groups. There is a consortium, a cartel, a syndicate an organization and a
gang. Some of them are quite similar but have their own characteristics. Differentiating
between them is important for investigation purposes.31

4.2

History

The history of organized crime depends on the understanding of the term organized crime.
Street gangs of the 1800s can be seen as the first organized crime groups as we see it
today.32 The Italian and other organized crime or mafia scenes date back way longer. It
is assumed that the history of organized crime starts around 3000 years ago.33 The term
organized crime was introduced in the nineteenth century by anti-corruption reformers
in the United States.34
One of the first organized crime groups were the Chinese Triads and the Japanese Yakuza.
More newly developed organizations in the organized crime sector are for example
Mexican drug cartels.35 As the history of the Triads and Yakuzas is the oldest one
amongst organized crime, the history of the Triads will be explained as an example of the
development of organized crime. The development of crime organizations is dependent on
various environment factors. There are hierarchical and also non-hierarchical organizations
with different ethnics, cultures and different social or family links. This results in various
forms of crime organizations around the world.36
The history of the Chinese Triads starts in the Zhou-Dynastie approximately 1027-221
BC. In the beginning it was an association of people without real criminal intentions.
Their purpose was to protect each other and to spread ideational values. The modern
Triads originated in 1662-1772. Their purpose was to topple the Manchu-Dynastie
29
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and help the Ming-Dynastie. In 1671 the legislation of the Qing changes to include a
prohibition of illegal circle of brothers. In the middle of the eighteenth century this
law differentiated between three different types of illegal brotherhoods. The simple
brotherhoods, the blood oath brotherhoods and the secret society. Each of these have
different punishments as consequence of the criminal act. The first opium war between
Great Britain and the Chinese empire only helped the Triads in their goal to destroy
the Qing-Dynastie and after the war the traditional lifestyle of the Chinese population
got more and more corrupted. This led to a more criminal and society which is more
willing to use violence and subsequently to radicalized Triads. The former non-violent
secret societies became criminal and 1845 in Hongkong a regulation about eliminating
these criminal organizations was issued. As a consequence the Triads and other secret
societies have moved their business into the underground. In 1911 the Manchu-Dynastie
ended as the last emperor of China abdicated. The Triads finally reached their goal. The
first provisional president of the republic of China was also a member of the Triads. His
successor was also a member of the Triads. After the war of the nationalists and the
communists the People’s Republic of China was introduced and the Triads backed off. In
the following decades the once religious and patriotic secret societies evolved more and
more to the now known highly organized criminal organizations. In today’s society the
term Triads is a synonym for Chinese organized crime.
Today there are lots of different organized crime groups around the world. The biggest
ones are coming from Russia, Japan, Italy, America and Mexico. Out of the biggest five
organized crime groups two of them are coming from Italy.37 The following list of the
biggest five groups in organized crime, ranked after their estimated revenue per year, is
summarized below. The list is based on the online article of Chris Matthews38
Solntsevskaya Bratva The Bratva is a Russian mafia group with an estimated revenue
of $8.5 billion. They have around 9000 members and make their money in
drug trade and human trafficking.
Yamaguchi Gumi The Yamaguchi Gumi is the largest known gang in the world. They
make the majority of their money from drug trafficking. Other revenue
streams are gambling and extortion. Their estimated revenue is around
$6.6 billion.
Camorra

Although the Italian-American mafia is not that strong as in the past, they
are still big and strong. Their estimated revenue is around $4.9 billion.
Their activities reach from sexual exploitation to firearms trafficking, drugs,
gambling and so on.

Ndrangheta The Ndrangheta is also a mafia group from Italy. With an estimated
revenue of around $4.5 billion they are the second biggest group in Italy.
Their main area of crime is drug trade.
37
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Sinola Cartel The Sinola cartel originated in Mexico and is the largest drug cartel in
Mexico. Their estimated income per year lies around $3 billion.

4.3

Legal background

Dealing with organized crime on a legal level is not easy. Many laws have been enacted
on a national and international level. In Austria the national law is presented in the
following sentences. The Austrian Penal Code does not criminalize organized crime itself,
but the formation of a criminal organization. The exact part of the Austrian Penal Code
for criminal organizations is § 278a StGB39 The Austrian Penal Code also differentiates
between a criminal organization ( § 278a StGB40 ) and a criminal association ( § 278
StGB41 ). Also, terrorist associations and terrorist attacks are part of § 278b StGB42 and
( § 278c StGB43 ). The difference between a criminal organization and an association
according to the Austrian Penal Code is that the organization is business-like and consists
of a larger amount of persons.44
Other countries try to define organized crime in a different way. India for example
defines organized crime directly as “any continuing unlawful activity by an individual,
singly or jointly, either as a member of an organized crime syndicate or on behalf of
such syndicate, by use of violence or threat of violence or intimidation or coercion, or
other unlawful means, with the objective of gaining pecuniary benefits, or gaining undue
economic or other advantage for himself or any other person or promoting insurgency“.45
The definition is very broad but India is not the only one defining organized crime in
that way.
Many countries in the European Union are punishing the participation in criminal and
terrorist associations in a more specific way. Germany is an example for such a legislation.
These offenses are called organization offenses in Germany. Their everyday crimes like
theft, robbery or body harm can be also part of group activities. If such crimes are
committed and there is a connection to organized crime the punishment of these crimes
becomes more drastic.46 National laws generally differ in the treatment of organized
crime and there are even countries which do not have specific laws to combat organized
crime.47
As organized crime is more and more a problem of transnational organized crime, also
the international law is regulating organized crime. The international laws against
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organized crime started after the cold war when the globalization was increasing at a
high pace. In the combat against international organized crime the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, also called UNCTOC, was the
first major breakthrough. The main purpose of this convention is to help cooperation
between countries in preventing and combating transnational organized crime.48 An
important fact about the convention is that it does not contain a legal definition of
transnational organized crime, as it would be impossible to find one suiting all possible
interested countries. The convention is focused on defining basic terms which then can be
implemented in the national legislation of all supporting countries.49 Another important
part of the UNCTOC is the specification of how international cooperation between police
and jurisdiction has to look like, including the transfer of criminals, the confiscation of
proceeds of crimes and other important actions. Also the prevention of organized crime
is thematised as an important part of the convention.
As an extension of the UNCTOC, three protocols have been introduced. These protocols
supplement the convention in three different primary activities. These primary activities
are50 :
Trafficking Protocol The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons. This protocol includes the involuntary trafficking of persons
by threat or use of force or other forms of coercion.
Migrant Protocol The Protocol against Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air.
As the migrants agree on the illegal activity of smuggling, there is a
difference and another protocol for that purpose.
Firearms Protocol The Protocol Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms,
Their Parts and Components and Ammunition. This protocol has
the objective to reduce the violence and harm done by firearms which
are illegally produced and supplied by organized criminal groups.
Another international law which has to be mentioned is the European Union law. In
the European Union member countries have to adapt their laws according to European
standards to cooperate against organized crime. Since 1990, the European Union have
worked on making the fight against organized crime more effective.51 In 1997 the EU has
adopted their first action plan to combat organized crime. In the following years several
adoptions were introduced. The most recent Council Framework Decision of 2008 on
the fight against organized crime consists of twelve articles. Included are definitions for
organized crime, offenses, penalties, special circumstances, jurisdiction and coordination
of prosecution and a few other related articles.52
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4.4

Different kinds of organized crime

Organized crime is no small problem. As explained organized crime has grown over
the years, using technological development and globalization to become worldwide
interconnected. An estimation by the MIMIC shows the drastic growth of organized
crime on a global level. The estimated turnover of organized crime in 2001 was $595
billion and grew to $790 billion in 2006.53 This means an increase of over $190 billion in
just five years. Although these numbers are just estimations, it shows that organized
crime is no small issue. The revenue of organized crime is incriminated money and cannot
be used instantly without attracting attention by legal authorities. The solution for
that problem of criminals is money laundering. Agarwal estimated the global amount of
money laundering in 2006 to be more than $2 to 2.5 trillion per year, which conforms to
about 5-6 percent of the worldwide GDP of 2006.54 It is also estimated that the biggest
part of that amount of illegal funds is coming from drug dealing. The estimation for
that was around $910 billion in 2006.55 Exact numbers of annual turnover of money
laundering and organized crime are not available as the reason for money laundering is
to hide transactions and the illegal revenues. All numbers are based on estimations and
different estimating methods.
The reason for the difficulty in estimating the involved amounts of money in organized
crime or money laundering is that besides the official economy there is also an underground
economy. The tracing of transactions in the official economy is easy and done permanently
by financial authorities or banks for example. The underground economy includes various
sorts of crimes, for example drug dealing.56 Also other illegal activities besides classic
crime are involved in another form of economy, called the shadow economy. Such activities
can be tax evasion or the avoidance of social security payments.57 Money laundering is
needed in organized crime because although cybercrime and virtual payment methods
are increasingly used today, most illegal payments are done in cash and require a method
to make them usable in legal financial systems.58
To give an overview of different kinds of organized crime, the main areas of organized
crime in Central Europe are listed and shortly explained in the following paragraph.
Picture 4.1 gives an overview of the main areas of organized crime.
As it can be seen, the largest part of organized crime in Central Europe is drug trafficking
at around 40 percent. Part of that category are all drug related crimes and the trade
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Figure 4.1: Organized crime and their main areas in Central Europe.

59

of narcotics. The second largest part is the weapons part. This included all weapon
related crimes, also including nuclear weapons and break of embargo’s. Also, a big part
in organized crime in Central Europe are economy related crimes. These include for
example investment fraud, economic subsidy fraud and payment fraud. Both nightlife
and property related crimes are with 10 percent also big problems. Nightlife crimes
are procurement, prostitution, illegal gambling and human trafficking. Property related
crimes including theft, illegal car movement, burglary and receiving. The smallest part of
the main areas of organized crime in Central Europe are violence related crimes. These
include armed robbery, protection money and kidnapping.60 As all of these crimes have
the purpose of gaining money from it, money laundering is needed afterwards to cover
up the illegal origin of the funds.
All of these crimes generate large amounts of money. As the biggest part is drug trafficking
and dealing a few numbers of the current situation in Austria are provided. In 2016
36235 reports according to the controlled substances law ( Suchtmittelgesetz - SMG )
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were registered. This was a 10.1 percent increase compared to the year before.61 In 2016
drugs worth 25,780,972 Euro were secured by Austrian authorities.62 The internet and
online possibilities for criminal activities are growing on a daily basis. More and more
crimes involve online activities and virtual currencies for payment purposes.
Different kinds of organized crime groups or organizations are specialized in different
criminal activities. Most of the criminal organizations try out online systems to expand
their activities. Choo and Smith have mentioned three different groups of criminals with
different crime areas which are starting to use online systems.63 The first group are
traditional organized criminal groups, like the Yakuza or Triads. These groups are mostly
active in drug trafficking, fraud, extortion and other traditional crimes. The second
group are organized cybercriminals and the third one are ideologically and politically
motivated organized crime groups. Cybercrime and specific kinds of crimes of that more
newly developed sort of crime is explained more in detail in section 4.5.

4.5

Crime online - Cybercrime

The Internet and globalization have made many things possible. Although the Internet
has brought many advantages and new developments, there are also some disadvantages
which came with it. One of them is that criminals can too use the Internet and go online.
They of course use new possibilities which help them in their criminal actions. And so
also organized crime groups and organizations are using the internet more and more
frequently for their businesses. Basically there are two groups of criminals out there
using the advantages of the online world. Traditional criminal organizations are one of
them. The other group are cybercriminals which have newly evolved as a consequence of
the technologically achievement.64
In terms of defining cybercrime it has to be mentioned that there is no generally applicable
definition. The term cyber in cybercrime defines that the crime itself has to do with
a different space than normal crimes are carried out.65 Cybercrimes are crimes which
involve or are directed against information and communication techniques (ICT). Law
enforcement additionally distinguishes between cybercrime in the narrower sense and
in the broader sense.66 Cybercrimes of the narrower sense are all crimes which involve
attacks on data or computer systems by using information and communication technology.
Cybercrimes of the broader sense are crimes which use the information and communication
technology for planning or performing of traditional crimes. Examples of traditional
crimes in that case are fraud or child pornography.67 Cybercrime is a worldwide problem
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which is part of many areas. The characteristics of anonymity is lowering the inhibition
threshold and leads to more crimes as a consequence of that.68 Luckily the basics of
criminal law do not change in cases of cybercrime, but new problems occur. Digital
technology makes lives easier, but also the life of criminals. Europol has stated that
digital services can function as cross-cutting crime enablers. Meaning that technology is
relevant to every type of crime.69 Crime as a service is common today and can be found
in the Darknet. Europol defines Crime-as-a-Service as the following.
“Crime-as-a-service acts as a multiplier for many facets of cybercrime. Services
such as bulletproof hosting, spam, illegal currency exchanges, money mules
and counter anti-virus may not be the direct subject of a criminal complaint
yet may have been crucial to those offenses being committed.“70
Of course such services, if they are provided, also get used from criminals which makes
some of their crimes much easier. These services make it possible for every criminal to
benefit from the endless opportunities technology is making possible. Easier laundering of
illegal revenues from criminal activities or exploiting new markets where law enforcement
is minimal are only two of the numerous possibilities for criminals.71
As explained in the beginning of this section there are basically two different groups which
are using the advantages of information and communication technologies. These groups are
called cybercriminals and traditional organized criminal groups.72 Traditional organized
criminal groups have begun to use the ICT for making their traditional crimes easier and
also experiencing new crime areas. Traditional crimes which benefit from ICT are drug
trafficking, trafficking corporate secrets and identity information, frauds, distributing
illegal goods and of course money laundering.73 Besides traditional crime, traditional
criminal organizations are also involved in technology enabled crimes. Examples for
that are the Japanese Yakuza which are involved in computer software piracy, credit
card forgery and fraud.74 Eastern European traditional criminal organizations are also
involved in cybercrimes. For example extortion from online gambling or threatening to
carry out denial of service attacks. Traditional organized criminal groups are increasingly
hiding cybercriminals to become more active in this area.75
Traditional cybercriminal groups can additionally be distinguished between business-like
groups and more traditional mafia style groups.76 Business-like groups are more profit
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oriented than mafia style groups, which of course also want to generate profit. Businesslike groups are doing whatever it takes to generate the most profit. They do not care what
they are trading as long as it provides a high revenue. They also do not have to be highly
organized groups of criminals, it is possible that these are small loose gangs or large
long established criminal organizations. They use ICT because it makes communication
easier, increases efficiency, allows expanding and makes laundering easier.77 Mafia style
groups are a bit different. They are not only involved in underground economy crimes,
but also in the legal economy and the public sector. Against the business like groups,
mafia style groups are not only profit driven. They also want to impose their presence
in their territory and at productive activities. Mafia style groups use the internet and
other ICT for two major purposes. Trafficking activities and illegal gambling. As these
groups are more traditionally assessed they only move in small steps towards using new
technologies.78
Besides traditional organized criminal groups there are also the cybercriminal groups,
which can be distinguished into two different groups. The organized cybercriminal
groups and the organized ideologically and politically motivated cyber groups. Organized
cybercriminal groups are groups of people which know each other only online and do
not have direct contact with each other. These groups are working together to achieve
a common goal. Usually the goals are to gain money, but there are also other criminal
goals like producing and distributing illegal material online. The major difference to
traditional organized criminal groups is that cybercriminal groups are only IT people who
change their minds.79 Cybercriminal groups are also more loosely structured and more
flexible than traditional groups. Usual crime of this group is stealing and selling financial
and personal data.80 Organized ideologically and politically motivated cyber groups
are the last group. Before the dramatic terrorism attacks in 2001 organized crime and
terrorism was not directly linked to each other and was considered to be separate. This
has changed in the years after these events. Terrorist groups are more often considered to
be a part of organized crime because terrorist groups often use organized crime to raise
funds for their activities.81 This group uses ICT not only for organized crime purposes
but also for communication and other information processes.
One key factor for using ICT in case of criminal organizations is the technological
development in the payment sector. As explained, profit is the thing what makes criminal
organizations commit crimes. The ICT and especially the internet has brought many
new possibilities for payment processes to life. But not only the payments of criminal
organizations itself are affected. A big innovation can also be seen in the laundering
process. Money laundering methods can now use all the advantages of the internet,
like anonymity and cross border networks. Money laundering and the advantages for
organized crime are explained in more detail in section 5
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A new instrument which became available through the internet is the Darknet including
dark markets. Of course the Darknet and the dark markets are also used by organized
crime groups. Silk Road was the first dark market, which opened in 2011 and was closed
by the United States authorities in 2013. Dark markets allow users to buy legal, but also
illegal goods. The payments are done per crypto currencies.82 The most used currency
at this time is Bitcoin.83 Also crime as a service is a big part of today’s dark markets.
The fact that all users are anonymous and also the payment method is more or less
anonymous makes such markets very secure and the life of law enforcement very difficult.
In less than four years the number of dark markets grew to 85 in mid 2015. The difficulty
for law enforcement is shown in the number of closed markets. Only six of them were
closed in four years.84 Organized crime organizations use these markets to sell their
goods and services and in doing so they can easily expand their businesses at a low risk.
Cybercrime is also present in Austria. In the year 2015 10,010 reports in cases of
cybercrime were registered. In the years before the number was also around 10,000. The
crime clearance rate rose from 2014 to 2015 about 0.7 percent. The problem is that over
the years the crime clearance rate decreased from 71 percent in 2006 to 41.5 percent in
2015. A reason for that is that the technology and the criminals using it, become better
and use up to date anonymization techniques. The use of the Darknet has also gotten
bigger throughout the years. This makes it harder from year to year to trace crimes and
illegal transactions back to the criminals which results in a lower crime clearance rate.85
Current and often occurring cybercrimes in Austria are Money Mules and Ransomware.
Money Mules are explained briefly in section 5.7.3. Ransomware is a kind of software
which encrypts data on systems. To get the data back a ransom has to be paid. Usually
the payment has to be made in a crypto currency, often Bitcoin.86

4.6

Criminal actions with Bitcoin

Bitcoin as well as all other cryptocurrencies can be used in many crime scenarios. As a
payment method, for laundering, as ransom or for many other purposes. This section
gives an overview of the different possibilities of Bitcoin use in criminal actions. First
of all it has to be distinguished between crimes committed with the help of Bitcoin or
crimes against the Bitcoin system involving businesses or users. Both of these parts are
covered in the following of this section.
Criminals are attracted to Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies because of its unique
characteristics among other usual and legal currencies. The most interesting advantages
for criminals is the anonymity or pseudo anonymity in case of Bitcoins. Also jurisdictional
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variances between different countries make it difficult for law enforcement, but more
interesting for criminals to use them. The fact that there is no central authority behind
Bitcoin makes it more secure for criminal use because confiscating or locking accounts is
simply not possible within the Bitcoin system or within many other cryptocurrencies.87
Different jurisdictions make using Bitcoins more interesting because criminals can use the
global system of the Bitcoin network and perform transactions between countries without
even attracting local authorities. Usual currencies which are bound to countries or
regions cannot be used in that manner. One of the biggest advantages for criminals is the
anonymity of cryptocurrencies. For creating bank accounts or accounts in other financial
sectors, many forms of identification are needed according to legal regulations against
money laundering. For creating accounts or wallets in the networks of crypto currencies
there is no such information needed and the people behind wallets can be anonymous.88
Of course there are also other advantages in using Bitcoin or cryptocurrencies besides
the few mentioned.
As explained it can be distinguished between crimes committed with cryptocurrencies
and crimes which are committed against cryptocurrencies. Crimes involving the help of
cryptocurrencies are varying and it can be said that these currencies can be used basically
in every crime. Crimes with Bitcoin can include the use for buying and selling illegal
goods or services, money laundering, tax evasion and lots of other criminal actions.89
Illegal online platforms for trading illegal goods and services often only accept Bitcoin or
sometimes other cryptocurrencies. The use of cryptocurrencies is increasing and making
criminal prosecution difficult.
One criminal area in which Bitcoins are mostly used is the trading sector. Buying and
selling illegal goods and services is a big business around the world. Trading platforms
are called dark markets and can be found in the Darknet which is not a part of the usual
known internet.90 Dark markets are known to be used for trading illegal goods such as
drugs, but also many other things like weapons or services such as money laundering as a
service are part of the offers on such markets. The most used currency on dark markets
is Bitcoin.91
Another way of using Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies for criminal actions is to utilize
them in money laundering. Cryptocurrencies allow the users to anonymously transact
money between countries. These currencies are not controllable which means that a bank
or law enforcement authority has no control over it and can therefore not simply freeze
accounts or seize incriminated funds.92 The use as well as advantages and disadvantages
of virtual currencies in money laundering is described in section 5.8.
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Besides usual money laundering, also the use in cases of tax evasion is possible. The
amount of businesses accepting and dealing with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
increases on a daily basis. As it is known, Bitcoin is a highly volatile currency which
makes speculation attractive. Businesses can use different accounts and wallets to hide
revenue from authorities and save taxes.93 Also many other ways of committing crimes
involving Bitcoins or other cryptocurrencies are conceivable.
Crypto currencies can also be involved in some kinds of traditional crimes like fraud or
extortion. Examples for that are attacks with Ransomware and DDoS attacks. Criminals
which use DDoS attacks for extortion against businesses and networks usually send
Emails in which they threaten to attack companies and services, if a specific amount
of money is not transferred to the criminals accounts. It is common in such cases of
extortion that the payment has to be done in crypto currencies, often in Bitcoin. It is
also usual that the attackers show their abilities shortly after sending the Email.94 A
similar procedure is used in cases of ransomware attacks. After attacking a computer or
system the data on it is encrypted and the attackers demand a ransom for decrypting
the data again. In these cases of criminal actions the payment method is also usually a
crypto currency.95
Crimes against Bitcoin follow a different direction. The increasing use and involved
value in crypto currency of course attracts criminals not only in the way of using crypto
currencies for criminal activities but also for attacking the system and its users to get
money from them directly. In the following list, which is based on the report of K. Law96 ,
a few selected crimes of the original list against Bitcoin and its users are summarized
briefly.
Malware

Malware is a serious issue for Bitcoin users and other crypto currencies.
As there is no central authority in such systems which is backing up the
currency, the important data protecting the wallet and its contained
value is saved on the computer or on other devices of the user. If the
private key of a Bitcoin wallet is lost, there is no way of getting back
the Bitcoins of that wallet. Malware tries to find the public and private
key pairs of a wallet of the device and sends them to the attacker.
The attacker can then use the keys for transferring Bitcoins to other
wallets.97

Exchange hacking Exchange services are big targets for criminals. Like usual customers also Exchange service providers have Bitcoin wallets. These
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wallets are called hot wallets. They usually contain a large amount of
value. If the keys of these wallets are hacked by criminals they can
transfer the value to other accounts and nobody is able to reverse that.
The value of the service provider is lost.98
Double spending This kind of criminal action is described more deeply in section 2.3.1.
Criminals can try to spend the same coin twice in a short amount of
time and can hope that the receiver accepts it. This works only for a
short amount of time before more blocks in the Blockchain are mined.
Therefore, it is only usable if the receiver of such double spending
transactions is instantly sending the bought item to the criminal before
the double spent transaction is deleted from the Blockchain.99
Majority attacks This kind of attack of the Bitcoin system is not simple to achieve.
An attacker would need more than 50 percent of the computing power
of the whole Bitcoin system. Then the attacker has the possibility
to manipulate the Blockchain and therefore can manipulate all transactions. If an attacker has 51 or more percent the attacker can for
example ignore transactions, allow double spending or destabilize the
Bitcoin system.100
Some of these mentioned criminal activities are also used in organized crime. For example
money laundering. The involvement of Bitcoin and other crypto currencies in organized
crime can be found in section 4.7.

4.7

Bitcoin in organized crime

As explained in section 4.6 Bitcoins and also other cryptocurrencies are used in many
different crimes. Either for helping the criminals hiding money or also by committing
crimes. The illegal capabilities of cryptocurrencies are large and are of course used
by criminals. It seems quite clear that these currencies are used in many crimes, also
organized crime is using it to a certain extent. The same advantages which help single
criminals are also attractive for organized crime groups. Meaning that all crimes described
in section 4.6 can also be part of organized crime.
It is mentioned in section 4.4 that drug trafficking and trading other illegal goods or
services is the biggest part of organized crime in Central Europe. Organized crime groups
therefore use dark markets, such as Silk Road. Although Silk Road has been closed,
there are plenty of other dark markets currently open. Dark markets and the Darknet
are using the TOR network which stands for The Onion Router. TOR makes it possible
to basically surf anonymously and use dark markets without the risk of being traced.
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Combined with cryptocurrencies as payment method on these dark markets, organized
crime groups can expand their businesses in this area without a high risk. Basically all
dark markets are using crypto currency as payment method whereby especially Bitcoin
is used the most.101
As explained in section 4.1, terrorist groups are often also linked to organized crime
organizations. They use organized crime to fund their terrorist activities. But they also
use Bitcoin and other crypto currencies to send money between different countries and
different groups.102 As explained in section 5.9 money laundering and terrorism financing
share some similarities and are often mentioned together. This is because terrorist groups
use some money laundering techniques to hide their transactions.
Every criminal organization needs to hide their illegal acquired funds and therefore they
need to launder their revenues. It is no secret that Bitcoin and crypto currencies in
general are suitable to be used in money laundering. Criminal organizations can either
exchange their illegal money into a crypto currency or already have acquired their funds
in form of a crypto currency.103 Besides using crypto currencies directly for laundering
purposes, organized crime organizations can either use provided laundering services, which
can be found on dark markets or also start laundering services for other criminals by
themselves.104 The risk of money laundering with crypto currencies is an important topic
for governments around the world. Also international organizations, like the Financial
Action Task Force or the European Banking Authority, have declared their concerns
about crypto currency being used for money laundering. They base their concerns on
the pseudo anonymity and also on the decentralization of crypto currency systems.105
Additionally the fact that there are mixing and tumbling services provided for crypto
currencies, which intend to disguise transactions, makes it interesting for criminals but
concerning for governments.106
Because organized crime needs money laundering and money laundering is involved in
every crime which generates illegal funds, the money laundering capabilities of crypto
currency and especially Bitcoin is evaluated in section 5. A simple procedure of law
enforcement is to follow the money because money is always involved in organized crime.
The fact that the use of the Darknet and crypto currencies, involving mixing services, is
increasing, makes it definitely harder for law enforcement authorities.107
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CHAPTER

Money laundering
“Money laundering techniques are restricted only by the imagination of
the criminals - and there are a lot of criminals trying to find ways to
launder.“Morris-Cotterill (1999)1
Money laundering is a very popular topic in today’s society. Everyday new allegations
are presented to the public. Money laundering as a part of crime is not a new invention,
but rather old and used all over the world. Countries have to fight against it and are up
to a very strong enemy. Fighting money laundering is not easy, often it involves more
than one country which makes fighting against it even more difficult. Money laundering
occurs as a side effect of other crimes which create illegally earned money.
Involved in illegal trade, drug and arms businesses around the world, money laundering
counts as one of the modern wars in globalization which is also related to terrorism. Moises
Naim describes the five biggest modern problems as the Five Wars of globalization.2
Besides the fight against drugs, arms trafficking, piracy of intellectual property and alien
smuggling, the fight against money laundering is present around the world. Thereby the
technological progress of modern civilization is one of the factors for the fast grow of the
problems.3 An example for the globalization of money laundering are the Cayman Islands,
which have a population of 36,000. Interestingly the Cayman Islands are home for more
than 500 insurance companies, 60,000 businesses and 600 banks and trust companies.4
The Cayman Islands is a prominent term in association with money laundering which
explains the accumulation of businesses and banks. As the economy and technology
evolves, also organized crime and money laundering has to evolve with it. Therefore,
smuggling cash money or gold can be seen as outdated ways of trade. Modern technology
1
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narrows long geographical distances and introduces new ways of international money
trade. These new ways are often less risky and even cheaper than the old ones.5 Dirty
money can be moved around the world in a crisscross pattern without even leaving the
room. This opens new perspectives for criminals and aggravates tracking and surveillance
for the authorities.
In the following sections a definition of money laundering and explanation of its history is
given. Afterwards the legal aspects of money laundering and all involved law regulations
in Austria are described. Followed by different methods of money laundering and the role
of virtual currencies in money laundering. Lastly also modern anti money laundering
methods are described in this chapter.

5.1

Definition

Money laundering is an activity involving financial transactions with the goal to hide the
true source of income. The money which is being laundered is gained by illegal activities
such as drug dealing. The whole process is aimed to create the appearance of legality
around the illegal earned money to be able to use it as legal one after the laundering
process. But not in all cases it is necessary that there is an illegal activity committed
before money laundering. It is also possible that the goal is to hide assets from lawful
taxation.6 Money laundering has evolved over many centuries, always using the most
advanced, best ways and methods. It is one of the most important activities in organized
crime, because if the money earned by organized crime cannot be laundered it cannot
be used and the whole criminal structure begins to fall.7 If money laundering is done
successfully it creates the following advantages for the criminals (The list is based on
McDonell 19988 ):
• Remove or distance themselves from the criminal activity generating the profits,
thus making it more difficult to prosecute key organizers
• Distance profits from the criminal activity to prevent them being confiscated if the
criminal is caught
• Enjoy the benefits of the profits without bringing attention to themselves
• Reinvest the profits in future criminal activity or in legit business
According to the Financial Action Task Force there are lots of crimes committed which
generate a huge amount of money. Besides drug trafficking also illegal arms sales, narcotics
5
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trafficking, smuggling and other crimes of organized crime need money laundering to
clean the dirty earned money.9 Basically all criminal activities which generate a big
amount of money need money laundering. Therefore, the criminals always find ways to
launder their illegal profits. A big problem about money laundering or fighting it was,
that it was often underestimated as a problem. Only since the late 1980s it is considered
to be a larger problem than thought before and a present topic in politics.10
When it comes to the definition of money laundering, it is important to mention that
there are many different definitions which basically state the same. One of the first
internationally known definitions is found at the United Nations 1988 Vienna Convention.
This definition was later used by many countries when they created their anti money
laundering legislations.11 The first definitions only considered drug trafficking as a
predicate offense. Later on, the legislations of countries got adapted to include other
crimes as well.12 It can be differentiated between legal definitions and definitions
according to the characteristics of money laundering. A few important legal definitions
are mentioned in the following.
Austrian penal code section 165 Any person who is liable to commit an offense
resulting from a crime, a criminal offense against
foreign property threatened with more than one year
imprisonment, or an offense under Articles 223, 224,
225, 229, 230, 269, 278, 288, 289, 293, 295 or 304 to
309, a commercial offense against the provisions of
immaterial goods law or a financial offense of the
smuggling or the withdrawal of import or export duties which falls within the jurisdiction of the courts,
conceals their origin, in particular by misrepresenting in the course of their legal dispute the origin
or the true nature of such assets, property or other
rights in them, the power to dispose of them, their
transmission or where they are located, provides
false information is punishable by imprisonment up
to three years.(English translation of § 165 StGB
(1)13 )
Germany’s Criminal Code section 261 “Anyone who hides, obscures the origin of,
or prevents or jeopardizes the determination of the
origin, the finding, the forfeiture, the confiscation
9
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or the seizure of an object which originated from
a felony committed by another person or a misdemeanor committed by another person or by a
member or criminal association shall be punished
by a term of imprisonment of up to five years or by
a fine.“(English version from source14 )
United Nations 2000

“The conversion or transfer of property, knowing it
is derived from a criminal offense, for the purpose of
concealing or disguising its illicit origin or of assisting any person who is involved in the commission of
the crime to evade the legal consequences of his actions.; The concealment or disguising of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement, rights
with respect to, or ownership of property knowing
that it is derived from a criminal offense.; The acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing at
the time of its receipt that it was derived from a
criminal offense or from participation in a crime.“15

Australian Institute of Criminology “...money laundering is the process by which
the proceeds of crime are put through a series of
transactions, which disguise their illicit origins, and
make them appear to have come from a legitimate
source.“16
A very good and easy non-legal definition is given by Schneider and Windischbauer.17
They described money laundering as the following. “All monetary assets (cash and book
money (electronic bank transfers)) or their surrogates as well as non-monetary assets
such as movable goods and real estates which are generated directly or indirectly from a
punishable action or are intended for the realization of such an activity are considered
as an object of money laundering. The intended purpose of the transformation is to
wash illicit assets in a form of legal usability. The proceeding is thereby characterized by
a criminal intent to purposefully, systematically transform, mix, transfer, convert and
deceive the true origin or nature of incriminated objects.“18
As it can be seen in the definitions, is that they all describe the same basics. It is
important that knowledge about the criminal source of income is present. Otherwise,
there can be no laundering crime if there is no criminal intention behind it, but willful
14
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blindness is no excuse and will be treated as knowledge about the illegal situation.19 This
means that if there is no knowledge and no intent of money laundering a person cannot be
sentenced for money laundering. Another important fact about money laundering is that
it is not necessary that there is cash money involved. There was a general acceptance that
money laundering is only about cash money. However the FATF has depicted that money
laundering can be done with virtually every medium, financial institution or business.20
It is difficult to give an overview about the size and impact of money laundering because
the sense and purpose of money laundering is to hide the actions and the money. In the
year 2000 the IMF and the World Bank estimated that around 2-4 percent of the world
gross domestic product (GDP) is coming from illegal sources.21 Later forecasts in the
year 2006 from Agarwal showed that the percentage of GDP sourced in criminal activities
is raising to around 5-6 percent.22 A big part of these criminal activities is covered by
drug businesses, which is the largest part of the whole amount of illegal transactions.
Money laundering is often mentioned side by side with terrorist attacks and terrorism
financing. The FATF has decided in 2001 that they also cover terrorist financing in
their reports. This decision is based on the fact that terrorists use the same methods
as money launderers to hide their money and transactions. Even when the funds used
by terrorists are earned legally, terrorists have to disguise their transactions and hide it
from the authorities.23 The concrete connection between money laundering and terrorist
financing is explained in section 5.9

5.1.1

The three phases of money laundering

When looking at the processes behind money laundering, it is relatively clear that there
are many methods which can be used to launder money today. Each method has its own
advantages as well as risks and some of them are relatively new compared to methods
used decades ago. Some popular methods are described later on in section 5.7. However
money laundering is not completely random and different in every method. Quite the
contrary is the case. It is important for criminals that money laundering does not attract
attention to other crimes and therefore the money has to be altered in its form and
associations with its source of income have to be cut. After that, the money has to be
moved to a place where it can be used and does not attract any attention anymore.24
This sequence of actions, needed to launder money successfully, can be pooled into three
major steps. The placement stage, the layering stage and the integration stage.2526 The
19
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Figure 5.1: The three stages of money laundering.

32

first step after acquiring the dirty money is to get it into the financial system. Of course
this step has to be done carefully because at this point in time the dirty money is most
obvious and the risk of detection is the highest. The step of getting the money into the
financial system is called the placement stage.27 After the money is brought into the
financial system, the next step is to obfuscate the owner and the origin of the money by
doing specifically planned transactions with it. In this step the transactions are creating
layers to form a complex and difficult to follow network. Because of that this stage is
called the layering stage.28 After the money has passed through the first two stages it is
time to reintegrate the money into the regular economy. After that it can be finally used
the same way as legal earned money. This last stage is called the integration stage.29
Although the stages seem to be organized one after another, the fact is that they are
independent from each other and can be done simultaneously.3031 An overview of the
three stages is given in illustration 5.1.
27
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An advantage for money launderers all over the globe is the fact that money laundering
legislations are different around the world. This is an advantage for the criminals because
they are able to move the money to the spot where regulations are not that strict. To
prevent that advantage from being too powerful many governments cooperate against
money laundering.33 The tactic to disguise the origin of the money by transferring it over
different countries is commonly used. This shows how important it is for governments to
work together in order to overcome money laundering.34
Showing the money laundering process in the three stage model is a common practice
because it shows the series of actions involved in money laundering step by step to create
the appearance of legitimacy. In reality, it is possible that there are additional stages, for
example a pre-wash stage before or other stages between the three main stages. However
this does not alter the model which has been proven successfully.35 In the following
three sections the three stages of money laundering are described in a more detailed way.
Furthermore, possible ways of these stages are included in the description.
Placement
The first stage of money laundering is generally called the placement stage. In this
stage the goal is to introduce the money earned with illegal activities into the financial
system.36 In case of cash money this can be done by cash deposits or money transfers.
That way cash money is transformed into a banked asset.37 This first step is especially
risky, because the illegal money has to be used for the transactions to get it into the
economic system. The chances of getting caught in this step are higher than in the other
stages. The Central Bank of Ireland has reported that the placement of the money is the
most difficult step for money launderers.38 Because of that it is acknowledged that anti
money laundering actions are best done in the placement stage.39 An example for such
actions can be given in the Australian financial environment. There it is mandatory to
report specific types of transactions involving cash money or other monetary instruments.
As a consequence money launderers can only avoid or violate the financial system and its
regulations in Australia.40
Techniques for this stage involve for example simple deposits into bank accounts or cash
money that is used to buy assets with a high value. Such assets are for example land,
property and luxury items.41 When using bank deposits the money is split up into smaller
amounts and then deposited over time. Usually it is common to also use different financial
33
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institutions or different offices of these institutions over time.42 Besides the direct deposit
into bank accounts there are also other monetary instruments available and used. Some
of them are cheques, bank drafts and money orders. Such monetary instruments are
purchased in the first place and then later on deposited into bank accounts.43 Part of
the process can also be the exchange of currencies and the conversion of small notes into
larger ones.44 This first infiltration process of the economy can be done in two main ways.
The more direct way is called primary deposit. The more indirect way of infiltration is
called secondary deposit.45
Primary deposit Primary deposit is a way of immediate placement of the illegal
money into the legal economy. The avoidance of attention by the
legal authorities is managed by using strategies like structuring or
smurfing. With these strategies the amount of money is split up
into smaller amounts which do not attract as much attention as
the larger amounts would. The goal is to avoid identification and
documentation steps which are introduced to detect money laundering.
The smaller amounts are then payed into different bank accounts.
Regulations about limits without identification and documentation
steps are different in various countries. In Austria the limit is set to
an amount of 15,000 Euro. Besides this method there is also another
method which includes the control over institutes of the financial
sector. The goal is always to avoid the documentation. As described,
this can be achieved by avoiding limits. Another possibility is to gain
control over the in-payment. Therefore, the money launderer has
to have influence over the process. This influence can be achieved
by purchasing banks or starting new ones for example in offshore
countries. It is also possible to corrupt bank employees to gain access
to the process, which is often used as well. With the influence the
illegal revenues can be placed in the economy without attracting
attention of the authorities.46
Secondary deposit Whereas the primary deposit way tries to infiltrate the economy
directly, the secondary deposit way tries the infiltration indirectly.
This can be achieved by converting the money into book money
through a natural or a legal person. Possible ways of doing this
is to change the medium of the money by converting it into other
substitutes. So called front men are often used. These men work
for a third party and let others use their name to, for example,
42
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open a bank account or to found a company. An indirect placement
of money can also be achieved by forward displacement. Thereby
life insurances and other financial service providers are used for the
forward displacement. A very common way of secondary deposits is
the use of front companies. These companies are used to infiltrate the
economy by including illegal earned money into their bank accounts.
This is possible by using fake turnovers which make the money appear
as legally earned. Especially businesses which are using lots of cash
money, for example hotels, gastronomy and car trade, are often used
in that sense.47
The following list includes a short description of techniques used in the placement stage.
The list is based on the study of Unger48 and represents a short summary of the techniques
included in the study.
Smurfing and Structuring The Smurfing and Stucturing technique is used to break up
larger funds into smaller deposits. This way the limits for registration
and reporting are not a problem anymore. The smaller deposits are
then put onto different accounts.
Currency smuggling A commonly used technique is the method of currency smuggling.
Currency smuggling means to physically move cash money across
borders. Usually the money is smuggled into countries with fewer
money laundering restrictions. When the money is in the destination
country, it is deposited into bank accounts. Often offshore bank
accounts are used for this purpose. The problem with this method is
that it is not so easy to smuggle a large amount of money. Unger49
describes that with the following example. If somebody sells 22
pounds of heroin, he then has to smuggle 250 pounds of money into
other countries. For that reason currency smugglers are inventive and
always find new ways for the currency to be transported. Banknotes
have been found in bowling balls, coffins and scuba diving oxygen
tanks.
Traveller’s cheques Traveller’s cheques are normally used for payment when traveling
in other countries with different currencies. They can be used to
acquire their value in cash money. Besides the intended function
they can be used also for money laundering. To use them they are
purchased with dirty money which has to be laundered. Later on
their value can be used. According to the Financial Action Task
47
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Force this technique is quite lucrative and there are reports for buying
traveller’s cheques with large amounts of cash money.
Gambling, Casinos Casinos are used in different ways in money laundering. They can
be part of the placement and the integration stage. In the placement
stage they are used to clean the cash money by buying chips with it.
After they are exchanged back into cash money they can be deposited
at a bank, because there is an existing receipt for the money from a
casino.
Layering
The layering stage in the money laundering process is known to be the second step after
the placement. This layering stage is the stage where the property is being washed. The
incriminated asset gets cleaned in this stage.50 In this stage of money laundering process
the objective is to erase the origin of the money. This can be achieved by a series of
transactions of the money from one account to another. The more this is done the more
difficult it is to keep track of the origin of the money. It is important that not only the
amount but also the accounts and owners of the accounts are changed the whole time.51
The transactions can take place between different financial institutes or between several
countries around the world. The different methods used in this stage are always directed
to the goal of distancing the placed finances from the illegal activity where they have
been earned. This stage makes the money useful again. Before this stage the criminals
cannot use the money, because it is dirty. It can be linked to the predicate offense and is
therefore not usable. After it has been washed or laundered there is no link between the
predicate offense and the money, if the layering process is done correctly. For the layering
stage criminals need a web of many accounts and companies in different countries.52
As described in the placement process in section 5.1.1, other forms than cash money
are used in the laundering process. Transaction possibilities like converting deposited
cash into monetary instruments, investing into real estate and legitimate businesses are
also part of the laundering process.53 Besides that securities or insurance contracts, for
example life insurances, are also used in the layering stage. Furthermore, other assets
with high values can be used in the first place. The layering process for such assets is the
same as for cash money. The goal is to separate the assets from their origin after they
have entered the financial system.54 These assets or funds can be used to buy securities,
insurance contracts or other assets.55 After some transfers the investments can be sold
through different institutions to convert them into money again. Likewise, this kind of
50
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the layering process creates a web with different layers of financial transactions which
are used to disguise the origin of the funds.56
The crucial part of the layering stage is the transaction intensity and transaction speed as
well as the use of different countries with different jurisdictions.57 Different jurisdiction
often also mean that the cooperation between countries can be inefficient which results
in an advantage for the launderers. As explained, front companies are also involved in
the layering process. Besides the use of front companies shell corporations, financial
constructions, false invoices and loan back constructions are commonly used in the
layering stage.58 A common way of using companies is to charge for fictive goods or
services to create transactions between them and also create fake proofs of origin of the
funds. Using financial derivatives is a common practice used under money launderers.
The goal is to create a proof of origin by selling and buying.59 This process creates an
appearance of legitimacy which shows to the outside that the money is used in the legal
economy.60
A part of the anti money laundering techniques is to find information about the network
of the money launderers. This can be done by using link analysis methods which try
to discover the launderers network. By finding the network transactions can be traced
back and the money flow can then be discovered which connects the money to its origin
and the predicate offenses.61 As described in the placement stage, the first stage is the
most difficult for money launderers involving the highest risk of getting caught of all
three stages.62 In the layering stage it is more difficult for the authorities to find starting
points for investigations. Basically the more progress is done in the laundering process
the more difficult money can be traced back. In the last stage which is described later on
in section 5.1.1 it is extremely difficult to differentiate between legal and illegal funds.63
In the following list a few of the techniques especially used in this second stage of money
laundering are described shortly. The list is based on the study of Unger64 and represents
a short summary of some techniques Unger described.
Loan at low interest rates A big problem with money laundering is the fact that there
are large amounts of money which have to be stored somewhere.
Handing out loans with no or low interest rates is a solution for
this kind of problem. With that technique the money is lent
to people and is no longer in the possession of the launderer.
Over time it is payed back slowly which comes in handy for
56
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the launderers, because the launderers can then deposit small
amounts in bank accounts without attracting too much attention.
As Unger describes, it is likely that the receiver of the loan is
aware of the criminal activity behind the technique, but is not
interested in reporting the launderer because there are advantages
for the receiver.
Back to back loans In this technique a currency hedging technique is involved. Usually two companies are borrowing money from each other in the
other currency. This is done to reduce the foreign exchange risk.
The same hedging construction technique can be used for laundering money. Unger explains it with an example. If someone
wants to buy real estate in the Netherlands, they have to have a
bank guarantee. Launderers are for example taking the cash to
Paraguay and depositing it there in a Bank account. The money
is then transferred to Switzerland. The launderer can use the
money in the bank account in Switzerland as a guarantee for
buying real estate in the Netherlands.

68

Insurance market

As explained above insurances are also a technique for money
laundering in the layering stage. Both life insurances and insurances on real or fake assets can be used. They are paid with
the incriminated money. Later on the launderer can claim his
money from the insurance and the cash flows back to the launderer. Of course anti money laundering techniques are also used
in the insurance market. Therefore, such an insurance policy for
a launderer can only be arranged by an ignorant or lying broker.

Shell companies

Shell companies are a good but difficult way for money laundering.
It is hard to establish an offshore company. Shell companies are
mostly offshore companies in countries where money laundering
is not enforced as much as in the country of the launderer. A
shell company has no substance or commercial purpose. The only
thing why they exist is to be used in the laundering process. From
the outside there is no connection between the company and the
launderer. The layering purpose is carried out by transferring it in
between such companies. Usually there are two ways of using the
shell companies. The loan-back and the double invoicing method.
Double invoicing is used by moving funds across borders with
over- or undercharging for the goods. In the loan back method,
the money, which has been deposited from the launderer in the
company, is returned to the launderer. From the outside it appears
that the company lends money to the launderer.

5.1. Definition
Underground banking A system which is used in different ways by different kinds
of people is underground banking. Basically every operation or
transaction outside the usual financial sector is called underground
banking. Such transactions are typically used by ethnic networks
operating transnational. A popular example for such a system is
the Hawala system. The use of such systems is a new approach
compared to the existence of such systems.
Integration
After the second stage of money laundering, the final stage, which is called integration,
finalizes the launderers work. Unlike the layering stage, which has the goal to disguise the
incriminated money from its origin crime where it has been earned, the final stage has
the objective to transform and transfer the funds back into the official economy. This is
done by financial or property investments. Financial investments can be specific deposits
or stocks and properties can be direct investments in real estates and companies.65 Also
financial assets, luxury goods and securities are counted to the common items that are
being purchased to integrate the funds into the legitimate economy again.66 The process
of money laundering or specifically the final stage of integration is often completed in
countries with high growth rates and little control or regulation in regards to money
laundering.67 Basically the integration can be done with businesses of any kind. Often
the integration stage and the previous stages overlap in practice. It is not necessary that
they are performed one after another.68
As explained in the first two sections, the detection of money laundering gets more
difficult for the authorities as the process goes on. While the risk for money launderers
is the highest in the first stage, in this final stage the activities of the launderers are
very difficult to detect. Even in this stage there are still risks involved. If an audit trail
was established in the previous stages, the detection of the process in this stage is also
possible and is not as difficult as without it.69 The detection in this stage is so difficult,
because there are not only laundered funds involved. As the goal of this section is to
integrate the assets in the legitimate economy, they are mixed with legal money and if
the first two stages are done correctly, the identification of the incriminated money in
between the legal earned money is extremely difficult. From the outside all transactions
and assets seem to be legally earned and have always been a part of the legal economy.70
If there is some salience in the involved companies or persons financial activities the
integration actions can be detected without preceding actions against the launderer. If
65
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there are great disparities of legitimate businesses or investment ventures and the income
or funds of a company, it becomes obvious that there is something suspicious going on.71
The three stages, placement, layering and integration are not always all stages, involved in
the money laundering process, as explained earlier. Sometimes smaller additional stages
are done additionally. One possible stage, which is located between the layering and the
final integration stage is the justification or legitimization stage. The thought behind
this stage is to justify the origins of the money which is being used in the integration
steps.72 The justification is sometimes needed for creating the appearance of legitimacy,
depending on the investment strategies of the launderer. Naturally the launderer always
has the goal to increase his wealth from the proceeds of the illegal activities he has
performed before.73 The chosen investments and integration strategy is based on the
plans and beliefs of the launderer. In the following list a few common techniques used
in the integration stage are briefly explained. The list is based on the study of Unger74
and represents a short summary of the techniques mentioned in the study. Unger also
mentions in her study that unlike the other stages, which involve offshore activities, the
integration stage only involves offshore activities in a very small percentage.75
Capital market investments This technique is not only used in the third stage of
money laundering. Quite the contrary is the case. Capital market investments can be involved and used in every
stage. The advantage of these investments is that the assets are very liquid and therefore being involved in money
laundering. In the placement stage a launderer can invest
the money to get rid of large amounts of money. In the
layering stage capital market investments can be used
to construct layers of transactions. The same usefulness
appears in the final integration stage as the goal is to
park the money safely, investments can be used to do so.
Derivatives
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Contrary to the next technique, which is quite safe in
terms of risks regarding the loss of money, this technique
is much riskier. Derivatives are financial assets which can
be bought and sold. They are highly liquid meaning that
trading them is easy. Basically derivatives are bets on
the future of something. There is always a thing called
the underlying which can be stocks, bonds, currencies,
interest rates or other things to bet on. Unger76 describes
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a way of using derivatives for money laundering, which is
originally described by Biggins in 2013. This technique
is called mirror trading and involves two accounts where
derivatives are traded. One account is set up to receive
funds which are in the launder process and the other
one receives the washed funds. The broker buys and
sells over these accounts so that at the end of the day
one account has made a profit with the washed money
and the other account has lost money. This technique
also involves a broker who overlooks specific details of
the tradings. Unger also states that it is important
to mention that there are always other companies and
arrangements needed to use this technique successfully.
Real estate acquisition

Of course the goal of a launderer is to get the money
out of the laundering process without loosing value. In
the best case he gains value along the process. The
acquisition of real estate is a good and secure way for
the last stage of the laundering process. Investing in real
estate does not involve great risks as they are usually nondepreciating assets. It is a good way of investing large
amounts of money in an asset where the real value cannot
be determined easily. To use this technique usually a
real estate agent or notary is required who does overlook
the fact that all costs are paid cash.

Cash intensive industries

As described alongside other methods, cash intensive
businesses are very good establishments to hide incriminated money in the integration stage. Besides lots of
legal money the outcome of the laundering process, the
washed money, does not attract attention in these cash
intensive businesses. Examples for such businesses are
diamond markets, restaurants, bet offices and others.

Trade based money laundering As the restrictions against money laundering are
getting stricter and stricter, it is believed that trade
based money laundering is increasing. Overprice imports
or underprice exports are usually the way to go with this
technique. For example the launderer can import a cheap
watch and pay for a premium model or export a premium
watch and thereby only get a small value for it. Either
way the launderer has managed to bring his money out of
the country and can use it in areas where the restrictions
71
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are not as strict. Studies mentioned in Unger77 show a
significant increase of use of this technique.

5.2

History

As the currencies and the money itself evolve with time, money laundering has a history
too and evolves constantly as well. New techniques or methods are developed and also
the anti money laundering institutions are developing all the time. The history of money
laundering is linked to the history of organized crime which is more specifically described
in section 4.2. Money laundering as a term is shaped by the Mafia in the United States.
These gangsters which earned very large sums of cash had to find a way of creating the
appearance of legitimacy to use the earned money. Therefore, they bought cash intensive
businesses to mix the illegal earned cash with the legal earned cash. Such cash intensive
businesses were called laundromats. The process of cleaning illegal so called dirty money
involving the washing of money was then called money laundering.78 Time wise the
origination and use of cash intensive businesses back in the days can be dated to the
thirties of the last century.79 In the beginning of money laundering the whole process was
cash based but recently with the ongoing development of the World Wide Web, money
laundering is more and more concentrated in the virtual world.80
The following sentences will give an overview of the historic events and developments
of money laundering. Money laundering as a crime is committed as long as there is
money used.81 Therefore the history of money laundering begins even before 2000 BC.
At this time Chinese merchants hid money from rulers. They even moved the money
offshore to prevent from getting it taken by the rulers. This is considered the first act
of money laundering. The basic process of money laundering did not change much in
the past 4000 years.82 But the methods did change of course.83 The goal of money
laundering has always been to hide the money or assets from confiscation, taxation or
even both.84 Money laundering became very important in the twenties of the last century.
The prohibition era created a large increase in financial crimes.85 This era created illegal
income sources like bootleggers of alcohol and illegal casinos. These incomes had to be
laundered. Until the seventies, anti money laundering laws were not implemented very
well. The United States Bank Secrecy Act also called BSA changed that and created
a new era of anti money laundering.86 The BSA set regulations for private individuals,
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banks and institutions for record keeping and reporting in the United States. In the
eighties and nineties the war against drugs lead to stricter regulations in the anti money
laundering field. The Financial Action Task Force was created also in this area of time
combining different countries in their fight against money laundering. An important
point in time were the terrorist attacks in 2001 in the United States. These lead to
tightening up the AML regulations around the world to fight against further terrorist
attacks which are also connected to money laundering as it is explained in section 5.9.87
The most important international organization in anti money laundering is the FATF
which stands for Financial Action Task Force. The FATF was founded in 1989 to be an
inter-governmental body against money laundering. It was founded by a the Group of
Seven in Paris. The goal of the FATF is to set standards for countries to effectively try to
implement legal and regulatory measures for the fight against money laundering.88 Only
one year after it was founded the FATF came up with a report including a plan of how
to fight against money laundering. This recommendation for the countries originated
in 1990 and revised in 2001, 2003 and in 2012. Updating the recommendation from
time to time is very important in order to adjust it to the evolving money laundering
methods. The FATF also introduced eight special recommendations against terrorism
financing after the terrorist attacks in the USA in 2001. Besides developing up to date
recommendations and reports to the countries, the FATF also constantly monitors the
countries to control how well the recommendations are implemented in the countries
structures and laws.89

5.3

Predicate offenses of money laundering

Money laundering itself is a crime which is punished according to the legislation. The
specific punishment is different in various countries. Most countries have a specific
legislation which regulates the money laundering crime and its punishment. But money
laundering is a crime which does not occur solely without any other crime. There have
to be so called predicate offenses committed in order for the money laundering to be
done afterwards. Predicate offenses can be part of many different kinds of crimes. The
requirement of a predicate offense is that it generates a large amount of money in an
illegal way. A few possible predicate crimes for money laundering are given in the list
below.90
• Drug trafficking
• People smuggling
• Sexual servitude
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Figure 5.2: Organized crime and main areas leading to money laundering.

92

• Illegal logging or fishing
• Fraud and organized theft
• Corruption
• Corporate crime
• Tax evasion
Usually money laundering is performed by criminal organizations and part of organized
crime. This is also the reason why this thesis first describes organized crime before
addressing money laundering. Illegal businesses which generate a high amount of money
and are used by criminal organizations are weapon smuggling, drugs as well as other
crimes also listed above. Schneider has calculated the different percentages per group of
organized crime fields which are leading to money laundering in Europe.91 The outcome
of the calculations can be seen in figure 5.2. Drugs are by far the biggest source for
money laundering. Also weapons and economy crimes, for example investment fraud,
is a large topic in Europe. All the crimes shown in the figure are predicate offenses of
money laundering.
91
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As there are many areas and kinds of crimes involved in money laundering by being
predicate offenses the Crime and Misconduct Commission of Queensland has grouped
crimes together to five groups, which usually require money laundering.93 The five groups
are described below.
Drug trafficking The fact that drug businesses operate on cash money and that this
business generates lots of it, makes it a perfect group for this categorization.
The large sums of cash money is a problem for the drug dealers and their
businesses. Also, that the money is earned in small but highly frequent rates
makes dealing with it more difficult. Damage is done mostly to urban minority
groups and considered severe.
Other blue-collar crimes Blue collar crimes are crimes which are committed by someone of the lower class and include small form factor crimes. Examples can
be burglary, drug crimes and theft crimes.94 Also illegal gambling and bookmaking, people smuggling and organ trafficking are part of blue collar crimes
according to the Crime and Misconduct Commission of Queensland. Compared to drug crimes the amount of money involved in this kind of crimes
is much lower. The Crime and Misconduct Commission explains that by
pointing out that the revenue which is created by gambling for example is
usually way less than the money earned by drug trafficking. In drug crimes
the revenue is based on gross revenues.
White-collar crimes White collar crimes are known to be crimes which are calculated
and committed by individuals with a higher social status. Examples for white
collar crimes can be wire fraud or forgery.95 In this category money laundering
is a deeply integrated part of the crime itself. An example mentioned by the
Crime and Misconduct Commission are offshore shelf companies which lie in
a tax heaven. These companies can be used on the one as tax shelter and on
the other hand for money laundering purposes. Such crimes are usually not
affecting the society directly, but effects from them spread over the population.
Bribery and corruption These two crimes could be part of the white collar crime
category. The Crime and Misconduct Commission decided against that as
they have unique features which differentiate them from the other white collar
crimes. Usually the ones who have an advantage from bribery and corruption
are officials. The crimes are often committed in poor countries where it is
easier to commit them, but also everywhere else in the world. Examples
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for the officials which benefit from them are politicians or senior executives
of state owned corporations. As explained, the most affected countries are
poor countries which makes the populations of developing countries the most
affected ones.
Terrorism Also terrorism can be part of predicate crimes of money laundering. It is
using both legitimate and criminally derived funds which have to be laundered.
Acquiring the funds is done through many different kinds of crimes. As
the harm to the population is enormous and affecting a broad part of the
population, terrorism financing is a big problem, even if the involved funds are
rather small. Terrorism financing and money laundering are often mentioned
together, as they contain similar approaches. The Financial Action Task Force
suggests that terrorism financing offense is designated as a predicate offense
of money laundering.96

5.4

Legal aspects in Austria

Austria as a country is part of money laundering investigations around the globe. It is
important to be connected with other countries, in order to fight against it. The legal
situation around investigations against money laundering is complex and involves lots
of public authorities and legislations. Besides international authorities in Austria the
main contact point in cases of money laundering is the Financial Intelligence Unit of the
Federal Criminal Police Office of Austria.97 This unit is the central money laundering
reporting office of Austria. The main tasks of the unit are the recording and analyzing
of new money laundering cases. All cases which are found to be relevant are then sent
to corresponding national authorities. Besides national tasks the Financial Intelligence
Unit is also responsible for international communication with other money laundering
authorities of other countries. The main responsibilities of the Financial Intelligence Unit
are defined in the Federal Criminal Police Office legislation (Bundeskriminalamt-Gesetz BKA-G) in § 4 (2) BKA-G.98 The Austrian Financial Intelligence Unit is also part of
the European Union Financial Intelligence Unit Network.
The criminal act of money laundering is specified in § 165 StGB.99 In this money
laundering paragraph of the criminal code legislation (Strafgesetzbuch - StGB) is defined
what money laundering is and what penalties have to be applied in case of such a criminal
activity. The §165 is followed by §165a. This contains all exceptions, which have to be
applied if they are applicable to a money laundering case and person. Money laundering
96
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is part of other crimes which are committed before to acquire the money which then
has to be laundered. It can also be called a connection offense or “Anschlussdelikt“ in
German.100 The money can be acquired from crimes, smuggling, drug selling or simply
by illegal earnings of companies. Almost all activities which lead to money and are not
approved by the law need money laundering afterwards which means that usually money
laundering is not the only crime committed by a person. But not all crimes build a base
for money laundering. Simple tax evasion in Austria based on § 33 FinStrG is not
seen as a predicate offense for money laundering.101102 Austria was also criticized at
first when the decision was made that so called self-laundering is not seen as a crime in
Austria.103 The reason for that was that punishing the process of self-laundering was
seen as a double punishment for the same crime. Unger gave an example where the
robbery and afterward the actions with the money from the crime are seen as one crime
and not two separate ones. Under pressure from the Financial Action Task Force the law
was adapted very quickly so that self-laundering was also abandoned.104 As described
the premise for money laundering is money which is acquired by performing criminal
activities. According to § 165 (5) StGB an asset is acquired by a criminal activity if
the offender of the criminal activity receives the asset through the commitment or for
the commitment of the crime or if the value of the asset is embodied by the criminal.
“Ein Vermögensbestandteil rührt aus einer strafbaren Handlung her, wenn ihn
der Täter der strafbaren Handlung durch die Tat erlangt oder für ihre Begehung empfangen hat oder wenn sich in ihm der Wert des ursprünglich erlangten
oder empfangenen Vermögenswertes verkörpert.“(German) § 165 (5) StGB105
An asset can be movable or fixed which does not change the legal situation. All possible
assets, also claims and other valuable assets, can represent an asset relevant to money
laundering.106 Other criminal activities which are performed as predicate offense to
money laundering can be financial crimes involving a prison term with more than three
years. Examples for that are gang crimes and tax fraud regulated in §§ 38a FinStrG107
and § 39 FinStrG108 .109
Besides the legislation of the criminal activity itself other legislation are also important in
case of money laundering. As money laundering can be involved in many different areas,
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there are specific regulations for these areas regarding adequate care and compulsory
registration. One of the most important legislation is the Financial Market Money
Laundering Act (Finanzmarkt-Geldwäschegesetz - FM-GwG).110 This law involves two
very interesting sections, section three and section five. Section three, duty of care
towards customers, with §§5-12 FM-GwG define the application, the extent, the point
in time and other important facts about the duty of care. Section five, compulsory
registration, with §§16-20 FM-GwG regulates the report to the money laundering
reporting office, the refusal of further transactions, the exclusion of liability and the
prohibition of information transfer. The FM-GwG only concerns credit institutions,
for example banks, and other financial institutions. Similar regulations for other areas
like stock markets can be found in different laws. An overview of the specific laws and
the relevant parts of them is given in the following list, which is cited from the money
laundering yearly report 2016.111
• §§16ff Finanzmarkt-Geldwäschegesetz (FM-GwG)112
• §§43-52 Bilanzbuchaltungsgesetz (BiBuG)113
• §25 Börsegesetz 1989 (BörseG)114
• §14 (3) E-Geld Gesetz115
• §§365m-z Gewerbeordnung 1994 (GewO 1994)116
• §31c Glücksspielgesetz (GSpG)117
• §13 Körperschaftssteuergesetz 1988 (KStG)118
• §§36a-37a Notariatsordnung (NO)119
110
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• §§8a-9a Rechtsanwaltsordnung (RAO)120
• §§98a-j Wirtschaftstreuhandberufsgesetz (WTBG)121
• §17c Zollrechtsdurchführungsgesetz (Zollrechts-DG)122
All of these laws are integrating a principle called the Know-Your-Customer principle.
This principle is part of anti money laundering techniques and involves identification
of customers and collecting information if certain preconditions are met.123 These
preconditions in Austria can be summed up to the following124 :
• A new business relationship is started
• A transaction with a volume greater or equal to 15.000 Euro is performed, if the
transaction is done outside of the usual business relationship
• A deposit or payout of savings is performed with an amount greater or equal to
15.000 Euro
• The suspicion of money laundering or terrorism financing is raised and leads to
doubts about the existing identification data
In case of money laundering not only hiding, veiling and making wrong statements
about the origin of the asset is a criminal activity, regulated in § 165 (1) last sentence StGB.125 Also the possession, storing, transaction and other actions are regulated
as a crime in § 165 (2) StGB.126127 In all of these actions it is required to do it
knowingly for it to be considered as a criminal action.

5.5

International situation

Money laundering is a transnational problem. Basically every method of money laundering
includes some kind of cross border transaction. This makes anti money laundering very
complicated because there is always more than one legislation included in the process
and that is always a problem. The expert interviews confirm this problem.128129 In the
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following paragraphs the international situation including the problems when enforcing
international law are explained. Also, the FATF and its tasks are explained briefly.
The fight against money laundering is based on international investigations, as money
laundering often uses cross borders methods. As in every other area of enforcing
law over borders, it is also very difficult to enforce it in case of money laundering.
Keesoony explained the problem with different barriers which complicate international
law enforcement. Two major barriers are the uniformity of laws in different countries
and the fact that international laws are not legally binding.130 As there are over 190
different countries around the world, it is very difficult to establish international laws.
Every country has its own laws and creating uniform laws for and in between all of them
is the largest problem. Money launderers use differences between laws.131 International
laws only specify standards which have to be included in national laws to be effective.
International organizations like the FATF try to convince every country to implement
the same standards on anti money laundering laws. Within the European Union the
anti money laundering law is also designed to work together between countries. This
is explained later in this section in more detail. Which leads to the problem that
international laws are normally not binding for countries. Countries can decide if they
are willing to implement international laws in their national ones.132
A big player in the international anti money laundering initiative is the Financial Action
Task Force. Because of money laundering being a very broad international problem, the
G7 summit created the FATF in 1989.133 The FATF then published Money Laundering
Directives which should prevent money laundering with the use of the financial system.
The first Directive was published in 1990 and included 40 recommendations to fight
money laundering.134 Recommendations issue different things, ranging from customer
identification to record keeping in the financial sector. Further on every member state was
responsible to record and deal with any transaction meeting suspicious parameters.135
The Money Laundering Directives got revised and updated over time to prevent using
new developments in money laundering. After the terror events in 2001 the FATF also
included the combat against terrorist financing in their active tasks.136 This step was
taken because investigations of the terrorist attacks have shown a connection between
money laundering and terrorist financing.
Because no regulation is useful without validation, the FATF ensures that every country
meets the requirements. This is done by reviewing the country from time to time and
publishing the reports openly. If requirements are not met, the country is publicly
shamed with the bad reputation by the FATF. This is called a name and shame policy.137
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Another task of the FATF is to constantly watch over new developments and identify new
threats as well as trends in money laundering.138 If a country and their government is
not following the recommendations there are also more strict sanctions which can include
the exclusion of banks from international markets.139
In most cases different countries have different legislations against money laundering.
This increases the possibilities for money laundering and makes it easier. At first this
problem also existed in the European Union. As the EU should work together to overcome
this problem, a new legal provision was introduced.140 The provision is Article 29 of
the Europol Convention. The goal behind it is to introduce cross border cooperation
to work together against money laundering. This also includes Europol as the heart
of cooperation to prevent organized forms of crime including money laundering. In
every member state a unit of Europol is established to control the cooperation with
local units.141 The EC Directive is following a minimalistic approach and including
the minimum rules necessary.142 The Directive references the Vienna Convention and
the Strasbourg Convention.143 Both are international legal instruments dealing with
money laundering. The Vienna Convention was the first and was later reinforced by
the Strasbourg Convention.144 The European Directive references these instruments
because it is limited to the EU members and if there are other countries involved the
international instruments give a possibility to combat money laundering outside the room
of the member states of the European Union.145 Besides that reference, also the FATF
provides that every country should implement the Vienna Convention.
Money laundering is a process including different steps which makes it possible that
many countries and jurisdictions are included in this process.146 As explained inside the
European Union the problematic situation is being sorted by introducing international
regulations and authorities. When it comes to the inclusion of other countries outside
the European Union, it gets more complicated. Besides the FATF, the Vienna and the
Strasbourg Convention there are also other instruments which work on a global level.
One such legal instrument is the Wolfsberg principle, which includes 11 principles. These
11 principles were adopted first by 11 international banks which tried to overcome bad
reputation for failing identity checks.147
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5.6

Detection of Money laundering

Money laundering existing as a global problem comes with many challenges for anti
money laundering authorities. Besides different laws, creative launderers and lots of other
problems during the anti money laundering processes, one of the largest problems is the
detection of illegal money which is part of transactions. Detection is the first step in anti
money laundering which is required in every case. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
complicate the detection more than ever.148 Due to the anonymity of the new currencies
and the missing registration of personal data Bitcoin and other currencies open up a new
world in which it is easier to perform transactions without providing any information
at all. Until new regulations are introduced to bind businesses dealing with Bitcoin or
other crypto currencies to specifically defined rules, cryptocurrencies are a perfect way
for criminal activities.149150 Due to the fact that detection is so important, the following
paragraphs should give an overview of the detection process and show a few techniques.
In today’s regulated financial world there are many anti money laundering principles, like
the Know-Your-Customer principle. There are international organizations which try to
compete with money laundering and create recommendations which are also monitored.
An example for such an organization is the FATF. All of these measures are part of the
plan against money laundering and directly try to detect money laundering in the financial
world. Criminals just like everybody else would like to use normal banks and transactions
for their activities, because it would be easy and cheap. Thanks to mentioned anti money
laundering methods it becomes more and more difficult for criminals to launder money.
All the more it seems logic that Bitcoin or other virtual currencies are more popular
than ever in criminal activities.151 The anti money laundering reporting requirements
drive criminals away from traditional financial institutions.152 But the big problem of
detecting money laundering in the flood of legitimate transactions remains. Detection
mechanisms try to find inconsistencies or other salience.153
There are different anti money laundering systems currently in use. The problem with
such systems is often that they have a high false-positive rate and depend on experts.154
Anti money laundering systems can be organized in two phases.155 The first phase is a
monitoring phase and the second phase is a planning phase where the goal is to strengthen
the suspicion of the found illegal activity. Detecting is part of the first phase. Usually
there are different techniques used for detection, like rule base, feature extraction and
cycle detection.156 Technologies for detection are for example wire transfer screening,
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knowledge acquisition and knowledge sharing as well as data transformation.157
Wire transfer screening uses a knowledge base with domain knowledge and link analysis.158
Link analysis can find associations which show legal and illegal networks of activities,
which show suspicious relations. Knowledge acquisition includes machine learning,
clustering and visualization.159 After finding patterns within the data, clustering is
used to find related groups of objects, which in terms of money laundering can be bank
accounts. The visualization part is then used to help the representation for easier viewing
the results of the process.
Although there has been a major progress in fighting money laundering with these methods
and detection strategies, the growth of virtual environments concerns many people.160
The ordinance within the systems of crypto currencies is a problem which makes it difficult
for law enforcement agencies to act against identified criminal transactions. Unlike within
usual legal currencies, where banks can block accounts, this is not possible within the
virtual currency systems.161 The anonymity and the ease of moving large sums around
the world with minimum effort and without real national borders seems to be the next big
problem which has to be solved in the near future.162 Therefore it is necessary to begin to
introduce registration duties and other regulations for virtual currency businesses.163164
Money laundering can be the lever to finally introduce definitions and regulations for
virtual currencies, as there are large sums of money involved.165

5.7

Methods of money laundering

Money laundering is an old business existing long before the internet or the online
world was created. A brief overview of the history of money laundering can be found
in section 5.2. Due to the large amount of different ways and opportunities of money
laundering methods it is not possible to list all of them. Also, the methods evolve every
day. Especially with the growth of virtual currencies like Bitcoin, which allow more or
less anonymous transactions, money launderers began to use new ways and currencies for
their processes.166 Money laundering is seen as one of the highest risks and problems in
the development of virtual currencies.167 The shift of methods in the direction of virtual
ways concerns anti money laundering authorities all the time, but money laundering
is not the only concern of the authorities when thinking of virtual currencies. Virtual
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currencies are also used in the Darknet for paying purposes which makes them very
interesting, but also dangerous in specific circumstances.168
In traditional money laundering there was always a physical business involved in the
laundering process. With the introduction of virtual currencies in the world of money
laundering this is not a requirement anymore and the whole process can be done digitally.169 This development is responsible for the rapid change in methods or ways used
in money laundering today.170 Some old known methods are cash smuggling, casinos or
other gambling venues.171 But there are also newer online methods.
An upcoming trend is money laundering as professional service.172 There are whole
networks which provide money laundering including the needed infrastructure and
transaction possibilities. The networks include international companies which are able to
fake transactions. The laundering behind the network uses traditional methods which
are listed in the following sections.173
Several old and new developed methods will be explained in the following. A more in
depth look into money laundering with virtual currencies is given in section 5.8

5.7.1

Involving banks and depository institutions

Using banks and other financial institutions is commonly known to be a big part of money
laundering methods. Criminals deposit illegal cash and transfer them on an international
level. The conversion into cheques, money orders, traveler cheques or other financial
instruments is also often used.174 Because these methods are very common, anti money
laundering mechanics try to stop this kind of laundering by introducing reports and
customer identification mechanisms. A popular principle to prevent money laundering in
this area is the Know Your Customer principle.175 Suspicious transactions are reported
to the authorities and traced back to the criminals. To prevent transactions from getting
reported, criminals try to hide their transactions. This can be done by example smurfing
or structuring.176
The placement of money in financial institutions is getting more difficult. Launderers of
course try to get around regulations. Large sums are broken up into smaller amounts and
different banks and accounts are used to divide the transactions as best as possible.177
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This is called structuring.178 The same is done with Microstructuring, but the amounts
in which the money is divided are much smaller.179 Also the use of offshore banking
is popular as a laundering method. Offshore financial institutions are often found in
countries with bank secrecy laws and low regulations. Criminals can avoid different taxes
by using offshore banking, because often there is no cooperation with the country of the
criminal and no data is exchanged between the countries.180 Therefore authorities have
no possibility to trace transactions or money back to the criminal.
The advantage behind banks and financial institutions are the networks behind them
and the easiness of them. Launderers can electronically transfer large amounts of money
internationally very easily. If the anti money laundering mechanisms are taken aside,
this system is perfectly usable for launderers. Illegal money transactions are hidden by
millions of legal transactions. Avoiding attraction can be done by varying amounts and
keeping them small.181 As explained the attractiveness of this way of laundering has
decreased as a result of the drastic increase of anti money laundering regulations in this
area.
Another term in the area of money laundering in financial institutions is Bank Owning.
Launderers can own or be a part of banks to hide their transactions.182 Besides Bank
Owning, an inside person in a bank makes money laundering also possible. A tactic
called Cuckoo smurfing requires an insider in the bank.183 A general term for an inside
person in a bank is Bank Complicity.184 An employee has the chance to manipulate bank
processes and allow laundering up to a certain extent. Therefore, it is important for
financial institutions to not only to know their customers but also their employees very
well.
The sector of private banking is also accused for being money laundering friendly. Private
banking is a service for highly personalized and confidential products of banks.185 These
areas are often separated parts of the bank they are attached to. Only very wealthy
customers are using these kinds of services. The high competition between private bankers
leads to pressure which makes criminal activities inside these circles possible. Private
bankers are often paid based on the assets they manage which makes it attractive for
them to look away in specific circumstances.186 Stronger regulations in this area of
banking are needed and have been introduced in the past.
Currency smuggling, which is a part of moving money from one location to another, for
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example between banks of different countries, includes the physical movement of cash
money. Three major ways of accomplishing currency smuggling are popular. Shipping
the cash, by courier or by changing the cash into other financial instruments which are
then moved to foreign destinations and banks.187 Countries with strong anti money
laundering regulations have noted an increase of cash smuggling. This can be seen as a
success of excessive anti money laundering efforts, but also creates a new problem and
area in anti money laundering.188
Another business which is affected by money laundering is the credit card industry. Using
the credit card industry is only a part of a laundering method, often applied in the
layering or integration stage. Illegal funds can be used in combination with credit cards
to use the money for paying purposes. An example of that could be the use of offshore
accounts which are accessed by credit cards.189
Off course there are two sides of anti money laundering in this area. On the one hand
banks and other institutions naturally want to fulfill regulations and watch over their
customers for suspicious transactions. On the other hand all financial institutions have
the risk to lose their customers to other banks which could be located in other countries
with fewer regulations. This results in a dilemma for financial institutions and also the
authorities.190 Intensive regulations also come with high costs for the institutions, which
is always a problem in this area. Financial institutions face an increasing problem of
money laundering and anti money laundering regulations which results in an increasing
level of risk for the institutions. Money laundering risks of financial institutions are the
following four.191
• Reputation risk
• Operational risk
• Concentration risk
• Legal risk
Every financial institution including commercial and national banks have to think about
these risks and try to reduce them to a minimum. Because of the dominance of commercial
banks, they are more vulnerable to money laundering. Therefore, also the risks are
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higher for them. The reputation risk they face is the possibility to be a victim of money
laundering and receiving bad reputation from it. Operational risk is based on direct or
indirect loss due to failed processes. Concentration risk relates to exposure to customers
and legal risk is the risk of becoming subjects to lawsuits from failed Know Your Customer
standards or other failures. A more specific explanation of these risks can be found in
the work of Jaara and Kadomi192 .

5.7.2

Involving non-financial institutions

Because anti money laundering techniques become more and more advanced, criminals
try to find other ways of laundering besides the use of financial institutions. Non-financial
institutions are for example insurance companies, security sectors, travel agencies, real
estate industries or casinos.193 As it can be read in the following paragraphs also non
financial institutions are very attractive for money launderers. Lots of transactions in this
area can be performed by cash which makes it easier for criminals to launder money.194
Also the fact that it is generally less attracting than laundering in banks or financial
institutions is an advantage. As explained many business sectors in this category use
large amounts of cash, including many possibilities for laundering. Some of them are not
under the control of anti money laundering regulations, which makes them even more
attractive.195
Insurance companies are used for money laundering because the industry is large, including
a high diversity in products and an easy availability. Also, the difficult detection of illegal
funds in between the big investments is a reason for the use of insurance companies.196
Insurance companies can be used twofold. Investing illegal money in a joint venture or by
insuring persons with all kinds of insurances such as life insurances. There are also other
ways including payments of bonuses with illegal money or fraudulent loss claims for high
value goods which are also bought with illegal money.197 According to the FATF the
biggest risk of money laundering lies in life insurances and annuities.198 Life insurances
can create cash money when they are canceled and include investment value. This is used
by launderers. Annuities are another way of insurance. They provide future payments
if money is payed up front. Illegal funds can be used to pay for the insurances and the
payout seems like legal money up to a certain extent.199 Other insurances like property
insurance or health insurance, which do not offer investment features are not interesting
for money laundering.200
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The method involving the security sector is also part of money laundering methods.
Money laundering methods are for example misusing trading operations, establishing
legal entities or using exploits of market mechanisms. Criminals are buying securities
which are traded publicly and then convert them into stocks and bonds.201 Illegal funds
can be created inside or outside of the security sector. If it is generated inside, it has
to be laundered as well. The problem for launderers is that this business is not cash
based. Therefore, it can only be used after the money launderers have transformed their
illegal cash money with other methods before investing in this sector.202 Although the
security sector is part of anti money laundering regulations and it is not cash based, it
still has advantages which makes it attractive for launderers. In fact this sector offers a
double advantage, illegal money can be laundered within it and additionally profit can
be generated during the process.203
Also travel agencies can be a part of a method for money laundering. Usually they function
as a broker, bringing the seller and buyer together.204 There are lots of methods including
travel agencies. A simple example is the purchase of an expensive ticket for another
person who then requests their money back. Travel agencies transfer large amounts
of money as a part of their business, which makes them ideal for money launderers.
Criminals can transfer large sums without attracting attention.205
Another method is the use of the real estate industry. A traditional stronghold for
money laundering in the real estate industry is the Netherlands. In the Netherlands the
majority of money laundering is done in this industry. The real estate industry is an
international market which involves large sums of money. Therefore, it is well suited
for money laundering.206 There are a few properties of the real estate industry which
makes it even more attractive to launderers. Criminals can use their illegal money to
buy real estate easily and because real estate is not simple to evaluate or estimate, the
market is a non-transparent market.207 Also the fact that cash money can be used to
buy new properties is an additional advantage. Properties can be changed with other
properties, sold or swapped afterwards. When a property is sold it creates the appearance
of legitimacy for the money that is generated. Another positive side effect can be that the
property gains value which results in a higher revenue for the criminal when the property
is sold.208 The real estate sector can be used in the layering as well as the integration
201
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phase of money laundering.209 In the layering phase the launderer buys and sells real
estate to hide the source of its illegal money. In the integration phase the launderer can
invest in tourist or holiday establishments to create an appearance of legality.210 An
example for a scenario in the real estate sector is to buy problematic real estate in large
cities which needs renovation. A part of the price can be paid in illegal money which
brings tax advantages for the buyer and the seller. Afterwards the renovation can be also
used for money laundering.211 In Switzerland for example payments to other companies
for renovation can be made in cash if they are under 100.000 CHF. Also in this case the
launderer can pay a part of that in illegal money.
Another method is the use of casinos for money laundering. As it is publicly known,
casinos are cash intensive businesses. This makes them very attractive for money
launderers. Launderers are buying chips with illegal money and play a few games with
them. Afterwards the chips are exchanged, to casinos cheques for example.212 A new
trend in gambling is online gambling. The same principle of laundering in casinos can
be used online.213 The launderer can access online gambling sites and creates a profile
playing with illegal money. If the launderer is able to get his illegal money into the system
without attracting anyone he can use this system for laundering without a problem.214
Besides casinos other gambling institutions are being used for money laundering as well.
Examples for these institutions are lotteries, bookmarking and horse racing.215 Usually
this method is used in the layering stage at the beginning of the laundering process. The
launderer invests cash money into gambling to get it into the financial system.216

5.7.3

Other ways

Besides banks, depository institutions and non-financial institutions there are other
methods for money laundering too. One of them are underground banking systems.217
These systems can also be called parallel banking systems. Within these systems money
can be transferred around the world without using traditional banking systems. Such
systems are well-developed and not designed to handle official financial transactions.218
Therefore they are also not regulated. The most known systems of this kind are the
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Hawala and Hundi system.219 Originally the Hawala system was used to transfer legal
money from immigrant workers to their families, but as the system is not a controlled
banking system, it also attracted illegal transactions over time. There was no customer
identification, record keeping or transaction reports for suspicious movements in these
systems originally. To overcome the problem of parallel banking systems, the FATF
released recommendations for them. However regulation in these systems is difficult
because of their informal nature.220 They provide confidentiality and avoid paper trails
which makes it even more difficult to regulate them.221
Another laundering method is the laundering through international trade transactions.
This method is also known as Trade Based Money Laundering.222 Trade Based Money
laundering is one of the newest and more complex methods of money laundering.223
The expansion of global trade and new technologies have transformed Trade Based
Laundering into a substantial part in today’s money laundering methods.224 The basic
idea behind it is to convert illicit money into another less suspicious form, as it is with
every other method of money laundering. International trade transaction is a system
of commercial entities which are organized internationally. They are buying and selling
commodities which allows moving large amounts of money. The advantage is that there
are no transaction records of the money.225 A method involved in trade based money
laundering is the Black Market Peso Exchange. Each year over 7 billion US-Dollars are
laundered through this system.226 Similar as with the Hawala system, the system was
originally used by immigrant workers to send money to their home countries. Over time
the system attracted more and more criminal activities.227 Now drug dealers can use the
system to change American dollars for pesos. Colombian businessmen buy the dollars
and with them goods from America to sell them to Columbia.228
Another way of Trade Based Money Laundering is the manipulation of trade documents.
This method allows criminals to move large amounts of money without transactions
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records. A way of manipulation is to over- and under-invoice goods and services. Also,
multiple invoicing and over- or under-shipments of goods and services are methods of
Trade Based Money Laundering.229 With Trade Based Money Laundering the Colombian
cartel laundered millions of dollars. They used different methods for that. A simple one
was the over-invoicing of emeralds. When a large order was placed in the USA or Spain
the shipped stones were worth a lot less than paid.230 The way they achieved that is
that they sent stones with less value and prepped them, so they looked more worthy to
inspectors. Clean money is then used to pay for the stones and the difference of the real
value to the invoiced value is paid with illegal money.231 Emeralds as goods are only an
example. Other used goods in trade based money laundering are art and diamonds.
High value commodities itself are also good to use in money laundering. The buying and
selling of such commodities is a very old laundering method.232 Examples for high value
commodities are gems, gold, diamonds, jewels, artwork and antiques.233 Such goods are
often very high priced and can easily be moved on an international level and be sold
afterwards. A study made in the UK has revealed that gold, jewelry, diamonds and
art are the most applicable goods for laundering. Gold for example is extremely high
priced in comparison to its size and is very secure in its price stability.234 It can be
sold completely anonymous almost everywhere in the world.235 Gold has also another
important advantage. It can be melted down and sold in a different form. This makes it
rather difficult to trace it.236 Other characteristics important for laundering are that they
are easily purchasable and alienable, as well as easily transportable and untraceable.237
A perfect example for these characteristics can be given within the realm of jewelry.238
Jewelry can easily be bought with cash and is very simple to transport and hide. Also,
selling jewelry and turning it into cash again is easier than with other commodities. It is
very difficult to track specific jewelry which makes it almost impossible for authorities to
trace the criminals activities. Especially interesting is antique jewelry because there are
no marks or registration numbers on them. Criminals can buy jewelry with illegal funds
and afterwards claim that it was inherited in the past.239 In the case of using diamonds
the principle is slightly different. An opportunity is to open a diamond trading company
and buy half of the diamonds with legal and the other half with illegal money. After
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buying certificates of origin for the diamonds they can be sold to a third party.240 The
basic idea behind high value goods is to hide value and move it out of the regulation area.
Art and antiques benefit from their uncertain price structures. Both of them are not
easy to evaluate which is all the more difficult when unknown pieces of art or antiques
are used in the process. It is also common to pay cash which makes it easy for money
launderers to use this method.241
A further method is money laundering through professionals. Professionals are usually
important persons with legal standards, such as lawyers, accountants, notaries or other
persons.242 This method is used more than ever and there are lots of cases involving
professionals in the last years.243 There are many approaches of money laundering by
professionals including financial transactions, foreign exchange operations, cheques and
more.244 Money launderers appreciate the professionalism and the external knowledge
involved in this method. Examples for services of lawyers can be buying and selling
real estate, financial tax advice and overall giving tips for beneficial ways of transferring
money. Accountants can be involved in criminal actions too. They can help their clients
with specific activities, for example wiring money to different bank accounts. Overall
professionals can assist their clients in the laundering process by using their knowledge
and expertise.245 The increase of the use of this laundering method can be interpreted as
the success of anti money laundering regulations in a country. Because of this development
criminals tend to use help from professionals for their laundering activities.246
Professionals do not have to be from the financial sector or connected to the law. Besides
the mentioned professionals there are also other persons which can be involved in money
laundering for their clients and customers. An example for that are vehicle sellers, which
includes sellers of automobiles, motorcycles, aircrafts or even boats or ships.247 Car
dealers can help structuring the payments below thresholds or produce transactions
by trading in vehicles and buying or selling new as well as used ones. Also, accepting
payments from other countries with lower or no anti money laundering regulations is
possible.248 An example for trading in used vehicles used in money laundering is as
follows. A vehicle broker trades in a higher valued car for a lower valued car and pays
out the difference in form of a check. The customer can be a drug dealer who has bought
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the first car with cash and now has another car which was traded in and the difference
in form of a check. Both, the car and the money, seem to be from a legal source.249
Another form of laundering also including specific persons are Money Mules. Money
Mules use either their own accounts or open new accounts for this specific purpose. The
bank accounts are used for wiring transactions for the launderer. The persons which are
Money Mules have do not have necessarily bad intentions, because some of them do not
know that they are used for a criminal activities. There are two possibilities for Money
Mules. Either they have been recruited under false information, or they know what is
going on and why they are being recruited.250 Examples for fake circumstances can be
international companies which need local employees, who then are used for transactions.
The other way is to create false identities and open new bank accounts with these fake
profiles. These accounts are used for a few transactions before they are abandoned.
The recruiting can be happening via spam email where someone provides you a job in
exchange for your bank account information.251 Some people fall for that and easily
become victims for that scam.
A very interesting and newer approach of money laundering is the laundering through
electronic money. This method is also called Cyberlaundering.252 The method includes
different ways of using internet tools and stored values cards. Part of the method are
electronic payment systems, wire transfer systems and also internet banking.253 Law
enforcement authorities are increasingly concerned about this new way of laundering.254
The biggest advantage of this method is the mobility and the untraceability. These
properties are inherited from the properties of some virtual currencies. E-Money or
virtual currencies are exchanged to legal currencies and can be used across the internet for
different purposes. The process behind Cyberlaundering is very similar to conventional
laundering methods, but use the mentioned internet tools and currencies.255 A deeper
overview of Cyberlaundering is also given in section 5.8.
Online money laundering is also a growing method in the money laundering business. As
a part of cybercrime money laundering methods which are used online change all the time.
Two growing fields in online laundering are Online Gaming and Micro Laundering.256
Online gaming opens the world of unlimited accounts where money can be moved without
attracting attention. Micro laundering takes places on sites like PayPal or job advertising
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sites. It moves large amounts of money in thousands of small transactions through the
online world.257 These two methods are explained more in detail in the section 5.8.

5.8

Virtual currencies in money laundering
“Just as new computer technologies continue to change the way we engage
each other and experience the world, so too will criminals subvert these
new technologies to serve their own nefarious purposes.“ Statement by Brian
Stretch258

Bitcoin as a virtual currency shares many characteristics with other virtual or cryptocurrencies. Some of these characteristics make the new evolved currencies very interesting
for criminal use. Besides using crypto currencies for the payment of illegal goods, they
are also accused to be a new way of money laundering. Totally anonymous and involving
less risk than ever before. This section should give an overview about Cyberlaundering,
which involves also the use of virtual currencies. The most important characteristics of
Bitcoin for money laundering are discussed in the following paragraphs. Besides that
legal problems involved in anti money laundering against virtual currencies, as well as the
application of anti money laundering regulations to these new currencies are part of this
section. This section concludes with a current prominent example of Bitcoin involved in
money laundering.
Experts see the risk of money laundering as a logical consequence of the Bitcoin system
itself.259 Besides the volatility and the lack of knowledge about the new currencies,
the concern of using Bitcoin and other crypto currencies to bypass current anti money
laundering measures is one of the largest ones today.260 An exact predication about
Bitcoin usage in criminal activities cannot be given.261 Other than legal currencies, the
monitoring of crypto currencies is rather limited and difficult. However a permanent
monitoring of the activities in the financial virtual world would be required to be able
to get estimations about the development of the use of crypto currencies for criminal
purposes involving money laundering.262 According to Mag. Peter Schreiner, there is no
doubt that currently Bitcoin is the most used virtual currency for criminal activities.263
But there are also other currencies which grow in their criminal use, for example C-Cash
or Monero. Contrary to Bitcoin these two are much more anonymous, which makes them
very interesting in the criminal world.264 Mag. Schreiner also states that the difference
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between pseudo anonymity and real anonymity is the difference which makes other crypto
currencies more interesting for criminals than Bitcoin.265
As explained, Bitcoin itself is only anonymous on a specific level which can be called
pseudo anonymity. This makes Bitcoin not the best crypto currency for money laundering
and other criminal uses. To overcome that problem, criminals can use tools to make
it harder to be traced. These tools are called mixing services.266 A more detailed
explanation about mixing services is given in section 2.4.2. The first generation of
mixing services were the centralized ones which are classic Bitcoin mixers.267 These
services simply mix transactions and try to break the link of the incoming to the outgoing
transactions. More sophisticated mixers of the second generation are called peer-to-peer
mixers and use peer-to-peer groups of Bitcoin users.268 Another possibility for criminals
to hide their transactions in the Bitcoin system are Laundries. These services create a
large amount of wallets and send currency between them to hide transactions between a
complex web of many transactions.269
Money laundering activities including virtual currencies are likely to fit into one of two
categories. The first category includes the case whereby the illegal money is earned
outside of the virtual currency system. For example drug dealing revenue. This money
has to be placed inside a financial institution and then converted into a virtual currency.
Afterwards the launderer has the possibility to use different ways in the online currency
system to launder the illegal funds.270 The other category is to earn the illegal money
inside the virtual currency system. This can be done by selling illegal goods in the
Darknet for example. There are only virtual currencies used for payment. After earning
the money the same methods as in category one can be used to launder the illegal
funds.271 As explained in the beginning of this work in section 2, Bitcoin belongs to
the decentralized virtual currencies. Centralized virtual currencies like Liberty Reserve,
which was shut down in 2013, are also used for money laundering. These services are
usually part of money laundering in crimes like credit card theft, identity fraud or hack
attacks.272 Bitcoin and other decentralized currencies usually tend to be used more in
the Darknet on illegal online market places like Silk Road.
In march 2017 the Europol noted that criminals are deploying and adapting to the
available technology for every area and types of organized crime. They also explained
that organized crime is continuously moving to the Darknet.273 Today Bitcoin is the
largest cryptocurrency and of course the most used in the Darknet, which is why the
Europol and other authorities are concentrating on this currency the most. This could be
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the reason for the growing acception of other crypto currencies in illegal market places.274
A part of the Darknet are money laundering services which are provided by individual
launderers. These services appear to be tested on a growing basis by drug dealers and
other criminals which are not that technophile.275
Two methods or assisting tools in online laundering are the online gaming and micro
laundering area. Especially in recent times the use of these methods is growing a lot.276
Online gaming is a perfect platform for opening lots of accounts in different games.
They can be used to move money online without attracting to much attention. In the
online gaming world particularly Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games
also known as MMORPGs are used for that purpose. In MMORPGs it is common
that ingame currency can be exchanged to fiat currency and also the other way around.
Examples for such games are Second Life and World of Warcraft.277 Criminals can use
the game systems to send money to other countries around the world. This can be done
if one criminal buys ingame currency with illegal money and sends the ingame money to
another player in another country. There the other player has the possibility to change
the currency back to fiat money. As it is very common that ingame currency is sent
on an international level, these transactions do not attract attention.278 Many game
developers of course try to stop these illegal transactions. Micro laundering is another
way of using online mechanisms to launder money. Often traditional payment services
are connected to online and mobile micro-payment services which allows the launderers
to launder large amounts of money in very small parts.279 The web which is created by
thousands of small transactions makes it very difficult to trace illegal funds and involved
transactions.280
As difficult as it is to trace illegal transactions in the world of crypto currencies, there are
some signs of money laundering to find. Diana Mergenovna Sat et al. have summed up
signs for money laundering on the internet in their article. These four important signs
are listed below.281
Amount of accounts

If a company or the administrator of a company
uses numerous accounts, then this could be a sign
for suspense accounts. Suspense accounts can be
used in the second stage of money laundering, in
the layering stage.

Accounts in different countries

If the administrator of a company which exchanges
virtual currencies has accounts in countries where
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they have no client base, this could be a sign for
laundering activities.
Roundabout of money

If a company uses unusual amounts of roundabout transactions for money between different
countries and different administrators it could be
interpreted as trying to launder money. It could
be part of the layering stage.

Volume and frequency of transactions If it is often happening that the volume of
cash transactions is close to the reporting threshold, it should also attract attention.
Bitcoin and other virtual currencies have not changed the basics of money laundering.
The same methods used in the past are also used today in combination with virtual
currencies.282 Laundering in the virtual world also involves different steps, complex
webs of transactions and different accounts.283 Bitcoin and other crypto currencies
have made the laundering process only easier, as there are faster and more secure ways
of using old methods. Old methods are simply digitized.284 Clear is that the use of
virtual ways including the opportunity of using online virtual currencies has made new
business models possible. Some of these new business models can be directly linked to
money laundering.285 Whereas in traditional money laundering a physical business was
needed for the laundering process, in the age of Cyberlaundering and virtual currencies,
the whole laundering process can be an online procedure.286 For that reason the anti
money laundering measures and regulations have to be adopted to accommodate these
new currencies and risks which come with them.287 Without adoption of traditional
regulations, Bitcoin and other virtual currencies can be seen as an invitation to criminal
use including money laundering.288
The current legal situation of virtual currencies in money laundering is anything but
straightforward. The fact is that transactions in the Bitcoin system can be traced more or
less easily, but the identification of the person behind the transaction is the problem.289
Due to the pseudonymity of Bitcoin other crypto currencies are growing in their use
in the criminal area.290 Two examples are C-Cash and Monero which are both much
more anonymous than Bitcoin.291 This makes tracing illegal transactions and funds
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additionally difficult. But finding illegal transactions is not the only problem. In most
cases the largest problem is the legal situation around virtual currencies. Current anti
money laundering regulations are not constructed and do not include virtual currencies,
as it is often not clear what virtual currencies are and if they meet the definition of
currencies or funds.292 If the definition makes it not clear if they are falling under the
regulation of anti money laundering laws there is no way of doing something against
the growing threat of money laundering with virtual currencies. Principally two major
characteristics make Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies a good instrument for money
laundering, the pseudonymity and the decentralization. Especially the decentralization
makes the legal situation difficult.293 Classic methods for tracing and following money
flows cannot be used in case of Bitcoin, as there are no banks or bank accounts. Also,
a classic examination of a person’s accounts or a seizure is not possible in the case
of the Bitcoin system. Therefore, the Blockchain is the most important tool to trace
transactions.294 The problem besides the tracing is the identification of the person
behind the wallets, as the wallets are in most cases used without providing any personal
information. To overcome that problem data analysis and linking methods are a possible
way for identification purposes.295 With all these differences it seems clear that classic
Anti Money Laundering measurements and regulations are not exactly usable in case of
crypto currencies. An important fact, which must not be forgotten about using Bitcoin
in criminal activities, is that the Blockchain saves all transactions and if one transaction
can be linked to a person, all other transactions of this wallet are also completely open
and can be traced back to the person. This means that Bitcoin is more anonymous than
bank transactions, but if it happens that authorities can link a simple transaction to a
persons wallet, all illegal transactions which the person has performed can be seen. This
is a big disadvantage for criminals when compared to cash transactions, where simple
transactions do not lead to any others.296 The next paragraph shows an example of
money laundering with the Bitcoin system, where the authorities used the Blockchain,
amongst many other investigation techniques, to link the criminal suspect to lots of
suspicious transactions.
A prominent example for the involvement of Bitcoin in money laundering is the case of
Alexander Vinnik. He is accused of laundering more than 4 billion US-Dollars worth
of Bitcoins and was arrested in Greece in July 2017.297 Alexander Vinnik is suspected
to be the anonymous mastermind behind the laundering. The laundering involved the
virtual currency exchange platform BTC-e. Alexander Vinnik is mentioned to be one of
the key persons behind this platform. BTC-e was founded in 2011 and since then over
4 billion US-Dollar in cash had been laundered.298 BTC-e is one of the oldest virtual
currency exchange platforms which provides the service of trading virtual currency with
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fiat currencies. Among experts, it is no secret that BTC-e has relaxed standards about
checking the user identities and does not collaborate with law enforcement.299 As it
is known, the arrest of Alexander Vinnik is only the most recent of several operations
against cyber criminals from Russia which operate in Europe.300 A large amount of
money which has been laundered comes from people involved in computer hacking and
drug trafficking.301 Vinnik is also linked to the failure of Mt. Gox. Mt. Gox was hacked
and large amounts of Bitcoins were stolen. A part of them was laundered through BTC-e
and Tradehill, which is another exchange platform Vinnik owns.302 This example of
Alexander Vinnik shows that it is not only a theory that Bitcoins are used for money
laundering. Other crypto currencies are also affected and show the same regulation
deficits as Bitcoin.
Concluding this section it can be said that Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are
becoming more and more a problem in the area of money laundering and other criminal
areas. The increasing use of virtual currencies in the Darknet and as payment method
in cases of ransomware is only the tip of the iceberg. Basically Bitcoin is a secure
payment method as long as the access data and keys are securely saved.303 In the future
a classification as legal tender will most likely not happen.304 This means that there
have to be other regulations regarding virtual currencies. These regulations are especially
important in the area of money laundering. Therefore, the usual anti money laundering
measures have to be adopted and should also be applicable on virtual currencies and their
businesses. The Know-Your-Customer principle including a mandatory registration for
Bitcoin businesses would be a first step.305306 One possibility to start the adoption would
be to declare the intermediaries of Bitcoin and all crypto currencies as payment service
provider, so they are also under anti money laundering regulations and, for example, would
have to fulfill the Know-Your-Customer principle.307 Besides that also the definition of
Bitcoin and crypto currencies in general is an important part of the needed adoption of
the legislation.308 An important detail is that only an international regulation adoption is
useful and will be initiated by the new anti money laundering Directive of the European
Union.309 Problems of new regulations can be the over regulation of start-ups, which are
quite common in the virtual currency business sectors. Regulations in the extent of banks
would be too much for small new companies and would prevent technological progress. A
level system which starts with low regulations and increases when the company grows
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could be a possibility. Similar systems can be found for example in England or the
Swiss.310

5.9

The relation of terrorism financing and money
laundering

Money laundering and terrorism financing are in some way related to each other. The
exact relation and also important differences between money laundering and terrorism
financing will be explained in this section. Terrorism financing is defined by the European
Union Money Laundering Directive as the following.

“‘terrorist financing’ means the provision or collection of funds, by any means,
directly or indirectly, with the intention that they should be used or in the
knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part, in order to carry out
any of the offenses within the meaning of Articles 1 to 4 of Council Framework
Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism“311

As one of the most important instruments against money laundering, the FATF also
combats terrorist financing. This part of new orientation started in 2001 after the
terrorist attacks in the USA. The FATF released special recommendations against
terrorism financing as an addition to its already existing recommendations for anti money
laundering.312 The investigations of the terrorist attacks showed that there is a link
between money laundering and terrorist financing. Despite this link there are different
views regarding this fact. It is argued that the fight against money laundering should not
be linked to terrorism and its financing.313 There is a difference in the source and goal of
money which is being used for one of the two crimes. It is argued that money used for
terrorism often comes from legal sources whereas money for laundering originates mostly
from illegal activities.314 In the following paragraphs the similarities and differences will
be discussed.
Sadly terrorism is a very popular topic nowadays. Even more stopping it is interesting
for everyone. It is known that financial and material resources are the core of terrorist
activities and without them they could not exist on the level they are today. As a logical
consequence of that the goal has to be to stop financial flows to terrorist organizations.315
The interesting question is how to stop these flows. It can be assumed that terrorist
groups are part of organized crime and use existing money laundering methods to launder
310
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their money and finance their operations.316 But this assumption is not completely true.
There are lots of differences which separate financing terrorism from ordinary money
laundering.
Terrorism financing and money laundering are different crimes and it is very important
to differentiate between these two. The differentiation is especially needed in the identification and detection processes.317 The following list of differences is derived from a table
of the Study guide for the CAMS certification examination.318
Motivation The motivation for money launderers is quite clear. Launderers are performing laundering because they are profit oriented and want to create a
legal appearance for their illegally earned money. Terrorists however are
not profit oriented and only have an ideological motivation.
Source of funds The money used in money laundering is earned and comes from other
illegal activities of the organization. In case of terrorist financing the funds
either originate from internal self-funding terrorist cells or external fundraisers. The important difference is that wherein case of money laundering the
money is always illegally earned, in case of terrorist financing the majority
comes from legal sources.
Channels

Even the used and preferred methods of money laundering and terrorist
financing differ from each other. While money launderers preferably use the
financial system including banks or other institutions, terrorist financing
prefers informal financial systems like the Hawala system or currency
exchange services.

Detection focus The focus of methods for detection of money laundering lies on
suspicious transactions. In case of terrorist financing suspicious relationships
are being watched.
Transaction amounts Money laundering involves large amounts of money which is
often structured to be laundered in small pieces to avoid attention. Terrorist financing includes only small amounts which are under the reporting
thresholds.
Financial activity Money laundering is organized in complex webs of transactions
which should hide the origin of the illegal money involved. Often shell
companies and offshore laundering heavens are used during the process.
There is no financial profile known for terrorist financing.
Money trail While the money trail in money laundering is organized in a circular
way, the trail of terrorist financing is organized in a linear one. In money
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laundering the money usually comes back to the person who owns it. In
terrorist financing the money is sent to terrorist groups and activities.
It is clear that money laundering and terrorism financing is not the same, although both
use similar or sometimes the same methods for achieving their goals. It can be said that
they are conceptual opposites of each other, but are often linked in legislation.319 As
explained in the list above, there are seven key differences between them which clarify
that terrorism financing is no subset of money laundering.320 One of the most challenging
tasks of terrorist groups is to organize financial transactions, which is why they use
similar methods to money laundering to hide their actions.321 As the regulations for
money laundering and terrorism financing make it harder to use conventional ways it
is no secret that also Bitcoin is used in the process. The Ghost Security Group, which
is a computer hacktivist and anti-terrorism group, claimed that Bitcoin is extensively
used for terrorism. There are pieces of evidence which show the involvement of Bitcoin
in several terrorist attacks.322

5.10

The consequences of money laundering

Money laundering is not only a crime but has also consequences either for persons or even
a whole country. To prevent these consequences private companies and governments work
together on a global level to prevent money laundering. Some of the consequences will be
explained in the following paragraphs. First an overview of the risks and consequences
for the society will be explained followed by a more in depth explanation of the effects of
money laundering on the economy and security of countries.
Some of the more important consequences of money laundering are the harm to society.
An overview of them is listed and briefly explained below. The explanation and list is
based on323 .
• It makes crime pay
• It undermines the financial community
• It diminishes economic development
• It attracts an undesirable element
Making crime pay is easily explained. Money laundering itself is a crime but also involves
a predicate offense which is also an illegal activity. Such illegal activities can be drug
trafficking, smuggling or many other criminal activities.324 Successful money laundering
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leads to an expansion of these activities in a country which means that the country could
be affected a lot more than it seems at first glance. The political and social systems
including the stability of the country could be affected dramatically which leads to an
increase of costs of law enforcement or health care.325
The large sums involved in money laundering can lead to a change of the demand
for cash or interest rates which can affect the inflation of a currency in the long run.
Therefore, the financial community can be undermined with money laundering.326 It can
also affect honest tax payers and reduce job opportunities. The competition between
companies and the government tax revenue is disturbed by money laundering which can
diminish economic development.327 The degrading of quality of life and concerns about
the national security is part of the attraction of an undesirable element.
After the overview of possible consequences of money laundering, some more detailed
effects are explained. Besides consequences for society as a whole, there are also effects
for specific parts of the economy and security of countries. The already mentioned effects
are also a part of the following more specific and detailed explanation. As explained
before, money laundering can have drastic impacts on whole countries. Fully developed
countries are not as affected by these impacts, as they are more capable to level out
the consequences than developing countries. The problem is that especially developing
countries and emerging markets are more attractive to money launderers, as their
financial systems are often not as regulated and monitored than others.328 The following
explanation is based on the Study Guide for the CAMS certification examination329 and
starts with three effects of money laundering.
Increased crime and corruption As explained in the short overview of consequences,
successful money laundering can lead to an increase
of criminal activities. If something is profitable for
criminals they will do it in the future and also try
to expand it. Countries which are lacking anti money
laundering regulations are very attractive for launderers.
If money laundering is a large problem of a country, it
is also more likely that there will be more corruption,
because criminals try to bribe relevant persons so the
situation in the country does not change.330
Undermining the legitimate private sector A popular method for money laundering is to use companies for legitimization of their illegal
funds. They try to get an ongoing flow of legal money
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through their businesses and mix them with illegal
money. So the primary goal of these so called front
businesses is not to create revenue but to launder money.
Other legal businesses are easily affected by that because front companies can lower prices as they do not
have to create revenue in the first place. This can have
effects not only to some legal companies but in extreme
cases whole industries can be controlled by that.331
Weakening financial institutions Besides the non-financial sector also banks and
other financial institutions can be harmed by money
laundering. There are even cases of complete bank failures because of criminal activities. There exist lots of
examples where financial institutions are involved in
the help money laundering. Risks for financial institutions involved in money laundering are reputational,
operational, legal as well as concentrational. As a result
financial institutions can get weakened even without
bad intentions, resulting in possible victims of legitimate customers.332
Some effects of money laundering on the economy of a country are summed up in the
following list which is based on the CAMS study guide333 .
Loss of control or mistakes in economic policy As explained in the introduction
of this section, money laundering can have effects on governments. Emerging
markets are more likely to be affected by that. Affects can be volatile
currencies or interest rates if for example there are unanticipated large cross
border transfers. The large amounts of money laundering can even be greater
than some budgets of developing countries which results in a loss of control
and false decisions by the government.334
Economic distortion and instability Incredible damage to economies can be a part
money laundering. As explained before, money launderer’s primary goal is
not to generate profit from their investments, but to create an appearance
of legality for their illegal acquired funds. Therefore, they often invest in
economical unfriendly ways which can have a bad impact on the economy
itself. An example for that is the hotel and construction industry in some
countries. Money launderers invest large amounts of illegal funds into this
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industry and abandon it again if other ways of laundering are better. This
can result in a collapse of these industries if the invested amount is large
enough.335
Loss of tax revenue A logical outcome of money laundering is the loss of tax revenue
for a country which of course has consequences for honest tax payers. They
have to pay higher tax rates to level out the deficit of the tax lost due to
money laundering.336
Risks to privatization efforts Many countries try to reform their economy and introduce privatization for former state owned enterprises. The problem is
that launderers and criminals can outbid legally interested parties. This
way criminals can buy many possibilities to hide their illegal funds which is
of course a risk to privatization strategies.337
Reputation risk The reputation of a country can easily be damaged. A country can
make mistakes and be known to be money laundering friendly. This has bad
effects on many sides. Companies located in the country can suffer from it by
being limited in their international transactions, or international companies
avoid the country to a certain extent. If a reputation is damaged it is very
difficult to to repair it again. Additional effects of a bad reputation can be
counter measures from other countries or reduced eligibility for assistance
on a governmental level.338
Social costs The increase of social costs already has been explained in the introduction
overview of consequences in the beginning of this section. Costs for increased
law enforcement and other areas of government expenses increase when
criminal activities increase in a country. If a country is susceptible for money
laundering, the laundering activities will increase which is followed by an
increase of social costs.339
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In previous sections not only money laundering itself, but also the risks and consequences,
the link to virtual currencies and further topics have been explained. Also, very important
and partly broached in the last sections is the fight against money laundering. Anti
money laundering is always based on two parts, the prevention and the enforcement.340
The enforcement includes investigations, prosecutions and predicate criminal cases. Part
of the prevention is reporting, regulating, sanctioning and also customer due diligence.341
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This section should give an overview of anti money laundering systems and their problems.
Also, part of this section will be a summary of anti money laundering in Austria, the
European Union and internationally. The section concludes with the fight and counter
measures against cyberlaundering the future initiatives.
The first step in the anti money laundering process is always to detect money laundering.
As it can be imagined detecting something which has the purpose of being hidden from
detection is not an easy task. The amount of financial transactions is so large that
finding suspicious transactions inside the financial network is a big problem in the anti
money laundering process. It is necessary that institutions implement certain anti money
laundering regulations which help the identification process. The FATF has published
recommendations for anti money laundering including important measures for banks and
other institutions or companies.342 A more detailed description of the FATF can be found
in section 5.5. Important measures are the Know Your Customer principle, Suspicious
Reporting, Currency Transaction Reporting and the indemnity that the customer or
country of the customer is in a sanction list.343
There are systems in use which implement these recommendations, such as the following
systems.344
• FAIS - FinCEN Artificial Intelligence System
• MLMDP - Intelligent Money Laundering Monitoring and Detection Process system
• SAS Money Laundering Detection
• ORACLE Anti Money Laundering System
Although these systems are very advanced, there are also disadvantages. This is why
the development of new systems is always a high priority. A big problem are falsepositive alarms. Besides these systems there are experts working on detecting suspicious
transactions who could get overwhelmed when the systems show false detections.345 As
explained previously, although the banking and financial sector gets more and more
regulated, the laundering over banks and financial institutions is decreasing. This is due
to the more sophisticated anti money laundering regulations in this sector.
Anti money laundering processes in Banks or other financial institutions involve a lot
of processes behind the scenes. A major factor in the fight against money laundering
in banks is the support of the customers.346 Information about customers is needed
to identify illegal transactions. The Know Your Customer principle is one of the most
342
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important tools. Of course providing information is not in everyone’s interest. All the
more it is important to inform customers about the risks and consequences of money
laundering to ensure the cooperation of them.347 The necessary information is also
regulated. Besides simple information gathering upcoming methods like Trade Based
Money Laundering, which is explained in section 5.7.3, makes it necessary to widen the
focus.
Simple customer checks can be insufficient. There is an increasing use of legitimate
businesses for illegal activities, which makes it necessary to verify the gathered data
and if it cannot be verified it should be investigated further.348 The term beneficial
ownership describes a more detailed look at the owners of companies. Instead of only
listing shareholders it should be attempted to actually find out who the benefactor of a
business really is to unveil shell companies and possible illegal transactions involved in
some businesses. If multiple banks are involved in a business, the transactions should be
investigated further on salience. It could be a sign of unnecessary complexity which is
part of a money laundering method.349
Going up from a local view of single bank and financial institutions to a more international
view on anti money laundering, there are many different international institutions involved
in the anti money laundering regulation and monitoring process. International documents
which have been agreed upon by many countries are providing recommendations and rules
for anti money laundering.350 Every new agreement is built on preceding agreements.
Measures of such agreements can roughly be divided into three categories. These three
categories will be explained in the following list. The explanation is based on the Paper
of McDonnell351 .
Legal

Many agreements include the definition of money laundering as a crime.
A prominent example is the Vienna Convention from 1988. It requires
the criminalization of money laundering from drug proceeds. Other
initiatives treat the identification, tracing and seizing of proceeds and
other related measures. Countries which sign these agreements are
required to include the recommendations in their legislation.

Financial and Regulatory Also financial and regulatory measures are part of agreements. Examples for them are the end of anonymous accounts or the
record keeping of the identities of customers. Also, the detection and
monitoring of cash at national borders are part of this category.
Law Enforcement In case of money laundering international cooperation is a key
part of the anti money laundering processes. The agreements include
347
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measures for better cooperation and assistance in case of investigations
of money laundering.

In the following paragraphs an overview of the fight against money laundering in Austria
and in the European Union is given, starting with a few numbers. In 2016 the Financial
Intelligence Unit of Austria received 2822 records. Some of them are coming from
international channels, but most of them are coming from banks. Besides private persons
have also reported suspicions of money laundering.352 The number of received records
has grown in the last three years from 2301 in 2014 to 2822 in 2016. After the records
have been received, they are analyzed. If the analysis requires further investigation, the
corresponding records are sent to the appropriate authorities. It is also possible that
there is no laundering involved or a criminal activity is recognized. If there is one, an
investigation procedure is commenced.353 The Austrian Financial Intelligence Unit has
to be informed as soon as there is a suspicion about money laundering.354 Besides banks
and other financial institutions also other businesses have to report to the Financial
Intelligence Unit in case of suspicious transactions or customers. Such businesses or
persons are casinos, auctioneers, accountants or notaries and many others.355 Many
regulative standards are part of directives of the European Union which are implemented
in the Austrian law.
On the European level the directive on money laundering defines the minimum rules
which are necessary in the fight against money laundering. The first directive on money
laundering was introduced in 1993.356 The member states have to implement the directives
in their national legislation which helps international cooperation and setting standards
of anti money Laundering inside the European Union. A part of the directive demands
a Financial Intelligence Unit in every member state. These units are able to cooperate
with each other to help the international tracing of money launderers. Besides the
international cooperation in the area of tracing, the law enforcement authorities in the
member states also have to cooperate. This is part of the Europol Convention.357
In times of Cyberlaundering also the internet, including online ways of payment, have to
be included in anti money laundering measures. As explained cyberlaundering is growing
and therefore belongs to the most interesting parts of anti money laundering. In the
region of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies the anti money laundering measures are rare
to find. As the field of cryptocurrencies is relatively new it is important to act quickly and
implement sophisticated measures against the problem. Due to the fact that a definition
of cryptocurrencies is not included in most legislations, including Austria, there is also
352
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no way to legally trace money laundering with cryptocurrencies.358 Also for Bitcoin
intermediaries the Know Your Customer principle and mandatory surveillance should
be part of the first steps.359 For this purpose it is also important that intermediaries
of cryptocurrencies are involved in a mandatory registration. This is part of the next
money laundering directive of the European Union.360 Cyberlaundering includes also
other mechanisms, like online banking, mobile payments or digital currencies. Online
casinos and E-commerce are part of cyberlaundering as well.361
The better the international cooperation and assistance between countries is, the more it
is possible to track money laundering. In the future a common standard of control and
international countermeasures should be the right way to go.362 The constantly increasing
amount of laundering methods and the progress in online laundering is concerning and
should be alarming to every country. All the more it is important that the fight against
money laundering is fought on an international level rather than on a national one.
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Conclusion
Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies in general are booming and there is no day without them
being on the news. Mostly discussed are advantages, disadvantages and not least the
risks which these new kinds of currency are coming with. In recent times the value of
one Bitcoin has exceeded the mark of 4000 US-Dollars and was near the 5000 US-Dollar
mark.1 This Bitcoin hype can also be found on other cryptocurrencies and raises new
questions about the future of crypto currencies. The involvement of Bitcoin in criminal
activities and the advantages for criminals using Bitcoin cannot be denied. It is clear
that cryptocurrencies are attracting criminals and that these new currencies have to be
included in legislations to protect the currencies and its users. This thesis investigated
the current legal situation of Bitcoin as well as the involvement in organized crime and
money laundering. The findings of this work are summarized in the following paragraphs.
As expected in Austria there is no legal definition for Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies
in general included in the national law. This does not mean that they are completely
free of regulation. The BMF has declared Bitcoin in the sense of tax regulations as a
kind of product and exchanging Bitcoin against conventional currencies is freed of taxes
according to the Court of Justice of the European Union. The biggest problem of today’s
legislations is that Bitcoin or cryptocurrencies are not defined. This leads to a lot of
problems regarding the law enforcement. The next money laundering directive of the
European Union should include a definition of virtual currencies and further regulation
instructions.2
It is a well-known fact that Bitcoin is used in crimes, either to hide funds or directly
involved in the crime itself. Therefore, it is no surprise that Bitcoin is involved in organized
crime too. There are many methods of using Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies for
criminal intentions, mostly based on the anonymity and decentralized characteristics
1
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of these currencies. Organized crime begins to use the online possibilities more and
more, which directly leads to the use of Bitcoin. Dark markets, online money laundering
and tax evasion are only a few examples for the use of cryptocurrencies in organized
crime. All crimes which are profit oriented require some form of money laundering
which makes it one of the most important sectors of organized crime. The anonymity
and decentralized structure of Bitcoin makes it perfectly suitable for money laundering.
There are other cryptocurrencies which are not only pseudo anonymous, as Bitcoin is,
but much more anonymous than Bitcoin. Examples for them are C-Cash and Monero.
Despite that Bitcoin is the most used cryptocurrency in criminal activities as of now.3
Bitcoin and the new concept of cryptocurrencies have not changed the way of money
laundering completely. The same methods are used in traditional money laundering,
but they got digitized in a way that helps the laundering process.4 Also there are new
business models for money laundering which have been made possible with Bitcoin. In
traditional methods of money laundering there was always a physical business involved
in the laundering process. With crypto currencies physical businesses are often no longer
needed depending on the crime and the laundering method. Money laundering can be
done completely digital with less effort and fewer risks.5
The history of Bitcoin is a very interesting one. Bitcoin is the first currency which operates
on a fully decentralized level and also the first cryptocurrency which is growing this fast
in such a short amount of time. Bitcoin has lead the way for many other currencies which
are evolving and growing today. There is no doubt that cryptocurrencies are bringing
changes to our future. But how these changes will look like is not definite right now.
It is possible that Bitcoin or another cryptocurrency is expanding so much that it will
be used in the future as an international currency, but that seems unrealistic in today’s
terms. Much more realistic in the eyes of experts is that the technology behind Bitcoin is
changing current financial systems. The Blockchain technology is a complete new way of
organizing and regulating financial transactions. Banks and financial institutions have to
fight against increasing costs for maintaining their systems. The Blockchain technology
could help to decrease them in the future.6 As of today there are attempts to create a
standard for this new technology for using it in common systems in the near future.7
Austria belongs to the leading nations in trying to make the Blockchain potentially
usable within different systems. An example for that is the Blockchain Roadmap project,
which has the intention to use the potential of the new technology.8 Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies are part of everyday life and therefore have to be considered by the
politics and legislation.9 The sooner a definition and regulation gets introduced in
legislation the better.
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Interviews
In the following section an overview over the interviews carried out during the work
for this thesis is given. The interviews were organized as open discussions about the
topic with specific points to discuss. The points are included in the summary of the
interviews. The interviews are summarized with the notes taken during the discussions.
Afterwards the keywords which were taken during the interviews were formulated into
whole sentences for better readability. Therefore the answers listed in this section are
content-wise correct but do not represent the exact wording given by the experts.
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Bitcoin vs. rechtliche Zahlungsmittel?
Bitcoin trifft nicht die klassische Definition einer Währung. Dazu müssen einige
Dinge berücksichtigt werden. In Deutschland wurde Bitcoin als Recheneinheit
klassifiziert. Das ist eine zulässige Definition die je nach Blickwinkel mehr oder
weniger zutreffend gesehen wird. Eine Definition von Bitcoin als Zahlungsmittel
wird durch die ökonomischen Eigenschaften sehr schwer gemacht. Die Möglichkeit
einer Verwendung als Zahlungsmittel besteht zwar, aber nur dann wenn mit den
rechtlichen Zahlungsmitteln sehr viel schief läuft. Es müssten auf jeden Fall
gravierende Qualitätsunterschiede zu finden sein um Bitcoin starke Vorteile zu
gewähren. Eines der größten Probleme bei Bitcoin ist die fehlende stabile Kaufkraft
die bei Bitcoin einfach nicht gegeben ist.
Was sind die größten Probleme der Bitcoins als Zahlungsmittel?
Die Regelung und das dahinter stehende System der Bitcoins ist simpel und klug.
113

Leider ist es in Bezug auf eine Währung nicht geeignet. Ohne Vorgaben und gezielte
Einflüsse von außen ist keine stabile Kaufkraft möglich und schließt Bitcoin so
kategorisch aus.
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15
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Einflüsse gibt es überall, seien es Aktien, andere Währungen oder Geschäfte. Bitcoin
kann nicht gesteuert werden, da es sozusagen komplett sich selbst überlassen ist
und es keine Aufsichtsbehörde oder übergeordnete Stelle gibt. Der Wert von Bitcoin
wird komplett über Angebot und Nachfrage geregelt.
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Für eine Währung ist der Binnenwert sehr wichtig. Umso bedeutender werden
Währungen, je größer sie werden. Gute Beispiele dafür sind der Euro und der
Dollar. Bitcoin ist schon aus dem Prinzip heraus etwas anderes als eine Währung.
Dennoch bietet Bitcoin Vorteile in einer Welt ohne Vertrauen. Dieses fehlende
Vertrauen in herkömmliche Währungen und damit das Verwenden von alternativen
Währungen wie Bitcoin bringt aber Risiken mit sich. Diese Risiken können mit
Versicherungen abgefangen werden, aber diese sorgen für große zusätzliche Kosten.
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Bitcoin und die Geldeigenschaften, Geldfunktionen?
Die Annahme das die Mengenregulierung einer Währung Kaufkraftstabilität bewirkt
ist weit verbreitet, aber nicht vollkommen wahr. In Wahrheit steckt viel mehr
dahinter als es auf den ersten Blick scheint. Daher ist die Ausgabe von Bitcoin
nicht für die einer Währung geignet da diese ungleich der Nachfrage ist.
Bitcoin selbst ist sehr stark volatil und auch aus diesem Grund nicht als Währung
geeignet. Als Zahlungsmittel jedoch ist es unter bestimmten Voraussetzungen
möglich Bitcoin einzusetzen. Die Vorstellung von Geld als Haufen der einfach nur
zirkuliert ist falsch!
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Die Knappheit von Geld ist wichtig, aber nicht allein entscheidend. Das Geld selbst
muss knapp aber auch etwas Wert sein. Dies wird über Bilanzen, Bankbilanzen,
Kreditforderungen, Aktienanleihen usw. sichergestellt.
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In der Realität wird häufig nur eine Seite der Medaille betrachtet und das große
Ganze nicht gesehen. Dies ist auch bei Bitcoin der Fall. Ein Beispiel für die
Eigenschaften von Bitcoin ist der Sammlermarkt von Briefmarken. Auch hier gibt
es eine Gruppe die in den Marken einen gewissen Wert sehen und damit handeln.
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Bitcoin regulieren oder verbieten?
Ein Verbot ist theoretisch möglich aber praktisch nicht in Aussicht und auch nicht
sinnvoll. Wie in allen Geschäften gilt die Vertragsfreiheit und die damit verbundenen
Möglichkeiten. Eine Klassifizierung von Bitcoin in der EU als Zahlungsmittel ist
nicht in Aussicht. Eine Regulierung von Bitcoin müsste zum Ziel haben Geldwäsche
zu unterbinden und besser kontrollieren zu können.
Geld und Substitute davon sind wie eine Pyramide. Ganz unten befinden sich viele
Dinge mit denen gehandelt wird und die einen Wert haben. So ist auch Bitcoin da
unten in der Pyramide zu finden.
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Maßnahmen zur Regulierung?
Wichtig ist eine steuerrechtliche Regulierung und auch das berücksichtigen der
Geldwäscherichtlinien. Um diese umzusetzen gehören verpflichtende Kontrollen
und das Know-Your-Customer Prinzip zu den Standardwerkzeugen.
Rechtliche Aufsicht und Überwachung?
In Österreich gibt es bis jetzt keinerlei Klassifizierung von Bitcoin und somit auch
keine Definition die wiederum Aufsichtspflichten oder eine Überwachung mit sich
bringt. Eine generelle Aufsichtspflicht im Falle von Bitcoin wäre auch sehr schwer
umzusetzen.
Japan aktuell, Meinung zur Entwicklung und Zukunft?
Die immer größer werdende Anzahl an Annahmestellen zieht bestimmte Kunden
an. Diese Zahl an Kunden ist aber verschwindend gering. Es gibt derzeit keinerlei
Beweise für eine ständige Steigerung von Bitcoin als Währung. Bitcoin wird als
Zahlungsmittel genutzt, aber nur in sehr geringem Ausmaß.
Nach wie vor sehr volatil, KO Kriterium?
Wir als Bürger und Nutzer von Währungen schätzen die Sicherheit stark. Natürlich
gibt es auch bei gesetzlichen Zahlungsmitteln keine Garantien, es ist aber die
Sicherheit der Währung durch gesetzliche Vorgaben und Absicherungen gegeben.
Man kann als Nationalbank oder generell als Aufsichtsorgan der Währung nicht
darüber befehlen aber durchaus einwirken. Die Sicherung der Wertstabilität ist
hierbei das Um und Auf!
Was sehen Sie als das größte Risiko bei Bitcoins?
Bitcoin stellt derzeit kein Risiko für unsere Währung dar. Die Zukunft ist in dieser
Hinsicht unkklar. Per Design ist es aber ausgeschlossen, dass Bitcoin etwas ähnliches
sein kann wie unsere Währung. Somit ergibt sich unter normalen Umständen auch
in Zukunft keinerlei Gefahr. Bitcoin steht nicht im Wettbewerb mit normalen
Währungen.
Risiken die Währung selbst betreffend liegen auf der Hand. Die Risiken die sich
aus der Verwendung selbst ergeben, sowie die Geldwäsche oder Nutzer die nicht
verstehen was es ist und was sie tun. Natürlich ist vor allem auch die Volatilität
ein enormes Risiko bei der Verwendung. Durch die fehlende Absicherung ist auch
Betrug und der Verlust ein großes Risiko welches bedacht werden muss.
Bitcoin nur ein Spekulationsobjekt, oder doch mehr?
Das Nutzungsverhalten von Bitcoin spricht stark dafür, dass es als Spekulationsobjekt verwendet wird und auch im Darknet verwendung findet. Es weist eindeutige
Anzeichen dafür auf das es ein Vehikel Zahlungsmittel ist. Dafür spricht das immer mit einer anderen Währung eingestiegen wird und mit einer weiteren wieder
aus dem Bitcoin Netzwerk ausgestiegen wird. Es sind nur wenige Transaktionen
wirkliche Transaktionen für Geschäfte. Dies lässt sich mithilfe der Blockchain fest115

stellen. Auch im Darknet und als Nieschenzahlungsmittel findet Bitcoin durchaus
Verwendung.
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Nieschen sind zum Beispiel der Bereich der Micropayments. Hier ist Bitcoin
eindeutig sinnvoller einzusetzen aufgrund der sehr geringen Transaktionskosten.
Micropayments sind aber ein sehr limitierter Bereich wo es um sehr geringe Summen
geht und daher das Risiko des Verlustes dementsprechend gering ist.
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Allgemein kann man sagen das Bitcoin ein Nieschenzahlungsmittel und Spekulationsmittel ist und natürlich auch bei Minern verwendet wird.
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Kann Bitcoin als Währung funktionieren?
Nieschen wird es immer geben und somit auch die Verwendung für diese. Ob Bitcoin
als Währung funktionieren kann hängt von sehr vielen Faktoren ab. So spielen
auch Verbote oder Regulierungen eine Rolle. Solang sich an der grundsätzlichen
Situation nichts verändert wird es weiter so wie bis jetzt verwendet werden.
In Zukunft ist auch die Regelung mit dem Mining ein interessantes Thema. Derzeit
sind die Kosten nur deshalb so gering weil die Miner mit Bitcoins entlohnt werden.
Da es eine maximale Anzahl an Bitcoins gibt und somit die Entlohung immer
geringer ausfällt bis sie rein theoretsich Null entgegen geht wird eventuelle Änderungen notwendig machen um die Miner bei Laune zu halten. Daher ist ein gewaltiger
Anstieg an Kosten zu erwarten und ein Vorteil von Bitcoin wird dann keiner mehr
sein.
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Auch ein Kurs Absacken über einen längeren Zeitraum kann zu erheblichen Problemen führen. Bei einer zu geringen Entlohnung für die Miner sind deren Kosten nicht
gedeckt und Bitcoin wird weniger relevant für Miner. Daher ist ein Mindestkurs
wichtig für ein Weiterbestehen. Sinkt der Wert von Bitcoin unter eine gewisse
Schwelle würde Bitcoin sehr schnell ausgelöscht sein.
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Das erste Kurshoch von Bitcoin ist angeblich teilweise durch Manipulation entstanden und beherbergt einige Indizien für eine Nachhilfe am Kurs. Ein hoher
Wechselkurs sollte auch nicht das Ziel von Bitcoin sein sondern eine Stabilität über
längere Zeit.
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Andere virtuelle Währungen am Vormarsch in der Kriminalität?
Der Begriff virtuelle Währung ist meiner Meinung nach nicht zutreffend genug.
Virtuelle Währungen wären zum Beispiel Fifa Coins. Besser ist der Begriff Kryptowährung. Eine genaue Aussage über Bitcoin und andere Währungen in der
Kriminalität ist nicht möglich. Um hier genaue Aussagen treffen zu können wäre
ein permanentes Monitoring notwendig. Eindeutig ist aber, dass heute Bitcoin am
meisten genutzt wird.
Andere Währungen, welche vermehrt hierzu verwendet werden ist C-Cash und
Monero. Diese sind ebenfalls ein Begriff in der kriminellen Nutzung. Technisch sind
beide anders als Bitcoin was die Anonymität betrifft. Ohne ein genaues Monitoring
ist nur eine gefühlte Aussage aus der Praxis zu diesem Thema möglich. Vom Gefühl
her sind Bitcoins und andere Kryptowährungen eindeutig am Vormarsch in der
kriminellen Nutzung.
Pseudoanonymität, Auswirkungen und Zukunft von Bitcoin?
Für die Kriminellen ist natürlich die höchstmögliche Anonymität das Ziel der Ziele.
Von dem her ist Bitcoin nicht unbedingt die beste Wahl. C-Cash und Monero sind
hier eindeutig die bessere Wahl. Genaue Zahlen sind aber für keines der Systeme
bekannt. Eine Möglichkeit mehr über die Nutzung zu erfahren ergibt sich durch
die Nutzung von Clustering Tools.
Sehr wichtig in der Definition ist der Unterschied zwischen Pseudo Anonymität und
Anonymität. Pseudo Anonymität wird mit Bitcoin im Zusammenhang genannt,
weil hier die Bitcoin Adressen bekannt sind und öffentlich für jeden sichtbar. Woran
es aber mangelt ist die Zuordnung einer Bitcoin Adresse zu einer spezifischen Person.
Deshalb Pseudo Anonymität.
Bitcoin vs. rechtliche Zahlungsmittel?
Der größte Unterschied zwischen Bitcoin und rechtlichen Zahlungsmitteln ist die
Dezentralität. Damit einher geht auch die fehlende Regulierung von Bitcoin.
Während rechtliche Zahlungsmittel von einer zentralen Stelle reguliert werden ist
dies bei Bitcoin nicht der Fall. Im weiteren Sinne kann man auch den Unterschied
zwischen physischem und elektronischem Geld nennen.
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In Japan und in Indien wurde Bitcoin als Währung deklariert wohingegen es in
Thailand verboten wurde. Ein echtes Verbot lässt sich aufgrund des Internets
so und so nicht durchsetzen. Die Blockchain und die Währung Bitcoin selbst
ist rein elektronisch und somit überall auf der Welt einfach per Internetzugang
zu verwenden. Verbote auf Nationaler Ebene würden somit nichts bringen. Ein
echtes Verbot kann nur für Banken und Geschäfte durchgesetzt werden, da diese
kontrolliert werden.
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Bei einer Regulierung müssten Organe die Aufsichtsplficht übernehmen. Mögliche
Beispiele dafür sind die OENB und die FMA.
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Bekämpfung der kriminellen Nutzung, Kampf gegen System oder Partner?
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Der Kampf gegen das gesamte System würde ins Absurde führen und es wäre
nicht sinnvoll dieses zu verbieten. Das Ziel muss es sein die kriminelle Nutzung
einzuschränken und das ohne dabei andere Nutzer in ihrem Verhalten zu behindern.
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Der erste Schritt dahingehend muss es sein bei den Intermediären anzusetzen, wie
es auch bei Banken der Fall ist. Danach können weitere Schritte folgen.
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Maßnahmen zur Regulierung?
Derzeit gibt es keinerlei Klassifizierung oder Definition in Österreich. In Deutschland
wurde Bitcoin als Recheneinheit eingestuft. Somit gibt es bei uns auch keinerlei
Regulierung von Bitcoin selbst.
Sinnvoll in dieser Richtung wäre es alle Intermediäre als Zahlungsdienstleister zu
deklarieren. Somit würden diese verpflichtet sein Vorgaben wie das Know-YourCustomer Prinzip zu erfüllen.
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Es gibt mittlerweile auch schon in Wien Bitcoin Automaten wo diese ausgezahlt
werden. Zum Beispiel kann so ein Betrag von Bitcoin in PaysafeCard ausgezahlt
werden. Der Betreiber dieser Anlagen ist Coinfinity in Wien. Ab 250 Euro besteht
eigentlich eine Ausweispflicht, welche bei diesen Automaten aber nicht durchgesetzt
wird. Hier wäre eine Videoüberwachung auf jeden Fall sinnvoll. Bis jetzt zählt das
aber nicht zu den Auflagen.
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Wichtige Maßnahmen wären die Intermediäre zu deklarieren und die Definition von
Bitcoin bzw. anderen Kryptowährungen per Gesetz.
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Mixing Services, the real deal?
Für kriminelle sind diese Services sicher gut. Es gibt hier sehr viele Anbieter und
die Frage die gestellt werden muss ist warum es verwendet wird wenn man nichts
zu verbergen hat. Rein aus dieser Frage kann man den Schluss ziehen das ein
Großteil der Nutzer dieser Dienste etwas zu verbergen hat. Es gibt sehr viele
verschiedene Dienste die dieses Service anbieten und diese stellen strafrechtlich ein
großes Problem dar. Im Moment wird daran geforscht.
Speziell bei Bitcoin aufgrund der Pseudo Anonymität werden Mixing Dienste auf
jeden Fall für diese Zwecke verwendet. In Zukunft wird Bitcoin ohne Mixing nicht
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wirklich gut geeignet sein für kriminelle Zwecke, da Bitcoin zu wenig anonym ist
und daher für Kriminelle zu unsicher.
Rechtliche Aufsicht-Überwachung schwierig?
Grundsätzlich wäre dafür die OENB und die FMA zuständig. Allerdings sind
diese schwer damit zu beauftragen da wiederum eigene Abteilungen extra dafür
notwendig wären. Es gibt zwar Tools für die Überwachung, aber diese sind nur zu
einem geringen Teil sinnvoll einzusetzen.
Auf jeden Fall sollte Bitcoin von öffentlicher Stelle beaufsichtigt werden, inwiefern
diese Aufgabe sinnvoll zu lösen ist bleibt aber eine große Frage.
Besonders wichtig ist bei der Beaufsichtigung ein roter Faden. Das bedeutet alle
Beteiligten müssten von der Regulierung erfasst werden. Ein roter Faden müsste sich
durch alle Schichten durchziehen. Die Schichten wären die Intermediäre. Anders
ist eine Überwachung und Regulierung nicht sinnvoll.
Aktuelles Bitcoin hoch, Meinung und Auswirkungen?
Das aktuelle Hoch ist mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit auf Japan und Indien zurückzuführen. Speziell Japan ist immer an neuen Technologien interessiert und nutzt
diese sehr früh. Diese Nutzung steigert die Nachfrage und damit den Preis der
Bitcoins.
Auch die Tatsache das in letzter Zeit einige neue Coins und Tokens erschienen sind
hat die mediale Aufmerksamkeit erheblich gesteigert. Dies schürt leider auch viele
falsche Hoffnungen. Es existieren nun schon kryptobasierte Fonds und auch der
Finanzmarkt versucht Bitcoin zu nutzen. Die breite Masse erfährt davon und die
Aufmerksamkeit wird immer weiter gesteigert. Wichtig ist es die Wissensbildung
in diesem Bereich nicht zu vernachlässigen und vor den Gefahren zu warnen.
Zukunft der Bitcoins anhand aktueller Ereignisse?
Eine Definition im Gesetz ist dringend notwendig. Bitcoin und die vielen anderen
Währungen werden den Euro nicht verdrängen, sondern werden für spezielle Gebiete
in welchen sie ihre Vorteile ausspielen können genutzt werden.
Es ist zu erwarten, dass sich Bitcoin weiter durchsetzt. Unter anderem tragen dazu
das Smartphone, das Internet of Things und weitere dieser Beispiele dazu erheblich
bei.
In Zukunft werden vor allem auch Ethereum und Smartcontracts sehr interessant
werden.
Allgemein kann gesagt werden, dass Bitcoin absolut seine Berechtigung in den
Nieschen hat und dort auch weiterhin erfolgreich eingesetzt werden wird.
Rechtliche Situation in Österreich?
In Österreich gibt es keine echte rechtliche Situation für Bitcoins. Der Umtausch
ist Umsatzsteuerbefreit aber eine Einkommenssteuer ist zu entrichten.
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Aktuelle kriminelle Handlungen und Trends?
Eine wichtige Unterscheidung ist zwischen dem Visiblenet und dem Darknet zu treffen. Das Visiblenet inkludiert Phishing und Ransomware, wohingegen das Darknet
den Drogenhandel und zum Beispiel das Geschäft mit Fälschungen beherbergt.
Kryptowährungen kommen immer mehr in den unterschiedlichsten Bereichen der
Kriminalität zum Einsatz. Die Bereiche gehen dabei quer durch die Bank.
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Eine Bekämpfung ist leider sehr schwer. In 2015 berichtete Europol das ungefähr
vierzig Prozent der Criminal to Criminal identified Payments über Bitcoin gehen.
Neue Trends deuten auch auf das Aufkommen von alternativen Währungen hin.
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Der Zugang zu kriminellen Gütern wird immer einfacher und dadurch fällt die
Hemmschwelle. Früher wurde der Drogenhandel auf den Straßen erledigt, heutzutage kann man überspitzt gesagt mit einem Klick Drogen im Internet bestellen.
Gleiches gilt auch für den Waffenhandel und andere Geschäftsfelder.
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Erkennung und Bekämpfung der Geldwäsche mit virtuellen Währungen?
Eine Bekämpfung ist nur dann möglich wenn die Vortat bekannt ist. Mixing
Services erschweren erheblich die Verfolgung. Die neue Geldwäscherichtlinie wird
auch Bitcoin und Intermediäre umfassen die die Währungen tauschen. Diese müssen
dann das Know your Customer Prinzip umsetzen. Wie genau die Handhabung
dann in der Praxis ist ist das Entscheidende.
Die Regulierung und die Bekämpfung muss einheitlich geregelt sein und ist somit
ein EU Thema. Eine Regulierung nur auf nationaler Ebene hätte wenig bis gar
keinen Sinn. Der rote Faden durch alle Schichten hindurch ist besonders wichtig.
Eine genaue Regulierung ist besodners im Bereich der Geldwäsche unumgänglich.
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Überwachungstools gibt es, allerdings beobachten diese nur die Transaktion selbst.
Dort wo der Realmarkt angrenzt ist der Ansatz möglich, daher sind so wie bis
jetzt die Schnittstellen in Form von Banken oder eben Tauschhändlern besonders
wichtig.
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139

Ein Ermitteln und die Hoffnung auf zufällige Treffer ist möglich, aber ein alleiniges
erkennen von kriminellen Transaktionen ist nicht möglich. Wichtig hierzu ist es bei
den Schnittstellen die Informationen die benötigt werden zu bekommen, da sonst
keine Möglichkeit dafür besteht.
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Geldwäsche, Methoden neu oder alt, wohin geht der Trend, Vor- und Nachteile?
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Kryptowährungen sind predestiniert für eine Nutzung in der Geldwäsche. Die
Formen der Geldwäsche selbst unterscheiden sich nicht zu früheren Formen. Noch
immer gilt es möglichst viele Intermediäre zu inkludieren und Transaktionen auf
internationaler Ebene durchzuführen. Dabei sind viele Bankkonten, Money mules,
Western Union, das Hawalla System nach wie vor stark vertreten.
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Kryptowährungen ermöglichen eine bessere einfachere und schnellere Geldwäsche
mit guter Übersicht. Dies vereinfacht das ganze Prozedere aber ansonsten ist es
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vom Prinzip und der Vorgehensweise gleich wie früher. Die Vorteile von Kryptowährungen in diesem Zusammenhang ist der unkompliziertere und sicherere
Umgang.
Die Bank hat die Möglichkeit Geld einzufrieren. Bei Kryptowährungen besteht
dazu keinerlei Möglichkeit über die Verfügung über das inkriminierte Geld.
Allgemein gesagt ist es dasselbe alte Spiel mit neuen Möglichkeiten aber den gleichen
Vorgehensweisen. Das alte Katz und Maus Spiel wurde nur digitalisiert.
Die Nachteile von Kryptowährungen in der Geldwäsche sind die normalen Risiken
die jeder sonst auch hat. Dazu zählen der Wertverlust, Verlust des Keys usw..
Die klassische Verfügung ist bei Bitcoin nicht möglich, dies macht die Verfügungsgewalt von Strafverfolgungsbehörden geringer.
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Rechtliche Situation in Österreich?
Dieses Thema ist derzeit sehr gefragt und es werden laufend neue Berichte dazu
veröffentlicht. Rein rechtlich gibt es derzeit keine Definition für Bitcoin. Steuerrechtlich sieht es hier anders aus. Dazu habe ich Ihnen ein paar Artikel ausgedruckt.
Grundsätzlich haben wir es hier mit einem negativen Kompetenzkonflikt zu tun.
Aufsichtsbehörden wie FMA oder Wirtschaftsministerium sehen sich nicht direkt
zuständig, weil es keine Definition und zuweisung von Pflichten in Österreich für
Bitcoin gibt. Steuerrechtlich sieht das anders aus und damit beschäftigt sich auch
die FMA intensiver.
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Bitcoin in Verbindung zur Kriminalität?
Ein aktueller Fall, welcher das Vorhandensein des Problems deutlich zeigt kann
online nachgelesen werden. Die Keywords dazu sind Bitcoin, Geldwäsche, Russe.
Dabei sollen über vier Milliarden Dollar gewaschen worden sein.
Im Allgemeinen geht der Trend immer mehr in Richtung Transparenz. Dies ist
besonders im Bereich der Verfolgung der Geldwäsche gut zu beobachten. Sozusagen
wird vom Finanzamt und Staatsanwaltschaft sehr genau geprüft und auch werden
immer wieder besserer Zugriff für solche Kontrollen gefordert.
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Der ständige Kampf zwischen Transparenz und Zugriffsmöglichkeiten steht dem
Datenschutz natürlich gegenüber und ist heute brandaktuell.
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Auch die Frage des anzuwendenden Rechts ist sehr schwer zu beantworten, da dank
der Blockchain kein einzelner Server für die Aktivitäten verwendet wird sondern
die Rechenleistung über den Globus verteilt aufgebracht wird und sich jeder daran
beteiligen kann. Eine Verfolgung ist somit sehr schwierig.
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Die Frage nach der Verbindung zwischen Bitcoin und der Kriminalität bzw. dem
organisierten Verbrechen kann leicht mit aktuellen Beispielen beantwortet werden.
Eine Verbindung existiert somit. Genaue Zahlen sind mir aber nicht bekannt.
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Philipp Horvath, LL.M.; Referent der Wirtschaftskammer
Österreich, Bundessparte Bank und Versicherung
14.08.2017
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German
Vienna
Personnel

Bitcoin und die Geldwäsche?
Das ist wohl eines der schwierigsten Themen dabei und wirft viele Fragen auf. In
Wahrheit weiß man noch nicht genau wie man es handhaben soll oder in Zukunft
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agieren wird. Ein großes Problem dabei ist die Anonymität die diese neuen Systeme
ermöglichen.
Auch die Tatsache, dass Bitcoin rechtlich noch nicht fassbar ist und als eine Art
Blackbox gesehen wird erschwert die Situation erheblich. Wie zuvor erwähnt ist
auch die Rechtsfrage bezüglich des anzuwendenen Rechts immer wieder ein großes
Problem.
Ich sehe die Geldwäsche als Hebel zur Regulierung von virtuellen Währungen an.
Hier steht sehr viel Geld auf dem Spiel und dementsprechend muss möglichst schnell
reagiert werden. Da virtuelle Währungen die Möglichkeit zur Geldwäsche bieten
ist ein rasches Handeln und einführen von Regulierungsmöglichkeiten unabdingbar.
Auch hier verweise ich auf den genannten aktuellen Fall der Geldwäsche eines
Russen.
Bitcoin wird in der kommenden neuen Geldwäscherichtlinie auf EU Ebene behandelt
und muss anschließend von den Staaten umgesetzt werden. Diese neue Richtlinie
befindet sich derzeit in den Verhandlungen. Im Endeffekt gewinnt der der am
billigsten reguliert.
Was ist der größte Vorteil und Nachteil von Bitcoin?
Gleichzeitig ein Vorteil aber auch eines der größten Risiken ist die Anonymität von
virtuellen Währungen. Dem gegenüber stehen auch gewisse Vorteile wie zum Beispiel
geringe Transaktionskosten und das zur Verfügung stellen von internationalen
Zahlungsmöglichkeiten.
Wie ist Ihre Einstellung zu Bitcoin und Kryptowährungen?
Ich finde Konkurrenz belebt das Geschäft. auch wenn Bitcoin kein Konkurrent zu
herkömmlichen Währungen ist, setzt sich im Normalfall das effizientere System
durch. Dabei sollte man nicht zu sehr auf die Kryptowährung selbst schauen,
sondern auf das System und die Technologie dahinter.
Die Blockchain ist dahingehend sehr interessant. Ausgaben von Banken und anderen
Instituten sind sehr hoch um einen reibungslosen Betrieb und Rechenleistung
aufrecht zu erhalten die für die Finanzwelt notwendig sind. Die Blockchain könnte
hier ein neuer Ansatz für viele Bereiche sein. Ein Beispiel für das Interesse an der
neuen Technologie ist die Blockchain Austria Roadmap.
Zum Beispiel sind die EZB und die ESMA dabei und durchleuchten neue Systeme
nach deren Nutzbarkeit im genannten Bereich.
Es gibt den Versuch einen Standard für Blockchains zu erstellen um so etwas wie
einen ISO Standard zu etablieren. Ich glaube das könnte der Anfang von etwas
ganz Großem sein.
Auch der Fakt, dass derzeit die Zinsen auf einem sehr niedrigen Niveau sind und
man dadurch nichts verdient an der Währung könnte ein Faktor für den Erfolg
von Kryptowährungen sein. Bitcoin bietet hier eine Option die es für einige sicher
interessant macht.
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Nach wie vor sehr volatil, Versicherunen dafür nutzen?
Niemand weiß was wirklich kommt. Es werden viele Dinge ausprobiert um Risiken
abzufangen. Ob es was hilft und was sich hier durchsetzen wird bleibt abzuwarten.
Bitcoins und Banken, passt das zusammen?
Es gibt den Versuch von der Bawag in ihren Filialen Bitcoins zu erstehen oder
aufzuladen. Sonst stehen Insitute dem eher skeptisch gegenüber. Dazu trägt
natürlich das große externe Risiko bei und auch die fehlende rechtliche Sicherheit
die derzeit vorherrschend ist.
Die Regulierungskosten haben sich bei Banken in den letzten zehn Jahren vervierfacht und auch zum Beispiel das Wertpapiersettlement verschlingt Unsummen.
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Von daher sind Banken schon an Kryptowährungen interessiert, hier aber weniger an
der Währung selbst sondern an der dahinter stehenden Technologie. Die Blockchain
steht hier sehr weit oben auf der Liste der interessanten Entwicklungen.
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Regulieren oder verbieten?
Eindeutig regulieren! Verbieten hat keinerlei Sinn. Japan ist da sehr weit vorgesprungen in letzter Zeit, dies liegt aber auch daran, dass Japan sowieso sehr
technologieafin ist. Auch kann es damit zusammenhängen, dass auch in Japan
die Zinsen derzeit auf einem niedrigen Nievau sind. Dadurch könnten auch dort
Menschen versuchen wollen in Bitcoin einzusteigen. Alternativen sind daher gefragt
und müssen reguliert werden.
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Bitcoin im Vergleich mit rechtlichen Zahlungsmitteln?
Bitcoin sind eindeutig Bestandteil im heutigen Alltag. Da es sie nunmal gibt müssen
sie auch behandelt werden. Die Politik ist daher gefordert Wege zu finden, um
zu entscheiden was man damit macht und wie man Kryptowährungen definiert.
Wichtig ist, dass es ein aktuelles Thema ist und daher möglichst rasch gehandelt
werden muss. Die nächste Periode ist daher besonders in dieser Hinsicht gefordert.
Ein wegleugnen dieser neuen Systeme ist einfach unmöglich.
Regulieren oder verbieten?
Ein Verbieten ist nicht möglich beziehungsweise sinnvoll. International wird es
immer Möglichkeiten geben Bitcoin oder andere Kryptowährungen zu verwenden,
daher ist ein Verbot auf nationaler Ebene nicht zielführend. Es ist eine Tatsache,
dass sich diese Systeme immer weiter entwickeln und somit müssen sie in der
Verwaltung bedacht werden. Regulieren ist der Weg der zu gehen ist.
Rechtliche Situation in Österreich?
Derzeit befindet man sich in einer Zwickmühle. Die Nationalbank definiert Bitcoin
eindeutig nicht als Währung, was alleine aber nicht das Problem wäre. Das Problem
ergibt sich dadurch, dass Unternehmen immer mehr damit beginnen Bitcoin und
andere Systeme zu akzeptieren und zu Nutzen. Da per Definition keine Währung
vorliegt handelt es sich dann nur mehr um eine Art Tauschgesellschaft.
In der Finanzwelt und der Besteuerung wirkt es aber doch irgendwie wie eine
Währung und kann als eine Art Mittelding zwischen Währung und Sache gesehen
werden. Das ist für mich natürlich eine unbefriedigende Situation.
Meiner Meinung nach sollte es steuerrechtlich genauso wie eine Fremdwährung
gesehen werden, auch wenn kein Staat dahinter steht. Natürlich mit der Warnung
vor den Risiken.
Maßnahmen zur Regulierung und Verbindung zur Kriminalität?
Eine Gleichstellung komplett wie mit normaler Währung ist nicht möglich. Aus
dem Grund, da ein hohes Risiko damit verbunden ist und kein Staat dahinter steht.
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Dem Käufer oder Anwender muss klar sein, dass ein hohes Risiko involviert ist und
dieses in seiner Eigenverantwortung liegt.
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Eine Regulierung dieser neuartigen Währungen ist vor allem im Bereich der Geldwäsche besonders wichtig! Hier muss man unbedingt regulieren! Bei einem reinen
Tausch wäre es nicht wirklich Geldwäsche. Dort wo aber auf jeden Fall Geldwäscherichtlinien greifen ist bei Kontakt mit herkömmlichen Zahlungsmitteln.
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Derzeit ist die Situation wie eine Einladung, zu sagen es geht mich nichts an! Keiner
ist dafür verantwortlich, da eine genaue Definition fehlt. Somit sind auch herkömmliche Geldinstitute benachteiligt gegenüber neuen die zum Beispiel mit Bitcoin
zu tun haben. Überwachungsrichtlinien greifen nicht und somit ist Geldwäsche
vereinfacht.
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Bitcoin und die Geldwäsche?
Allgemein kann man sagen, dass Bitcoin und andere Kryptowährungen wie eine
Einladung zur Geldwäsche wirken. Geldwäsche erfordert sehr kreative Leute die
immer wieder neue Wege finden um das System zu umgehen. Das ist teilweise mit
hohen Kosten verbunden.
Bitcoin bietet somit viele Vorteile in der Geldwäsche, wie zum Beispiel die Anonymität
und sehr niedrige Kosten.
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Es liegt somit auf der Hand, dass es dafür verwendet wird. Überspitzt formuliert
kann man sagen, das Alles was in der Kryptowährung passiert nicht beobachtet
wird oder werden kann und Vorgänge erst dann wieder unter der Beobachtung
von Behörden stehen sobald das Geld wieder in herkömmliche Zahlungsmittel
und Währungen umgetauscht wird. Natürlich ist das nicht wirklich so der Fall.
Das Problem ist und bleibt aber die Erreichbarkeit innerhalb der Systeme, welche
Ermittlungen und Verfolgungen stark erschweren.
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Wie ist Ihre generelle Einstellung Bitcoins gegenüber?
Meiner Meinung nach hätte es Bitcoin und andere Systeme nicht gebraucht. Sie
sind nirgends notwendig, existieren aber und werden verwendet. Daher sind sie zu
berücksichtigen und von der Politik zu behandeln.
Was sehen Sie als das größte Risiko oder Nachteil?
Risiken gibt es einige. Zum einen das Modell dahinter. Es gibt wenige die es
durchschauen beziehungsweise sich damit beschäftigen und dahinter blicken wollen.
Dahingegen gibt es viele die es verwenden und sich nicht wirklich damit auskennen.
Das ist bei einem unregulierten System gefährlich. Zum anderen steht natürlich
die Unsicherheit und die mögliche Überbewertung im Raum. Derzeit befindet sich
Bitcoin auf einem enorm großen Überflug der das Risiko zusätzlich erhöht.
Wenn zum Beispiel in Ländern Bitcoin regelmentiert beziehungsweise sogar stark
kontrolliert werden sollte und das in vielen Staaten folgt, dann kann die Nachfrage dadurch zusammenbrechen. Daraus folgt eventuell ein Trend zurück zu
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herkömmlichen Zahlungsmitteln und ein daraus sich ergebender Wertverlust der
Kryptowährung.
Ein plötzliches kollabieren ist immer möglich und nicht wirklich vorherzusagen.
Niemand wird als Staat in solch einer Situation einen Finger rühren und somit
droht zu jeder Zeit ein Totalverlust des eingesetzten Wertes.
Was sehen Sie als den größten Vorteil?
Natürlich gibt es auch Vorteile der neuen Kryptowährungen. Viele glauben und
verdienen daran. Wenn diese Menge an Anwendern steigt wäre es rein theoretisch
möglich, dass es als internationales Zahlungsmittel eingesetzt wird und angesehen
ist.
Sollte so ein Fall eintreten ist es sogar möglich, dass es größer wird als der Dollar
oder Euro, da es eben auf einem globalen Level agiert und nicht an bestimmte
geographische Gebiete gebunden ist.
Man könnte damit den internationalen Handel beflügeln. All das setzt einen
längerfristigen Hype voraus, wobei das wichtigste dabei ist, dass dieser stabil wäre.
Dann könnte ein System wie Bitcoin für solche internationalen Geschäfte gewählt
werden. Speziell auch für Entwicklungsländer wäre es als stabile internationale
Währung dann sehr gefragt.
Wenn solche Situationen eintreten sollten, dann könnte theoretisch Bitcoin oder
eine andere Kryptowährung das schaffen, was die Politik auf der ganzen Welt nicht
geschafft hat. Natürlich ist das sehr unwahrscheinlich und setzt eine Verkettung
vieler Ereignisse und einen optimalen Fall voraus.
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Was sind die Unterschiede von Bitcoin vs. rechtliche Zahlungsmittel?
Zuallererst sind Bitcoins und auch andere Kryptowährungen keine rechtlichen
Zahlungsmittel und somit auch keine Währungen im eigentlichen Sinn. Diese neuartigen Konstrukte befinden sich gänzlich in einem unregulierten Bereich. Investoren
die sich in diesen Bereich wagen haben keinerlei regulatorische Schutzmechanismen
zu erwarten. Jemand der neu in diesen Bereich einsteigt hat damit zu rechnen,
dass er einiges an Lehrgeld zahlt.
Gibt es Ansätze zur Lösung von Problemen?
Die Regeln nach denen das System agiert werden vom System selbst definiert und
nicht durch eine übergeordnete Stelle, was das größte Problem darstellt.
Derzeit befinden sich diese Systeme gerade in einem großen Hype und dabei
wird nicht zwischen der Technologie und dem Produkt, wie zum Beispiel Bitcoin,
unterschieden. In der dahinter stehenden Technologie steckt sehr viel Potential und
dieses Potential kann zu einer wesentlichen Veränderung in der Finanztechnologie
führen. Die Technologie der Blockchain zum Beispiel kann sehr vielseitig eingesetzt
werden. Der derzeitige Hype treibt die Entwicklung solcher Technologien an und
das ist durchaus auch positiv.
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Rechtliche Situation in Österreich?
Rein rechtlich exisitiert noch keine Definition in Österreich. Das BMF hat Bitcoin
im steuerlichen Sinn sozusagen wie Waren deklariert. Es ist auf jeden Fall wichtig,
dass sich der Staat damit auseinandersetzt.
Regulieren oder verbieten?
Die wichtigste Frage hierbei ist in welchen Bereichen zu regulieren ist. Auf jeden
Fall muss im Bereich der Geldwäsche und der Terrorismusfinanzierung möglichst
rasch reagiert werden und genaue Regulierungen eingeführt werden.
In Ländern mit Kapitalbeschränkungen können Kryptowährungen durch ihren Aufbau und der Anonymität sehr gut dazu eingesetzt werden um diese Beschränkungen
zu umgehen. Auch wenn Bitcoin selbst nicht unbedingt anonym ist, so gibt es
andere Beispiele solcher Kryptowährungen die durchaus anonym sind und so sehr
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gute Möglichkeiten für die Geldwäsche oder andere kriminelle Handlungen bieten.
Daher gilt es so schnell wie möglich zu agieren und zu regulieren!
Maßnahmen zur Regulierung?
Grundsätzlich sind spezielle Transaktionen meldepflichtig. Derzeit ein Problem ist,
dass es noch keine Registrierungspflicht für die speziellen Plattformen, wie Händler,
gibt die mit Bitcoin und anderen Währungen zu tun haben. Dies wird aber in der
neuen Geldwäscherichtlinie nachgeholt und eingeführt. Das wird wahrscheinlich
nächstes Jahr der Fall sein. Derzeit wird hier noch auf EU Ebene verhandelt.
Eine offene Frage ist dann noch wie man das Mining in den regulatorischen Rahmen miteinbezieht. Wenn die Schnittstellen mit Registrierungspflichten sowie
Meldepflichten reguliert wurden bleibt immer noch der Bereich des Minings der
nicht reguliert ist.
Im Bereich der Finanzwirtschaft ist es so, dass eine Bank zum Beispiel hier nicht
tätig sein darf nach aktueller Lage. Besonders interessant wird es im Bereich der
Fintech Startups. Hier muss man neue Wege finden um regulieren zu können ohne
das man die technologische Entwicklung behindert. Eine volle Auferlegung aller
regulatorischen Pflichten zu beginn eines Startups, welches mit Kryptowährungen
zu tun hat, würde abschreckend sein und einen zu großen negativen Effekt haben.
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Es gibt verschiedene Ansätze für die Regulation in diesem Bereich. England und
auch die Schweiz verfolgen Ansätze in denen zu Anfang bzw. bis zu einer gewissen
Grenze nur wenige Vorgaben greifen und diese dann nach einer gewissen Zeit bzw.
ab einem gewissen Volumen ausgeweitet werden.
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Diese Ansätze klingen vernünftig müssen aber auf EU Ebene behandelt werden.
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Inwiefern hat Bitcoin die Geldwäsche beeinflusst?
Durch Bitcoin und andere Kryptowährungen haben sich neue Geschäftsmodelle
die im Bezug mit der Geldwäsche stehen entwickelt beziehungsweise sind dadurch
möglich gemacht worden. In der traditionellen Geldwäsche war immer ein physisches
Geschäft notwendig um die Geldwäsche abzuwickeln. Dies ist mit der Einführung
dieser neuen Kryptowährungen nun nicht mehr unbedingt notwendig. Geldwäsche
kann nun völlig digital und auch mit geringerem Aufwand anonym betrieben
werden. Das sind die gravierendsten Unterschiede die natürlich sehr schnell neue
Wege eröffnet haben.
Zum Beispiel das Darknet brachte auch neue Geschäftsfelder hervor wo auf Kryptowährungen gesetzt wird.
Was sehen Sie als den größten Nachteil oder Risiko?
Es ist nicht weltbewegend, dass man eine Währung durch eine andere ersetzt.
Die wirkliche Gefahr geht von den völlig unkontrollierten Märkten aus, welche
Schwarzmärkte für viele Güter darstellen. In den größten Problemen enthalten ist
natürlich auch die Geldwäsche selbst und die Terrorismusfinanzierungseigenschaften
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von den neuen Kryptowährungen. All diese Bereiche in einer unkontrollierten
Umgebung ergeben die Gefahr.
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Was sehen Sie als den größten Vorteil?
Der größte Vorteil ist die neue Technologie die mit den Kryptowährungen mit
entwickelt wird. Diese Technologie wird meiner Meinung nach lange Zeit einen
hohen Stellenwert genießen und uns erhalten bleiben.
Die Währungen selbst stellen für einen komplett entwickelten Finanzmarkt wie
Österreich keinen wirklichen Vorteil dar. Anders sieht es in Ländern ohne entwickelten Finanzmarkt aus. Mithilfe von Kryptowährungen bekommen Menschen, die
bis jetzt keinerlei Zugang zu einem funktionierenden Finanzsystem hatten, nun
einen Zugang ermöglicht. Dies zählt zum Beispiel für Entwicklungsländer. Ein
Beispiel dafür wäre Afrika. Ich glaube das diese Entwicklungsländer dank der neuen
Technologien nicht dieselbe Entwicklung wie wir durchlaufen werden. Es besteht
die Möglichkeit, dass diese Länder mithilfe der neuen Währungen einen Sprung in
der Entwicklung der Finanzmärkte erfahren und direkt auf diese Art von Währung
setzen.
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In unseren Gesellschaften wird sich allerdings aufgrund der genannten Situation
nicht viel in Richtung der neuen Kryptowährungen bewegen. Dies gilt allerdings
nur für die Währungen selbst und nicht für die dahinter stehenden Technologien.
Diese werden sehr wohl weiter verfolgt und in Zukunft in einigen Bereichen auch
bei uns zu finden sein.
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Wie ist Ihre generelle Einstellung zu Bitcoin?
Man muss auf jeden Fall die Entwicklung nach verfolgen und am Ball bleiben.
Eine Vernachlässigung in dieser Richtung wäre dramatisch. Staatliche Institutionen
müssen sich die Technologie zu nutze machen und versuchen sie weiter zu entwickeln
beziehungsweise an der Entwicklung teilnehmen.
Oft kommt die Unterscheidung zwischen der Technologie und dem Produkt zu
kurz und wird schlichtweg vernachlässigt. Gerade in diesem neuen Bereich ist
das schlecht und wichtig sich genauestens damit auseinander zu setzen. Natürlich
muss erwähnt werden, dass es von absoluter Bedeutung ist ressourcenschonend zu
arbeiten. Obwohl die Blockchein sehr interessant ist und in vielen Bereichen daran
geforscht wird, ist es ein großes Problem das sie rasch sehr große Rechenleistung
aufnimmt und somit alles andere als Ressourcenschonend ist. Darum muss auch in
dieser Richtung weiter entwickelt werden, um diese vielversprechende Technologie
laufend zu verbessern.
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